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Abstract
This thesis investigates the use of an entropy estimator as a metric to determine congestion in ad hoc networks. It also aims to design a network routing protocol to resolve
congestion in such networks. The protocol proposed here, RAODV, builds on the AODV
(Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) routing protocol, a reactive routing protocol intended for ad hoc networks. This thesis introduces RAODV and the algorithms it uses
to mitigate congestion, and evaluates its performance in a number of settings. Unlike
previous ad-hoc routing protocols, RAODV does not use the congested nodes themselves
to manage congestion. Instead, RAODV detects congestion via a third party: from a
monitoring neighbour node, which may also replace the congested node to repair the
affected route locally. Moreover, the source node of an affected route may find a bypass
route by sending a new RREQ to a monitoring neighbour node to relieve congestion.
Another novel aspect of RAODV is that it proposes an entropy threshold algorithm to
adapt different scenarios that may occur: Connections in ad hoc networks can be affected
by serious self-interference with high entropy as the hop count increases. RAODV thus
classifies the nodes in the network into different categories, and the role a node can play
in the network depends on its classification.
A series of simulation experiments in this thesis show that RAODV can indeed improve
goodput compared to AODV in certain circumstances. That is, RAODV provides benefits under congestion when the monitoring neighbour node has the ability to provide
assistance to relieve congestion for the connection involved. Hence, this thesis designs
experimental scenarios for its RAODV validation experiments from two aspects: Firstly,
it studies scenarios that induce congestion either through interference or through contention for the same network capacity. Secondly, it investigates scenarios where a suitable
alternative node/route exists in the designed network topology. The thesis concludes
that the algorithms used by RAODV may also be useful in other routing protocols in
other types of networks.
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1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

As often temporary wireless networks, ad hoc networks do not rely on any established
wired infrastructure for their internal communications. Ideally, this distributed network system automatically constructs its wireless communication environment, which
depends on mutual collaborations among individual nodes. In ad hoc networks, nodes
are independent and have the same hierarchical status [1]. Ad hoc networks support
peer-to-peer and peer-to-remote communications. Every node can act as both an ordinary host and as a router. So despite the limited coverage of individual wireless nodes,
nodes can still help each other to construct the required connection by forwarding data
as routers.
An ad hoc network operating as such a multi-hop wireless network can thus expand
its transmission coverage. However, key nodes may emerge as a result of the route
establishment in the data transmission process. Those key nodes are also said to be
in “hotspot” positions. The probability that these nodes have to forward data at any
given time is higher than that of other nodes. Hence, nodes in “hotspot” positions have
a rather heavy network lo ad.
Moreover, wireless nodes act as senders or receivers using antennas which can be highly
directional (point-to-point) or omnidirectional (broadcasting) to complete communications [2]. However, wireless nodes in ad hoc networks may have limited resources,
e.g., limited energy or power supply, low processing capability, and limited transmission
power.
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If an ad hoc network also has mobile nodes, the topology is dynamic and may change
rapidly and unpredictably. Moreover, arbitrary free movement of nodes may cause the
partition of networks (where a node moves away from its current network, or a key node
linking two parts of the overall network leaves without replacement). However, this
thesis does not concentrate on mobile ad hoc networks.
Due to these characteristics, ad hoc networks face more challenges than other types of
networks. One of the most important challenges is the congestion problem. To be more
specific, key nodes generally have a higher probability to forward packets than other
nodes as discussed, let alone the limited resources of wireless nodes. These nodes may
thus have a pretty heavy network load, causing more intense contention and increasing
queue lengths. If the queue in a node overflows, incoming packets may be dropped. The
packet loss will then increase data retransmission and may eventually cause congestive
collapse. Hence, congestion tends to happen more easily on the paths across such nodes.
This is shown in the cycle diagram in Fig. 1.1.
Congestion
happens
Queue
increases

Packet loss

Packet
retransmission

Contention

Network load
Figure 1.1: Congestion cycle diagram: As shown in this figure, when congestion
happens, nodes begin to lose packets, which causes the sender nodes to retransmit
the lost packets. This further increases network load and causes the network resource
contention to become more serious, which in return increases the queues in the network.
As a result, congestion gets worse, and the vicious cycle starts all over again.

Since congestion may result in packet loss and affect the network performance, this
thesis focuses on monitoring and detecting network congestion and on trying to relieve
congestion and smooth the distribution of traffic across an ad hoc network.
Most studies use the congested nodes themselves to monitor their congestion status and
even manage congestion in ad hoc networks. For example, a congested node could send
congestion feedback to the source node to control the transmission rate. However, the
node that is congested may be limited in its ability to respond to congestion, e.g., when
the congested node is unable to transmit data because of a busy channel, it also cannot
send the aforementioned feedback message to the source. The first contribution of this
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thesis is thus the proposal to detect and manage congestion in ad hoc networks via a
neighbour node that is not involved in the communication.
In order to resolve congestion events, this thesis investigates how nodes can recognise
congestion at their neighbour nodes. How do we detect and evaluate the congestion
status of a node from a neighbour node that has no access to the queue length or channel
contention information at the (potentially congested) node? The second contribution
of this thesis addresses this question by applying an information-theoretic approach,
T-entropy, to congestion detection in ad hoc networks. In thermodynamics, entropy
is the amount of chaos in a system and cannot be measured. But the entropy rate as
the change in entropy is computable. The entropy rate reflects the degree to which
information we observe is new, which corresponds to a high entropy rate, or repeated,
which results in a low entropy rate [3]. In this thesis, we choose Titchener’s T-entropy [4],
which is sensitive to patterns. Specifically, each node overhears and collects the TCP
sequence numbers sent by its neighbours and estimates the entropy for each neighbour on
a periodic basis using a sliding window. In case of congestion, TCP packets (and hence
their sequence numbers) will be retransmitted, lowering the amount of information in
the sliding window, which allows us to detect congestion. However, we may not detect
the entropy decrease sufficiently as a result of TCP backoffs. The second method is
applying the difference between successive sequence numbers, which increase in entropy
when the retransmissions happen as negative difference values are suddenly obtained.
This poses the question of how best to detect that congestion, e.g., which entropy estimates demonstrate that the network is operating “normally” and from which entropy
value on congestion is considered to occur. The third contribution of this thesis is an
attempt to determine such an entropy threshold. Combined with goodput and entropy
calculations, this thesis also proposes a suitable sliding window size and different entropy
threshold algorithms based on different scenarios.
For the congestion relief, we propose a new routing protocol that also lets nodes offer
“help” to congested neighbour nodes they are monitoring by taking over some of their
traffic. The fourth contribution of this thesis is thus the modification of the well-know
AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing) [5] routing protocol for ad hoc
networks to enable it to notify and relieve congestion in ad hoc networks in this way.
AODV is a hop by hop proactive routing protocol, which is mainly designed for ad hoc
networks. We will introduce AODV with details in Chapter 8.3.
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1.2

Structure of this thesis

The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 describes the most significant challenge in the field of ad hoc networks:
network congestion issues and routing protocols. It also reviews previous work in
this area.
• Chapter 3 discusses possible measurements from basic metrics (packet delivery
ratio and throughput) to information estimators (complexity and entropy) for the
measurement of network performance and analysis of the congestion situation in
ad hoc networks from an observer position.
• Chapter 4 reviews the IEEE 802.11 protocols, which are used in ad hoc networks
in this thesis.
• Chapter 5 discusses the ns3 simulation environment and its 802.11b network simulation configuration, which this thesis uses for its experimental work. This chapter
also determines the transmission and carrier sensing ranges for the ns3 simulator.
These are used in experiment design throughout the later chapters. The chapter also shows how to apply the entropy estimator to congestion analysis via the
sliding window algorithm.
• Unlike other previous works, this thesis proposes to detect congestion via monitoring by a third party neighbour node. Chapter 6 reviews the definition of congestion
we assume in this thesis, the reason for detecting congestion from unaffected neighbours, and how to further manage such congestion.
• Chapter 7 describes a number of entropy-based validation experiments conducted
in ns3. This chapter uses the hidden node problem and the RTS/CTS channel
reservation protocol as the background against which we try to verify that entropy
can indeed detect congestion in ad hoc networks.
• This thesis proposes an extension routing protocol based on AODV to better control and resolve congestion problems in ad hoc networks. Chapter 8 reviews the
classification of network routing protocols, and describes how the AODV routing
protocol works. It then describes the details of our modified AODV protocol,
RAODV (Relieving AODV), its congestion detection and avoidance algorithm and
its local repair modification algorithm.
• When it comes to congestion detection algorithms in networks, an essential point is
the definition of a congestion threshold. As this thesis uses entropy for congestion
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detection, the threshold in this thesis is an entropy threshold. Chapter 9 discusses
this entropy threshold in RAODV.
• Chapter 10 presents the results of the simulation experiments using RAODV and
AODV.
• Chapter 11 contains the conclusion of this thesis.
In the next chapter, we review related work on the congestion detection and management
in ad hoc networks and on modified AODV routing protocols.

2
Literature Review

As discussed in Chapter 1, key nodes in ad hoc networks may have a heavy network
load. Moreover, congestion may happen more easily on the paths across these key nodes
because of wireless nodes with limited resources. One limit is that all of the nodes share
the same channel, and so those who can hear each other can interfere in signal reception,
so that congestion can easily occur. Also, nodes on battery that keep retransmitting
packets because of congestion will run out of battery earlier. Hence,congestion presents
a more serious challenge in ad hoc networks than in other types of networks [6, 7]. To
resolve this problem, we need to find out how to detect/evaluate congestion and, further,
how to relieve and prevent congestion.

2.1

Congestion detection and congestion control

There are two metrics that are commonly used to indicate the congestion status in
networks [8]:
• The buffer occupancy, which is simply the length of the processing queue in a node.
Nodes use a buffer as a processing queue to buffer incoming and self-generated
packets before they are forwarded/transmitted. So the congestion status of a node
could be determined by estimating whether the buffer of the node is overflowing
or not.
This is an observation that has to be made on the node itself.
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• The channel capacity, i.e., the amount of available idle bandwidth. Generally, one
can describe the network congestion situation by looking at the periods when the
wireless channel is idle. The channel capacity of a node is affected by interference
from its neighbours.
While this can be observed by any node, the picture that different nodes will get
of the congestion status of a network will differ between these nodes (e.g., because
they may be hidden from each other and so consider the channel idle when it is
not). Also a node that detects congestion faces a potential contention problem at
the same time: Some or all of the transmissions it hears may be incoming packets,
but at the same time, they constrain the node’s ability to transmit (i.e., forward
them).

After talking about congestion indicators, there are several general methods to control
congestion, which may be categorised as follows [9]:
• Traffic control: Relieve congestion by reducing the sending data rate of the source
node to decrease the number of packet transmissions contributing to the overall
traffic.
• Resource control: When congestion is detected on an active path, use an available
alternate path to transmit the traffic instead of the current congested path.
• Priority awareness control: When an active node is congested, the currently congested node will be given the top priority to use the limited shared channel for
transmission.
• Queue occupancy control: Active queue management (AQM) techniques can control the processing queue length of nodes and keep the queue from overflowing.
This still involves dropping packets, though, albeit not necessarily as tail drops.
Based on the above discussion, there are numerous proposals on how to deal with the
congestion problem in ad hoc networks, which we will consider in the next section.

2.2

Review of other work on congestion in ad hoc networks

Here, we review this work from different aspects, including the following categories:
congestion-aware routing protocols, cross-layer control algorithms, agent-based methods
and others.
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Congestion-aware routing protocols

Related work on this aspect includes [10–15].
Dhurandher et al. [16] proposed a routing protocol called ARCC (Ant-based Routing
with Congestion Control) to reduce the chance of congestion and find better routers for
the source and the destination node. ARCC combines two techniques: ACO (Ant Colony
Optimization) and PCCP (Priority-based Congestion Control Protocol), to improve the
upstream congestion in ad hoc networks. ACO is based on a real process: ants venturing
outside their nest to find food. Ants use pheromone deposits to mark their path and
find their food. After a group of ants has found multiple paths, the shortest path among
them may emerge. Over time, the shortest path will feature relatively higher pheromone
deposits, which help ants to find it. Finally, all ants will use the shortest path.
In ad hoc networks, the optimum routing path may also be found in this way. PCCP
is a cross-layer protocol that can deal with source traffic and transit traffic. Here,
ARCC detects congestion based on time. It computes the time difference between the
inter-arrival time and inter-service time for each node. If this time difference exceeds
a certain threshold, the node is considered congested. ARCC then issues a congestion
notification to prevent further congestion and relieve the existing congestion. However,
the node itself places “pheromone” and the congested node itself sends the congestion
notification to prevent congestion.
Chen [10] proposed a congestion-aware routing protocol to bypass an affected link. One
solution for congestion is to design a routing protocol that gives the top transmission
priority to links with high data rates. This routing protocol proposes applying data rate
classifications to avoid the route through key bottleneck nodes. Based on data rates, the
delay imposed by the buffer queues and the overhead of MAC (Media Access Control),
the routing protocol can classify congestion into different categories. The protocol then
instead finds less congested links to improve the overall network performance. In this
protocol, nodes also classify congestion by themselves. Letting only routes with high
data rates transmit data may cause unfairness in channel usage, however, and may not
even address the problem of congested routes.
Tran and Raghavendra [11] suggested that a routing protocol should also consider adapting the route to congestion rather than just detecting congestion. They proposed CRP
(Congestion-adaptive Routing Protocol), which consists of six parts: congestion monitoring, primary router discovery, bypass discovery, traffic splitting, multi-path minimization, and failure recovery. CRP can efficiently alleviate network congestion, but
the congested node itself detects whether it is congested. If a node detects too much
traffic on the forward route, it will inform its predecessor node. The predecessor node
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then uses the bypass router nodes to avoid potential congestion. CRP defines a node’s
congestion status by comparing the number of packets (buffered currently) with the size
of its buffer. This thesis also makes use of the idea of bypass routes, but the initiator of
the bypass process differs here.
Wei et al. [12] proposed a congestion control algorithm based on the nodes’ queue management. It defines the queue threshold of a node based on the node’s ability as well as
how important it is in the network. This algorithm can prevent further congestion by
decreasing the sending rate on the route from the congestion node to the source node
hop by hop. The proposed algorithm uses the RED (random early detection) algorithm
to measure the queue buffer and roughly defines the minimum and maximum threshold
to classify the nodes for further differential handling action. Once again, the affected
nodes themselves detect and manage congestion in this protocol.
Kumaran and Sankaranarayanan [13] proposed EDAPR (an early congestion detection
and adaptive routing) protocol. EDAPR uses an NHN (non-congested neighbour) list to
find a route from the source node to the destination node. Nodes along the primary route
calculate their queue status and then combine with the optimization of RED (Random
Early Detection) to detect network congestion in advance. Apart from applying the
early congestion detection mechanism, EDAPR also finds an alternate non-congested
path to improve the performance of the network.
Kumaran and Sankaranarayanan [14] further proposed DCDR (dynamic congestion detection and control routing), a protocol based on the average queue buffer estimate. A
node itself calculates its current congestion situation via the queue length and sends a
warning message to its neighbours. The neighbours then try to find an alternative noncongested route to the destination node to prevent the network congestion. The authors
use an algorithm they call DC (dynamic congestion) to estimate the node congestion
status. This algorithm is based on the average queue length of the node and uses three
parameters: the minimum queue threshold, the maximum queue threshold, and a queue
weight parameter.

2.2.2

Cross-layer control mechanism

A number of authors [17–21] have studied congestion issues from the aspect of the
transport layer. Among them, [17, 20, 21] proposed algorithms to modify TCP to
resolve congestion in ad hoc networks.
Kliazovich and Granelli [17] argued that congestion happens when the transmitted data
in the network exceeds the channel capacity. Hence, their paper mainly focuses on
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controlling and further optimizing the amount of traffic data transmitted in the network
and preventing the traffic from exceeding the limits of the network resource. For this
purpose, they proposed an algorithm called C3TCP (Cross-layer Congestion Control
for TCP), a solution that modifies the TCP congestion control algorithm by including
link-layer information.
Zhai et al. [21] proposed an algorithm called WCCP (wireless congestion control protocol) to resolve congestion that mainly results from contention at the MAC layer. Each
node forwarding packets along the routing link chain contributes to the MAC layer feedback. The end-to-end feedback is determined by the key nodes. These send the feedback
to the source node to control the sending rate. Hence, the sending data rate of each
source-destination pair is determined by the degree of channel usage of the key nodes in
the routing link. This method is more suitable for static multi-hop ad hoc networks as
congestion here is not caused by the mobility of nodes. However, the congested nodes
need to take charge of congestion detection and the consequent congestion responses
here, too.
Puthal et al. [19] proposed a cross-layer architecture for congestion control. It contains
two processes: congestion detection and congestion control. The paper suggests that this
solution is designed for VANETs (vehicular ad hoc networks) which are similar to ad
hoc networks, except that VANETs may have a higher density topology which changes
more quickly. The congestion detection process defines the congestion level based on a
combination of channel utilisation, queue occupancy, the contention neighbours count
and the data rates from the physical layer, the MAC layer, the network layer, and the
application layer as well. All layers share this information. For congestion control,
the paper proposes algorithms for each layer to select the right contention window and
transmission rate based on the present congestion level.

2.2.3

Agent-based control

Sharma and Bhadauria [22] proposed control congestion based on MAs (Mobile Agents).
They defined the congestion metric via both the queue size and the contention of the
channel. Each node contains a routing table. MAs periodically traverse the whole
network, moving from node to neighbour node, and store and update the routing information of the visited node. During the visit, they collect the information for congestion
and compute the congestion metric. Based on the congestion situation, MAs thus help to
avoid the (potential) congested node and find the least congested node for the required
route. However, the affected nodes also need to provide the congestion metric themselves, and MAs needs to visit the whole network to collect the congestion information,
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which may delay information update. Moreover, MAs may get stuck in the congested
area via when the agent moves from node to node.

2.2.4

Other research

Li et al. [23] first introduced entropy (Shannon entropy and conditional Shannon entropy)
to the field of congestion prediction in CRANs (Cellular Radio Access Networks). They
demonstrated that entropy could predict traffic via previous information from history
and neighbours. This thesis also studies entropy for congestion in ad hoc networks.
Approaches based on information/entropy measurement or estimation have been applied in a substantial number of conventional network measurement scenarios, e,g., in
application for event detection [24–36].
Feinstein et al. [24] proposed to identify DDoS (distributed denial of service) attacks on
the network via the entropy calculations. Gianvecchio and Wang [25] proposed a new
scheme based on entropy to detect covert timing channels. They argued that there is a
relationship between entropy changes and covert timing channel creation, and proposed
using entropy and conditional entropy to detect such channels. Lall et al. [27] proposed
an algorithm which combines data streaming algorithms to estimate the entropy of
network traffic to resolve traffic problems on high-speed links. Lee and Xiang [28], Liu
et al. [29] and Zhang et al. [33] proposed the use of information-theoretic measures (e.g.,
entropy, conditional entropy, and relative entropy) for anomaly detection in network
monitoring and measurement (mainly using Shannon entropy) and for traffic matrix
estimation. Wagner [31, 32] applied entropy in anomaly detection with a focus on
fast Internet worms. Based on nonextensive entropy, Ziviani et al. [34] proposed a
measurement method for anomaly detection. Bereziński et al. [37] believed that Tentropy is more suitable for the detection of ordered packets. Eimann and Speidel [30, 35]
argued that entropy (T-entropy) is a proper estimator for network event detection.
They mapped the corresponding tracefile records of networks into symbols and then
concatenated them into a string. The concatenated string then was split into same-size
fragments and computed the T-entropy for each fragment to detect the network event.
Also, Eimann et al. [38] analysed the outbreak of the Slammer worm by applying Tentropy. Note that some of the techniques in network event detection are sensitive to
congestion, e.g., because DDoS attacks cause congestion.
However, such information-theoretic approaches have not been used in the context of ad
hoc networks, and this thesis attempts to apply entropy to detect congestion in ad hoc
networks.
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Routing protocol design goals for ad hoc networks

This thesis also contributes by proposing a novel routing protocol for the congestion
problem in ad hoc networks. The goal for an ideal routing protocol is to find and
maintain the appropriate routes for the communication pairs.

2.3.1

Difficulties routing protocols need to address

Based on the characteristics of ad hoc networks as discussed in Section 1.1, an ad hoc
network routing protocol should address the following basic challenges [39]:
• Route establishment: Ad hoc networks do not contain any dedicated routers, and
the wireless nodes themselves act as routers to forward data on behalf of their peers
if necessary. The route establishment procedure is usually based on some form of
route request broadcast. Any node within the transmission range of a transmitting
node can capture or listen to the route request broadcast. If a destination is outside
the transmission range of a source, every node that captures the route request
broadcast from the source will forward the same transmission to its respective
neighbours. The neighbours that receive this transmission will then rebroadcast
it to their neighbours, and so on, until the intended destination receives the route
request broadcast.
If the design of the routing protocol is not carefully considered during this process,
the broadcasting flood can cause relatively massive unnecessary traffic throughout
the entire network. Moreover, the key nodes in the “hotspot” positions are much
more likely to broadcast route request messages than other nodes. This can be a
significant demand on the nodes with limited power and constrained communication capacity, and can also contribute to network congestion.
• Route maintenance: Congestion not only affects the success of data transmission,
but can also cause congestive collapse on links if it is too severe. This may result in
the route discovery process being reinitiated. In addition to the network overhead
of the new route discovery, storing information about the overdue routes in the
corresponding routing tables can also result in unnecessary overhead. After a route
has been established, it is crucial to maintain this current route for the success of
the data transmission.
An ideal routing protocol for ad hoc networks should have the ability to sensitively
detect congestion and address congestion in time to maintain network performance,
avoid network goodput decrease and a plethora of other congestion issues.
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2.3.2

Performance indicators for routing protocol design

Based on the above discussion, we use the following performance indicators to design a
suitable specific routing protocol for ad hoc networks. This thesis argues that the more
indicators are considered, the more appropriate the routing protocol is.
• During the route discovery process:
– A routing protocol should have the ability to restrict the flooding with broadcast transmissions. Since ad hoc networks have limited resources, e.g., the
shared channel capacity and finite energy/transmission power, it is better to
avoid wasting network resources as far as possible.
– A routing protocol should have the ability to avoid routing loops. If the
required route is established via broadcasts, loops may form in the path
from source to destination unless the routing protocol prevents this from
happening.
– A routing protocol should have the ability to find a low cost route (e.g., with
the shortest number of hops) as soon as possible for a pair of hosts intending
to communicate.
– A routing protocol should have the ability to avoid as many congested intermediate nodes as possible and provide a relatively stable route.
• After the route discovery process:
Firstly, the routing protocol should have the ability to support and maintain a stable route. Secondly, it should have the ability to detect and even notify congestion.
After congestion detection, it should also have the ability to resolve congestion.
E.g., it could provide another alternative route or an algorithm to repair the affected route locally, or other congestion control schemes.
Note that beyond using a routing protocol to control congestion on the network
layer. As discussed in the related works in Section 2.2, congestion control can also
be done by other layers.
This thesis proposes a routing protocol based on AODV, a hop by hop routing protocol.
AODV was mainly developed for use in ad hoc networks, but still has a number of
weaknesses. One of these is its ability to deal with network congestion. In this thesis,
we mainly concern ourselves with this congestion theme.
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Related work on the modification of the AODV routing protocol

When Congestion happens, packets get delayed and/or lost. Much existing research
has studied this aspect and modified the existing AODV routing protocol. Examples
include:
Dipika et al. [40] proposed a route selection scheme, which combined the ant colony
mechanism with the AODV routing protocol. They assumed the best delivery route for
data transmission is the route with the highest pheromone value, which is determined
by the four factors: the reliability of the route, congestion among nodes, the number of
hops and the node’s residual energy. In this context, the received signal strength of a
link determines the link’s reliability. As in most studies, buffer occupancy determines
congestion here, and the congested nodes take care of congestion.
AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector) as an extension of AODV
intends to find the link-disjoint multiple paths for the data transmission. A significant
number of studies have contributed to the field of the enhancement of AOMDV. E.g.,
Tekaya et al. [41] proposed QLB-AOMDV (QoS and Load Balancing-AOMDV). QLBAOMDV uses the buffer size of a node as the congestion parameter of the node and
chooses the less congested nodes as the intermediated nodes to the destination. If
there are multiple active routes from the source to the destination, QLB-AOMDV will
distribute the network load across these active routes. Nodes estimate the link quality
with the one-hop neighbours. However, they did not present an algorithm about how
to distribute the network load on different active routes without inducing extra network
congestion. Also, this protocol uses the congested node themselves to detect congestion.
On the basis of AOMDV, Bawa and Banerjee [42] presented a load balancing mechanism
to handle congestion. They used the queue size of a node to determine whether the node
is congested. The best route with the minimum congestion is then chosen as the primary
route. All other routes are considered backup routes. However, when it comes to the
backup routes stored in the route discovery process of a routing protocol, we need to
consider the condition that whether the backup routes still active and have the possibility
to relieve congestion when congestion occurs in the primary route and how to select the
“best” proper backup route.
Ali et al. [43] introduced CAMRLB (Congestion Adaptive Multipath Routing Protocol
for Load Balancing), based on SMORT (Scalable Multipath On-demand Routing protocol), to balance the network load if congestion happens. SMORT as a multi-path
extension of AODV allows nodes to accept the same RREQ packet for the construction
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of multiple paths. If the average load exceeds the traffic load threshold, the remaining
battery energy is below a defined energy threshold, or the available bandwidth is less
than the bandwidth threshold, CAMRLB will distribute the traffic across the multiple
paths in order to relieve congestion on the primary route. But in the route discovery
process, nodes accept the same RREQ packet could cause common intermediate nodes
exist among the multiple paths, which may not address congestion even distribute network load on the multiple paths, especially if the common intermediate node is a key
node at the “hotspot” position. Moreover, this protocol introduces many thresholds for
congestion without relatively accurate threshold algorithms to determine congestion.
Kaur and Pandey [44] proposed M-AODV: a modified AODV routing protocol. In order
to reduce the network congestion as far as possible, M-AODV considers the parameters
of the delay, energy consumption and the lifetime of the network. The route request
algorithm of M-AODV uses the network delay as the metric to avoid the congested
route. In the route reply algorithm, the destination selects the optimal route with the
highest lifetime when it receives the RREQ packet. However, wireless nodes do not have
a general time standard. Delay could be hard to calculate accurately. Network delay can
be variable even if nodes take the same route for data transmission in ad hoc networks.
Also, the congestion detection may cause delay since they considered congestion via a
relative multi-combination.
Sharma and Bhadauria [45] presented a congestion control mechanism with mobile
agents based on AODV. This mechanism collects the nodes’ congestion status via mobile
agents. Correspondingly, the nodes update their routing tables along with the movement of mobile agents through the entire network. When a mobile agent visits a node, it
computes the queue length and channel contention of the node to determine the node’s
congestion status. But still, the mobile agents need each node (congested node) to provide its own queue length to define its congestion status. Moreover, this protocol could
not ensure each node could have the possibility to update their routing table timely via
the mobile agents’ movement.
Based on the route maintenance mechanism of AODV, Dhirendra et al. [46] proposed
an algorithm named P-AODV for ad hoc networks. P-AODV is a route maintenance
process and repairs a congested/error route based on the priority of a neighbour. PAODV divides the set of nodes into high priority and low priority nodes. The nodes
with high priority are the idle nodes which have no data transmission. Their priorities
are set 1, and those of other nodes are set 0. The high priority nodes have the ability
to repair routes. Moreover, nodes set their priority values periodically in Hello message,
exchange the Hello message with their neighbours and then store the corresponding
priority values in their neighbour tables. P-AODV uses the promiscuous mode in AODV
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to overhear packets and create an ART (Alternate Route Table) with the destination
and next hop. P-AODV then uses this ART to repair the error route. However, it
cannot always support the condition that the next hop in ART of this neighbour can
be the downstream node of the error route to the destination. If it cannot meet the
condition, then all downstream nodes from the neighbour node may be changed, which
could cost extra network resources. The authors also proposed a CRD (Controlled ReRoute Discovery) process to limit the RREQ message broadcast to only be sent to high
priority neighbours when a broken link needs to be repaired locally. However, assume
that a node has a high priority neighbour and sends RREQ to this neighbour, which
even has no neighbours. The route discovery process then still can fail.
Jyoti et al. [47] introduced a method to repair links locally based on AODV. They
modified the route maintenance process of AODV and kept the original route discovery
process. In the modified scheme, the nodes’ connectivity is maintained via the transmission of IEEE802.11 b’s RTS/CTS, rather than the periodical exchange of Hello message.
The modified protocol also adds an extra field to the original routing table entry of
AODV. This field holds the next-to-next node’s IP address, which is provided by RREP
message. Correspondingly, the format of the RREP message is also modified to contain
the extra field. The proposed routing protocol updates a node’s routing table in promiscuous mode. If a link is broken, a NNreq(request for next-to-next node) is broadcast.
The corresponding NNack (acknowledgment from the next-to-next node) is sent back to
the node which sent the NNreq, and the broken link will be repaired. But this protocol
restricts the networks under IEEE802.11 b with the RTS/CTS mechanism. Moreover,
compared with check nodes’ connectivity via Hello message, this modified scheme may
delay detecting congestion situations of the nodes which do not/cannot transmit data
at the moment.
Bouchra et al. [48] proposed BQO-AODV (Buffer Queue Occupancy-AODV) to avoid
congestion. They consider that congestion occurs if the number of packets exceeds the
capacity of the buffer. They modify the route request and route reply processes of
AODV and chose the optimal route based on the intermediate nodes with the smallest
BQO values. The value of BQO = 100*(number of packets in the interface queue/size
of the interface queue). Again, they used the congested nodes themselves to monitor
congestion status.
Payal et al. [49] presented a congestion control algorithm based on AODV to reduce
congestion in wireless mesh networks. This algorithm determines congestion by checking
the capacity of the buffer twice. The first check is whether the occupancy of buffer values
of nodes through the route exceeds a threshold (75% of the total capacity in the paper).
If not, the algorithm also checks the packets in the buffer for each destination. If the
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number of packets in the buffer for a destination is larger than a certain threshold (50%
of the total capacity in the paper), the corresponding source will choose another path
to forward data for the destination. This proposed algorithm also uses the capacity of
the buffer of a node to determine congestion and defines the corresponding thresholds
roughly.
Cuong et al. [50] introduced AODV-DM (Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector-Delay
Metric) as a cross-layer routing protocol based on AODV to avoid congested areas in
ad hoc networks. AODV-DM selects the optimal route based on the assumption that
the average delay of links in the congested area of the network should be larger than
that in the uncongested area. So, AODV-DM chooses the route with the smallest endto-end delay rather than the shortest hop count. They proposed a link delay estimation
algorithm at the MAC layer to estimate the service time, which is determined by the
delay parameters such as the backoff time, the transmission time and the deferral time.
This algorithm includes the measurement of the source node’s channel utilisation on a
link and the link’s frame error rate. The network layer then obtains the delay value via
the cross-layer approach and calculates the end-to-end delay to find the required route.
As discussed before, the delay could be variable for wireless nodes to transmit data in
ad hoc networks.
Senthil and Sankaranarayanan [51] proposed EDAODV (early detection congestion and
control routing protocol) for ad hoc networks. In the route discovery process, each
node contains two routing tables for both the primary route and the alternate route
(if an alternate route exists). It computes a value for the queue status to determine
the congestion status for early congestion detection. EDAODV defines the minimum
threshold=25% * buffer size and the maximum threshold=3 * minimum threshold. It
uses these thresholds to classify the buffer into a safe zone, likely to be congested zone
and congested zone. A node in the primary route predicts its congestion status and sends
the congestion status by periodically broadcasting CSP (congestion status packet) to its
neighbours. If the uncongested predecessor node and successor node along the primary
route receive a CSP from a neighbour node, they will try to find an alternate uncongested
path between each other bi-directionally. If there is more than one uncongested alternate
path, EDAODV will choose the optimal one. Again, if a routing protocol stores multiple
paths during the route discovery process, it also needs to consider whether the backup
route still active without congestion when it replaces the primary route. Moreover,
this protocol also applies the buffer size of a node and roughly determines congestion
thresholds.
Based on the above discussion, almost all of the protocols proposed so far detect congestion or handle congestion via the congested nodes themselves. However, in this thesis, we
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will explore the use of uncongested neighbour nodes to take care of congestion detection
and management in ad hoc networks.
In the next chapter, we introduce measurements for network performance and congestion
situation analysis.

3
Congestion Measurement

3.1

Common performance metrics for networks

In this thesis, an essential aim is to verify whether the current network is congested
or the proposed routing protocol is suitable for the networks. In order to evaluate the
network performance, the following metrics are commonly considered: packet delivery
ratio, throughput, end-to-end delay, routing overhead and packet loss.
• Packet delivery ratio: This is achieved by computing the ratio of the number of
data packets successfully received by the destination nodes to the total number
of data packets which are sent by the source nodes. It does not consider control
packets. The larger the ratio, the better the performance of the network. However,
this is not a metric that can be computed from observation along a delivery path,
but only with data from both endpoints.
• Throughput: Indicates the amount of data through a certain network (device or
channel) per unit time from a source node to a destination node [52]. Another
analogous measure, goodput, is the amount of useful information received by a
node per time unit. This means goodput = throughput - (overhead + repeated
transmissions). The unit for throughput and goodput is bits/s (also written as
bps) .
In this thesis, we use goodput from two aspects: a single node’s goodput, and the
total network goodput to all destination nodes combined. Node goodput means
the amount of received data which are the actual transmission data toward the
subject node captured through the subject node in a unit time. The total network
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goodput is the amount of the total received data per unit time captured from all
receiving nodes in the network.
We use goodput to evaluate whether a subject node is congested or not. Marcos
et al. also applied goodput to indicate network performance [53]. If a node is idle,
the goodput of this node is low. The total network goodput is mainly used to
describe the performance of the proposed routing protocols.
• End-to-end delay: It is the time taken for a data packet successfully transmitted
from a source node to a destination node [52]. The shorter the delay, the better the
network performance. The end-to-end delay mainly contains four kinds of delays:
transmission delay, propagation delay, processing delay, and queuing delay.
End-to-end delay is a critical metric for real-time performance evaluation. However, it is difficult to calculate accurately, because nodes do not have a universal
time standard. Because of the queueing delays, the end-to-end delay of packets is
variable even when they take the same path.
• Routing overhead: This is the ratio of the number of routing information packets
(or the number of bytes in such packets) to that of the all data packets. Commonly,
both routing control and data packets share the same transmission channel. A
good routing protocol should have low routing overhead. The RAODV routing
protocol proposed in this thesis also uses control messages to achieve congestion
relief. Hence, more control messages may be transmitted in certain congested
network scenarios. This may cause an increased routing overhead, which has to
be balanced against improved network performance. Hence, this thesis does not
consider routing overhead explicitly.
• Packet loss: The fraction of packets that are not successfully delivered to their
destination, but are dropped for some reason during the data transmission. E.g.,
the required route cannot be found, a queue overflows, or there are symbol decoding
errors. Here, we mainly consider packet loss due to network congestion. When a
network is congested (the channel is busy), the queue occupancy increases, and
when there is no longer enough capacity in the queue for receiving packets, packets
are dropped. If the transport layer protocol is TCP and packet loss occurs, TCP
will retransmit the lost packets. Hence, retransmission rate can also be used to
evaluate the network performance in this case.

Traditionally, most studies evaluating network performance and routing protocol performance have used the above metrics. However, in this thesis, besides considering these
metrics, we propose to apply information estimators to ad hoc networks to evaluate
network performance.
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Information estimators

In order to relieve ad hoc network congestion, congestion detection and prediction are
important. This thesis applies information estimators to congestion detection applications.

3.2.1

Information content for simulation experiment in this thesis

In network simulations, we usually choose to use TCP to transmit packets for network
simulations. In TCP, every packet has a sequence number to count bytes. In packets
from the receiver to the sender, the ACK number reflects the sequence number of the
byte that the receiver wants to see next. In packets from sender to receiver, the number
is the number of the first byte in the packet [54].
If congestion happens and packets are retransmitted, these sequence numbers repeat.
A neighbour node overhearing the traffic can collect ACK sequence numbers. But the
repeated sequence numbers are not known in advance. So an information estimator
could be used to estimate the amount of information in a string/substring. If the string
composed of the most recent sequence numbers contains more repeated patterns than
previous such strings, then there is a high probability of congestion. In order to have
this comparison, we need to separate the long string into a series of (short) strings with
some rules (such as having the same size and/or covering the same time period).
One way of achieving this is to delete the old sequence numbers and then fill the estimated string with the new collected sequence numbers, which is the algorithm of a
classical sliding window.
One option is to concatenate the sequence numbers into a string using a sliding window
and analyse the data in each string with an information estimator. Repetition in the
ACK number lowers the amount of information in the window, which allows us to detect
network congestion.

3.2.2

Complexity and entropy

For the utility of information estimators in our thesis, there are two main approaches to
quantify the information content of a string (representing a file or other digital object,
such as the content of the window above): complexity and entropy [3].
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The uncomputable Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity [55, 56] of a string is the minimum
length of a program that output the string on a universal computer. Computing complexity for practical applications comes at the price of turning the measure into an
estimate, which is acceptable in many real-world applications. However, computable
estimators often define complexity as the number of steps taken during string analysis.
Computable estimators include the Lempel-Ziv production complexity [57], the number
of steps taken by LZ77 and LZ78 compressors [58, 59] (or their compression ratios), and
the T-complexity [4].
Complexity concept is closely related (the step complexities are not identical) to the
concept of entropy. In information theory, Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity is an entropy. Entropy is uncomputable but changes in entropy are measurable, and as such
many computable “entropies” are actually entropy rates. This includes the Shannon
entropy [60]. Such entropy rates can reflect the degree to which the information we
observe is new (with high entropy rate) or repeated (with low entropy rate).
“True” entropy estimators include the compressed size produced by data compressors
and Titchener’s T-information [4]. Entropy rates may be found in the form of compression ratios, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy [61], and the T-entropy [4]. In this thesis, we
use T-entropy, which can be computed in O(n) with the flott utility [62] to estimate
the entropy rate.
In the following sections, we will discuss the algorithms of several kinds of both complexity and entropy.

3.3
3.3.1

Complexity
Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity

Kolmogorov-Chaitin (Kolmogorov) complexity of a string s is defined as K(s), as follows[63]:
KT (s) = min {|p|, T (p) = s}

(3.1)

Here, p is a program that outputs s when running on a (universal/prefix-free) Turing
machine T , and |p| is the length of p (each production step in bits). If |p| is short, then
the output string is simple. On the contrary, if the length of the program is long, it
means the output string is complex. Moreover, the degree of the compressibility of a
string is the difference between the length of the program (p) used to output a string
and the generated string itself (s). Assume that |p| is much shorter than the length of
the string s; this means this string s has low complexity, so this string is compressible.
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As formula 3.1, there is no program that could take a string s as input and then output
the integer K(s). Hence, Kolmogorov Complexity is unable to be computed.
In the following, we will describe the computable complexities: Lempel-Ziv production
complexity and T-complexity. Lempel-Ziv production complexity is lossless. Lossless
compression is defined as the compressed data that can be decompressed into the original
data; take a zip for example. Moreover, LempelZiv complexity is based on the dictionary
coding algorithm to reduce the redundancy of information. Dictionary-based complexity
parses the input string into a phrases dictionary. The dictionary is composed of a
sequence of the variable-length substrings generated during the parsing process.

3.3.2

Lempel-Ziv complexity

All Lempel-Ziv complexities are based on data compression algorithms, except for production complexity. Production complexity is the “original” Lempel-Ziv complexity and
was proposed by Abraham Lempel and Jacob Ziv in 1976, so it is also called LZ76 [57].
Based on LZ76, Lempel and Ziv proposed LZ77 and LZ78 later in 1977 and 1978 [58, 59].
In 1984, Abraham Lempel, Jacob Ziv and Terry Welch created LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch)
as an improvement algorithm of LZ78. In this thesis, we will discuss the first three different LZ complexities.

3.3.2.1

LZ76

LZ76 is defined as the number of steps needed to parse the given finite string according
to a self-delimiting production process. LZ76 uses the production process to parse the
input string into serial substrings. The step to generate the substring is called the
production step. If the substring does not include the last symbol of the input string,
this step is exhaustive production step. After parsing the input string, the total number
of the production steps is the complexity of LZ76. Each substring can be seen to be
the extension of the previous history. The extension is the shortest substring that is not
reproducible from the previous history [35, 57].
The algorithm of LZ76 is easy to process, but each production step needs to search back
from the start position to the end position of the previous history. So the computational
time of LZ76 is O(n2 ), which limits the application of LZ76.
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LZ77 combines a sliding window to parse the input string, which is also called a sliding
window complexity. The sliding window of LZ77 consists of two sub-sliding windows:
dictionary window (W1 ) and lookahead window (W2 ). Both lengths of the windows are
limited in advance. W1 concatenates with W2 . The sliding window parses the input
string from the start to the end. Hence, in the beginning, W1 is empty, and W2 is filled
with the first part (which equals to the maximum length of W2 ) of the input string [58].
The parsing algorithm of LZ77 is as follows [35, 58]: The string in the dictionary window
contributes as a dictionary in the same way as that of LZ76. If a substring (a single
symbol or sequence of symbols) in the lookahead window matches in the dictionary
(start from the side close to W2 ), one parsing step finishes. Each parsing step generates
a unique codeword. Sometimes, the match string could cross over the boundary between
W1 and W2 , and continue to match in W2 (like in LZ76).
The output contains the position and length of the substring in the windows. Each
phrase/codeword is described as the pair (D, L, S). D is the position of the repetitive
copy of the match that starts in the dictionary window. L is the length of the match.
S is the first symbol in the lookahead window after the match, which is not part of the
match in the dictionary window. The number of phrases/the parsing steps is considered
to be the LZ77 complexity.
Based on the above discussion, LZ77 applies the fixed length sliding window mechanism.
So it cannot record the previous codewords which already moved outside the dictionary
window as a relatively long input string is parsing.
In 1978, Lempel and Ziv proposed another dictionary-based complexity: LZ78. The
compression ratio of LZ77 and LZ78 for a given input string can be interpreted as an
entropy rate.

3.3.2.3

LZ78

Like LZ77, LZ78 also generates its dictionary in the parsing process, and each step
generates a codeword and inserts into the dictionary. Unlike LZ77, which uses the fixed
length windows, LZ78 matches the input symbol(s) with all the existing codewords.
If an existing codeword matches, it only adds the innovation symbol to the existing
codeword as the new codeword and adds it into the dictionary. LZ78 uses the pair (I, S)
to represent the codeword. I is the index of the entry of the dictionary, and S is the
new character (from the input string) that does not match the dictionary or the first
new character (from the input string) after the end of the dictionary entry [59, 64].
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Compared with LZ77, LZ78 is faster. LZ77 can match the sequence of the input string
with any symbols between any positions in the dictionary window. But LZ78 can only
match the codewords, which are the substrings of the input string between the previous
search start positions.

3.3.3

T-complexity

T-complexity was proposed by Titchener. It uses the parsing steps which are needed to
construct a string to measure the information. These required steps can be obtained by
T-decomposition. T-decomposition can be considered as a transform between T-codes
and the finite strings. This thesis will hold T-complexity for discussion in the last part
of this chapter (Section 3.5).

3.4

Entropy

3.4.1

Shannon entropy

Initially, Shannon used Language (especially English) to study and define entropy. Shannon found there are always different frequencies for different English letters in different
situations; for example “E” has a relatively higher probability than some other letters,
and the letter “Q” and “H” followed by “T” occurs with much greater tendency than
“UH”. Shannon then found a method to predict the next letter when the previous is
known [65]. Based on this, Shannon defined entropy (also is known as the Shannon
entropy), H(x), as the uncertainty of the outcome of the next random variable x. The
corresponding probability pi of the event xi is known [65].
H(x) = −

n
X

pi log2 (pi )

(3.2)

i=1

There are two points about H(x):
1. H(x) = 0, only if all pi except one are 0;
2. H(x) reaches the maximum value only if all pi are equal, p1 = p2 = ...pn =
then H(x) = 1 ( H is positive, and 0 ≤ H ≤ 0).

1
n,
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3.5

T-estimators

In order to describe T-complexity, T-information and T-entropy, first, we need to discuss
T-augmentation, which is the reverse algorithm of T-decomposition.

3.5.1

T-augmentation

The first conception we should introduce is T-code. T-code is similar to Huffman code.
T-code trees (T-code sets) are composed of leaf nodes that are also denoted as codeword.
A T-code set is constructed through T-augmentation [66, 67].
During the process of T-augmentation, a T-code set may start from the prime binary al(k ,k ,...,k )

phabet C = {0, 1}, or other finite T-code set. T-augmentation is denoted as C(p11,p22,...,pnn)
(a binary alphabet), which is defined as follows:
(k ,k ,...,k )
C(p11,p22,...,pnn)

kn n
o[n
o
[
(k ,k ,...,kn−1 )
kn+1
pin c | c ∈ C(p11,p22,...,pn−1
\
{p
}
p
=
n
n
)

(3.3)

i=0

In this process, we need to randomly choose a codeword in the original set called T-prefix
pi , and a positive integer ki (ki ≥ 1), called T-expansion parameter (also called copy
factor). The finally generating of T-code set is seen as the level n of T-augmentation.
()

Note that if level n = 0, C() = C.
T-augmentation is a recursive copy-and-append process. At each stage, choose codeword
from the existing T-code set as T-prefix, and select the right T-expansion parameter
to generate the required copies of the decoding tree. Then the new codewords are
concatenated to the original T-code set. This process is repeated until the longest
codewords are the prefix-free code. The method for constructing a T-code set can be
called a T-prescription, which is defined by 3-tuple (C, K, P).
(0,01)

There is an example of the process of the construction for the T-code set C(2,1) . The
process is shown in Fig. 3.1:
(0,01)

()

1. In the first step, C(2,1) is constructed from the start set C() which is composed
by the root node and two leaf nodes (the left node 0 and the right node 1). The
()

set C() = {0, 1}.
(0,01)

(0)

2. The second step of set C(2,1) is C(2) . p1 = 0 and k1 = 2, it copies the T-code
()

set C() three times. Each time, the copies are linked to each other through the
(0)

corresponding leaf node 0. The T-code set C(2) = {0, 01, 000, 001}.
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root
0

root
1

root
1

1

01
000

001
000

001

011

0101
01000 01001
Figure 3.1: (1) First step (2) Second step (3) Third step
(0)

3. The third step shows the third T-augmentation. p2 = 01 and k2 = 1, it copies C(2)
(0,01)

twice. Finally, the set C(2,1) = {1, 000, 001, 011, 0101, 01000, 01001} is generated.
In this process, once a codewords/leaf node is generated, it enters the corresponding Tcode set. It thus disappears if it is used as a T-prefix in a subsequent T-augmentation.
After that, it becomes an internal node in the new T-code tree.

3.5.2

T-decomposition

As mentioned above, a T-code set can be generated through the T-augmentation algorithm by using T-prefix and T-expansion parameter. A corresponding reverse algorithm
of parsing a string into a set of T-prefix pi and T-expansion parameter ki is also proposed.
This reverse algorithm of T-augmentation is called T-decomposition [4].

3.5.3

T-complexity

As the previous discussion, T-complexity does not use the parsing steps (construct a
string) to measure the information, it uses them to measure the complexity. Here, the
steps are weighted by the T-expansion parameters ki . Suppose a string x, and x ∈ C 0 ,
xa(a ∈ C) is the longest codeword of T-code set C. T-complexity is defined as CT (x),
as follows [30, 35]:

CT (x) =

n
X
i=1

log2 (ki + 1)

(3.4)
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When it comes to the T-code set/tree C, the number of internal nodes N can be computed from the corresponding T-expansion parameters ki as follows [30, 35]:
N=

n
Y

(ki + 1)

(3.5)

i=1

According to Equation 3.4 and 3.5, CT (x) = log2N . So the T-complexity is the number
of bits needed to address each internal node in the tree.

3.5.4

T-information and T-entropy

According to Equation 3.4, CT (x) is a nonlinear concave function. So one cannot just
add T-complexity at a constant rate. Thus, the inverse of CT (x), T-information, is
proposed to resolve this problem. T-information is defined as IT (x) as shown [30, 35].

−1

IT (x) = li

The function li(a) is defined as li(a) =



CT (x)
ln2


(3.6)

Ra

dt
0 lnt .

T-information increases monotonically with the string length |x|. The T-information is
tested by some experiments that it is increased with |x| at a constant rate.
A further definition T-entropy (denoted as HT (x)) is proposed, which actually is an
entropy rate. It is defined as the rate of T-information of a string x, as follows [30, 35]:
HT (x) =

IT (x) ∆IT (x)
or
|x|
∆ |x|

(3.7)

In the following chapters, we will describe network congestion status and analyse network
performance mainly via applying these kinds of measurement metrics. In the next
chapter, we introduce IEEE 802.11 architecture and protocols that are used in ad hoc
networks in this thesis.

4
IEEE 802.11

In this thesis, we simulate our networks as IEEE 802.11b networks. This chapter discusses the 802.11 topologies and protocols for WLANs.

4.1

Network components and topology

IEEE 802.11 wireless networks mainly include these components, as follows [52, 68]:
• Wireless Station (STA): Any wireless device, such as a laptop, that has the ability
to connect to wireless networks.
• Access Point (AP): An AP acts as bridge connecting wired networks and wireless
networks. It can also act as a repeater for wireless nodes with antennas to provide
wireless connections. It supports roaming for mobile STAs.
Smart antennas can beam form and transmit/receive a strong signal to or from
devices.
• Wireless Medium (WM): WLANs use the wireless (radio frequency) to transmit
data between STAs.
• Distribution System (DS): The DS is considered a logic component and the interface to the infrastructure networks. It could be a wired backbone network or a
wireless networks to route data to the destination.
802.11 wireless networks can work as Basic Service Set (BSS) and Extended Service Set
(ESS) topologies. The BSS topology can also be used in ad hoc networks [52, 68].
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Gateway or
Server

DS

BSS

BSS
BSS
Independent BSS

ESS

Figure 4.1: This figure shows the possible topologies of 802.11 wireless networks. The
left part describes the independent BSS, which is also used as the ad hoc mode of 802.11
wireless networks. The independent BSS is a temporary network that contains STAs for
a particular purpose. If other STAs are close enough to reach the STAs’ transmission
range, they can start direct communication. This means that all STAs within the same
independent BSS can communicate with each other directly without an AP. The BSS in
the right part is the infrastructure BSS. It connects to other networks or STAs through
an AP. An ESS can be considered as a multi-BSS network. In this case, the ESS consists
of three BSSs, which are connected via three APs and a DS. Overlap partially happens
here, which means an STA could be in more than one BSS. With the APs’ cooperation,
an ESS can allow STAs to roam among BSSs while maintaining connectivity.

As long as two STAs are in the basic service area of the same BSS, the STA can connect
to each other. There are two types of BSS, depending on whether an AP exists in the
network or not:
• Infrastructure BSS: As shown for each BSS in the right part of Fig. 4.1, an infrastructure BSS contains at least one AP and STA. It uses the AP to connect to
wired networks or other wireless networks. Moreover, all communications must be
carried out via the AP. Therefore, the basic service area of an infrastructure BSS
equals the coverage area of its AP.
• Independent BSS: As shown in the left part of Fig. 4.1, an independent BSS (also
considered as an ad hoc BSS or ad hoc network) is composed of STAs. All STAs
can communicate directly with each other without AP involvement. If a mobile
STA moves out of its original BSS, it can no longer communicate with other STAs
of the original BSS directly.
An ESS is a set of infrastructure BSSs connected to the same wired network via the
corresponding APs and DS. An ESS could extend the coverage range of the wireless
networks, as shown in the right part of Fig. 4.1.
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IEEE 802.11 logical architecture

The IEEE 802.11 protocol defines the two bottom layers of the OSI (Open System
Interconnect) seven-layer model [69]. The difference between wired packets and IEEE
802.11 wireless packets is that the latter contains a 802.11 header. The IEEE 802.11
header encapsulates TCP/IP, i.e., the typical payload of an IEEE 802.11 is an IP packet.
The IEEE 802 protocol divides the physical (PHY) layer of the OSI seven-layer model
into two components: the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) and the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD). PLCP maps the MAC frames to the transmission media
and PMD transmits these frames. Moreover, IEEE 802 also divides the date link layer
into a Logical Link (LLC) sublayer and a Media Access Control (MAC) sublayer [70].
To be more precise, the LLC sublayer definition is in IEEE 802.2; 802.11 merely contains
the MAC sublayer and PHY sublayer. Multiple PHY layers have the same 802.11 MAC
layer, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Note that the FHSS PHY is obsolete, and has been withdrawn
from the standard. 802.11 MAC is a set of rules to decide how and when to access the
WM to transmit data. It adds robustness to the data transmission. The PHY sublayers
are responsible for the details of the transmission.
802.11 MAC

802.11
FHSS

802.11
DSSS

802.11a

802.11b

MAC Sublayer

802.11g

802.11n

...

PHY layer

IEEE 802.11
Protocol Layers

Figure 4.2: This figure shows the layers defined by 802.11: one 802.11 MAC sublayer
supports multiple different physical layers.

4.3

PHY layer and IEEE 802.11 standards

The PHY layer defines the transmission schemes over the physical medium for the wireless communication. The modulation of the PHY layer determines the data rate and
how the 802.11 frame is transmitted to the WM.
The IEEE 802.11 standards were first released in 1997. The first version contained
the MAC layer as well as three PHY layer modulation transmission mechanisms: Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and
Infrared (IR). These Physical layers support date rates of 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps. Both
FHSS and DSSS operate in the 2.4 GHZ of the Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) band.
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IR used infrared light and was never actually implemented on a widespread commercial
scale [71, 72].
In 1999, two supplements were added to the 802.11 standards: 802.11a and 802.11b.
802.11a introduces Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation,
supporting data rates of up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHZ ISM band. 802.11b still uses
the DSSS modulation in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, but with Complementary Code Keying
(CCK) technology. It can achieve data rates of to 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps [71, 72].
In 2003, 802.11g was introduced to extend 802.11b to a higher data rate. It provides
up to 54 Mbps in the same 2.4 GHz band as 802.11b, but uses OFDM modulation like
802.11a.
In 2009, 802.11n was approved as a new member of the 802.11 standards family. It
introduced Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology, which could support
data rates of up to 600 Mbps with OFDM modulation. MIMO uses multiple antennas
on transmitting devices to handle more information than just having a single antenna.
802.11n operates in both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands (dual-band) [71, 72].
Recently, in order to address the current restrictions and customers’ needs, the 802.11
standards have been growing rapidly.
In this thesis, we choose 802.11b for our simulations. As explained above, 802.11b is an
extension of DSSS with a higher date rate, operates in the 2.4 GHz band and supports
data rates of 1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps. Also, 802.11b has a cheap
implementation and low power demand.

4.4
4.4.1

802.11 MAC
MAC frame format

When the third layer passes a packet to the second layer, the LLC layer will create a
MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU). Only data frames are encapsulated in the MSDU ; the
maximum MSDU size is 2304 (excluding encrypted information). When the MSDU is
passed to the 802.11 MAC layer, it forms an 802.11 wireless frame. This is also known
as a MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) and consists of the MSDU with an added MAC
header and tail information as shown in Fig. 4.3 [52, 68].
Fig. 4.3 also shows the MAC header format. Here, we concentrate on the address
information in the MAC header, which is relevant in our simulation experiments.
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Frame body (MSDU)

FCS

Date frame (MPDU）

Frame
Control

Duration /ID Address 1 Address 2 Address 3

Sequence
Control

Address 4

Figure 4.3: This figure shows an 802.11 MAC data frame called as MPDU is composed
of a MAC header, the frame body (which is also called as MSDU) and Frame Check
Sequence (FCS) check information. The MAC header contains the Frame Control field,
the Duration/ID field and several different address fields.

In the Frame Control field, there are two bits: “To DS” and “From DS” as follows:
• To DS: If the bit is set to “1”, it means that the frame is sent to the DS from BSS.
• From DS: If the bit is set to “1”, it means that the frame is sent from the DS to
BSS.
These two bits of the Frame Control field describe the transmission direction of the data
frame. They give rise to four cases as follows:
1. If both “To DS” and “From DS” are set to “0”, it means that the frame is being
transmitted in the same BSS between STAs.
2. If both are set to “1”, it means that the frame is being sent to other BSS’s STA
and transmitted between APs.
3. If “To DS” is set to “0” and “From DS” is “1”, it means that the frame is coming
from the DS and sending from an AP to a STA.
4. Otherwise, the frame is transmitted from a STA to an AP.
The Duration/ID field indicates how long a frame and its corresponding ACK frame will
occupy the WM. This will be used to update the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) of
the STA which receives the transmitted frames (this will be discussed in Section 4.4.3.2).
The MAC header contains four address fields: the destination MAC address (DA),
the source MAC address (SA), the receiver address (RA, the receivers of frames in
wireless networks) and the transmitter address (TA, the transmitters of frames in wireless
networks). RA and TA are only used when the transmission is not in the same one
BBS. Besides these four address fields, the MAC header also defines another address:
the Unique Identifier of the Basic Service Set (BSSID). In the infrastructure BBS, the
BSSID is the MAC address of the AP.
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We use the following scenario to describe the address fields and the Frame Control field
in the 802.11 MAC header of ad hoc networks.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, STA A and B are in the same independent BSS (which can be
considered as an ad hoc network). Suppose the frame is sent from A to B, then the
MAC header of the frame corresponds to this scenario as shown in Fig. 4.5.
A

BSS

B

Figure 4.4: This figure shows frames are communicated in the independent BBS (an
ad hoc network). In independent BBS/ad hoc networks, all nodes could communicate
with each other in the same transmission range. When A sends a frame to B, DA is
the MAC destination address B and SA is the MAC source address A.

0

To DS

0

B

A

From DS

Addr 1

Addr 2

BSSID

Addr 3

N/A

Addr 4

Figure 4.5: This figure shows the address field contents of the 802.11 MAC header
for ad hoc networks, which is the content of STA to STA in the same BSS.

4.4.2

MAC frame types

IEEE 802.11 defines three kinds of frames: control frames, data frames and management
frames [70].
• Control frames: Control frames only contain header information. They are mainly
used to assist in the data delivery and add reliability to the MAC layer transmissions.
One difference between wired networks and wireless networks is the instability of
the transmission medium. A WM is unstable because of interference, fading and
noise. Control frames are used to add stability to the data transmission. They
cannot only control the transmission rate, but also can be used to clear/access the
channel and provide unicast acknowledgements etc. As control frames must be
heard by all STAs, they must be transmitted at one of the basic rates.
Control frames include mainly the following:
– RTS and CTS: are used to reserve the channel.
– ACK: is used to confirm that frames have been received correctly.
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– Power Save Poll (PS-Poll): This is used to save power. If an STA wakes up,
it will send the PS-Poll frame to the AP to obtain the previously temporary
storage frames.
– And so on.
• Management frames: Management frames are also called Management MAC Protocol Data Unit (MMPDU). Whether a network cable exists or not distinguishes
the wired communication from the wireless communication. Unlike wired communication via a network cable connection to the corresponding router, wireless
communication needs the help of management frames when a client wants to connect to a network. In wireless networks, STAs use management frames to join in
or leave the BSS.
Management frames are mainly used to negotiate and control the relationship
between STA and AP, such as association, authentication and synchronization. A
Management frame does not carry the payload information of the upper layers, but
it carries a fixed size set of information fields and a variable size set of information
elements (IE).
These include Association Request/ Response, Re-association Request/Response,
Probe Request/Response, Beacon, Announcement Traffic Indication Message (ATIM),
Disassociation, Authentication, De-authentication, Action and so on.
• Data frames: Data frames are responsible for transmitting data between STAs
during contention and contention-free periods. Most data frames transmit data
by carrying an MSDU payload. Certain null frames which are used for specific
purposes do not carry an MSDU payload (such as the frame used to signal the
power save status), so they are not encrypted during the transmission.
Data frames mainly contain Data (simple data frame), Null Data (no MSDU payload), QoS Data, or QoS Null (no MSDU payload).

4.4.3

MAC protocol

In WLANs, one big problem is interference. All nodes within a WLAN share the same
channel to send and receive data. Transceivers in a WLAN operate in half-duplex mode,
which means nodes cannot receive and transmit data at the same time. Moreover,
WLANs can have hidden node situations. All of these make it hard for nodes to detect
collisions: If two nodes transmit at the same time, the two transmissions can collide and
result in data loss. In order to overcome this issue, the 802.11 MAC uses a Coordination
Function to decide how to access the channel and when a node can transmit date. For
this purpose, the 802.11 MAC contains several sublayers as follows [71, 73–75]:
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• Distributed Coordination Function (DCF): The DCF on top of the PHY layer uses
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) access method to prevent nodes from
accessing a channel during contending traffic on the shared channel. All nodes in
802.11 must implement the DCF function, which means that both infrastructure
BSS and independent BSS (ad hoc networks) have to use DCF.
• Point Coordination Function (PCF): PCF is an alternative access method that
provides the Contention Free Services on top of the DCF. It uses APs to centralize control over which node could access the channel to transmit data. Ad hoc
networks do not use a PCF, so we merely mention it here for completeness but
without further discussion in this thesis.
• Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF): In IEEE 802.11e, HCF combines and enhances DCF and PCF to provide QoS support. HCF is divided into two categories
based on whether contains contention access: Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and HCF Controlled Channel Access(HCCA). Both of them define
Traffic Categories (TC).
– Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA): EDCA is an extension of DCF
and provides contention-free access to a channel during a period, which is
called Transmit Opportunity (TXOP). It distinguishes the priority of different
traffic/applications with priority levels called access categories (ACs) and
guarantees the traffic with high priority, which has a higher possibility to
access the channel than that with low priority.
– HCF Controlled Channel Access(HCCA): HCCA works more like PCF and
enhances the mechanism of PCF. It uses the Hybrid Coordinator (HC) to
centralized control the channel access of the WM during a Controlled Access
Phase (CAP). It also allows applications to schedule the channel access depended on their needs to guarantee QoS. HCCA is complex and has not been
popularized in practice.
• Mesh Coordination Function (MCF): In IEEE 802.11s, MCF is used to provide
MAC Access Control for multi-hop/mesh networks which normally do not contain
any centralized authentication servers.
Since this thesis also does not use HCF and MCF, we only mention them here
without any further details.

4.4.3.1

CSMA

The simple process of the CSMA mechanism is: if a node intends to transmit data, it
will first listen to check whether the channel is idle. If the channel is free, then the node
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may begin to transmit. Otherwise, the node must wait until the current transmission
finishes and the channel is idle again.
In wireless networks, the signal strength at the sender is much stronger than that at
the receiver – typically by a factor of 109 or more. Moreover, not every node can hear
every other node: nodes may be too far apart or separated by obstacles that absorb
the signal. Therefore, unlike the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) on Ethernet, Collision Detection (CD) is difficult in wireless networks. To
address this, the 802.11 MAC layer defines a Collision Avoidance (CA) for WLANs.
The basic idea of CA is to reduce the probability of collision as much as possible. In
order to achieve this purpose, 802.11 requires all nodes to wait for a very short time
(keep listening) before the next transmission. This very short time period is called an
InterFrame Space (IFS) [71].
The length of IFS determines the priority of the transmitted frames. Frames of high
priority do not need to wait as long to be transmitted as frames of low priority. So, if the
channel is busy, high priority frames have a higher probability of being transmitted than
lower priority frames from other nodes. Therefore, in order to reduce the probability
of collision, the transmission of lower priority frames is postponed. 802.11 classifies the
IFS into three different priority levels as follows:
• SIFS (Short IFS): SIFS is the shortest IFS with the highest priority and used to
separate frames from one transmission. Immediate response actions, such as ACK
and CTS use SIFS.
• PIFS (Point Coordination Function IFS): The centralised controller AP in the
PCF uses PIFS to issue polls. The length of PIFS is the length of SIFS plus one
slot time.
In a BSS, the slot time is defined as the time it takes other nodes to sense that
the channel turns to “busy” after a node accesses the channel at the beginning of
the slot time.
• DIFS (Distributed Coordination Function IFS): The length of DIFS is one slot time
longer than the PIFS. The DCF uses the DIFS (as the longest IFS) to transmit
asynchronous MPDU frames.

4.4.3.2

Virtual Carrier Sense Mechanism

IEEE 802.11 uses carrier sensing to detect whether the channel is free for transmission.
The PHY supports a physical carrier sense mechanism called Clear Channel Assessment
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(CCA), while the MAC layer also provides a carrier sense mechanism which is called
Virtual Carrier Sense mechanism. If one of these two sense mechanisms indicates the
current channel is busy, the intended transmission needs wait to start [68].
The Virtual Carrier Sense is provided by the Net Allocation Vector (NAV) rather than
by listening to the channel directly. The 802.11 MAC uses the value of NAV to indicate
the duration of the channel in busy state. If NAV is 0, the current channel is free,
otherwise it is busy. The transmitting node will insert the required transmission time
for the data frame into the “Duration” field of the MAC header of the frame. Other
nodes update their NAV based on the detection of the “Duration” field of the currently
transmitting frames [76].
The Virtual Carrier Sense and “Duration” field are also used in CTS frames. Suppose
node A can hear node B but cannot hear node C. This means that node A cannot hear
node C’s data frame that follows and a physical carrier sense by node A would come up
as “channel clear”. Node A can interfere with node C’s transmission at node B. However,
when node A receives a CTS from node B to node C, as node B’s CTS contains a copy
of the duration requested by node C in its RTS, so node A knows that node C will need
the channel for that time. Hence, the interference is avoided.

4.4.3.3

Binary Exponential Backoff Mechanism

Another variable is the Contention Window (CW) [71]. The CW is the period of idle
time after the IFS. Nodes may contend the channel during this CW period. Besides, the
Binary Exponential Backoff Mechanism (BEBM) is used to avoid collisions and resolve
the contention. 802.11 defines the backoff timer in the integer multiples of the slot time.
If a node intends to transmit and virtually detects that the channel is busy, it will
enter the backoff mechanism and randomly set the backoff timer. In order to reduce
the probability that nodes set the same backoff timer, then transmit at the same time
and produce a collision, the nth backoff timer randomly selects a slot from the slot set
{0, 1, 2, . . . , 22+n − 1}, where n is no larger than 6.
The backoff timer decrements only if the channel is free. Otherwise, the backoff timer is
frozen. If the backoff timer of a node decreases to 0 (this also means the node already
waited for the IFS and has detected that the channel is free), the node will start the
transmission immediately.
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CSMA/CA mechanism

The process of the CSMA/CA mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.6 [52, 68]:
Intend to
transmit

No
Is channel free?
Yes

Set NAV & Binary Exponential
Backoff: set/frozen backoff timer

Wait DIFS

Wait: NAV

Is channel still free?

No
Is channel still free?

No

Yes
Yes

Send frame

Wait DIFS & Reduce
backoff timer
Continue to send frame?

Yes
No

No
End

Backoff timer reduces to 0?

Yes

Figure 4.6: This figure shows the process of CSMA/CA. If a source node intends to
send its first frame and detects that the channel is free of one DIFS, the source node will
send the frame immediately without applying the backoff mechanism. If the channel is
busy after one DIFS, the backoff timer is frozen and the NAV is updated. Else if the
detected channel is idle but the backoff timer has not reached 0, the backoff timer is
reduced by one slot time. Otherwise, if the backoff timer is 0, the node sends frame at
once.

• When a source node intends to send data, it will first detect via Carrier Sense
whether the channel is free:
1. If the channel is idle and remains so for one DIFS, then transmit the frame
to the destination.
2. If the channel is busy, start the Binary Exponential Backoff mechanism and
set the backoff timer. The backoff window is increased if there are no ACKs.
The corresponding operation of the backoff timer is:
– If the node senses that the channel is idle, reduce the backoff timer by
one slot time until it reaches 0.
– If the node senses that the channel is busy, the backoff timer is frozen.
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– The node will send the frame when the backoff timer reaches 0.
3. If the source node receives an ACK frame and wants to send data again,
continue at step 2.
4. If the source node does not receive the ACK frame for a defined period,
it will retransmit this frame again and continue at step 2 until it receives
the corresponding ACK frame. Otherwise, the source node abandons this
retransmission.
• When a receiver receives the data frame, it will return an ACK frame after waiting
for one SIFS.
• Other nodes will update the NAV, wait for one IFS, and keep listening to the
channel to check whether they could have a chance to transmit.

4.4.3.5

Hidden nodes in the well-known IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS (Request
To Send / Clear To Send) channel reservation protocol

RTS/CTS mechanism is another 802.11 protocol applied to avoid collision, which is
especially designed for the hidden node problem [77, 78].
Before discussing hidden node problem, we first determine critical distances for wireless
networks.
There are two critical distances in wireless networks: carrier sensing range and transmission range. In a wireless network, nodes within the carrier sensing range can detect
(but not necessarily receive) each other’s transmissions and then refrain from transmitting while the other node transmits. If the distance between two nodes is larger than
the carrier sensing range, the nodes cannot hear each other, which means that they do
not know of each other’s transmissions. The transmission range of a node is the working
distance within which another node can successfully receive that node’s transmissions.
A node that is within carrier sensing range but outside transmission range of another
node can hear this node’s transmissions but cannot recover their content.
We then begin by reviewing the classic hidden node problem in ad hoc networks:
If a node is within a receiver’s transmission range but outside the corresponding sender’s
carrier sensing range, then this node is a hidden node of the sender. When the hidden
node and the sender node send data to the intended receiver node at the same time, a
collision can happen at the receiver. Hence, the packets from both sending nodes are
lost, which can result in data retransmissions and potential congestion [79].
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In some wireless networks – among which ad hoc networks are a special category –
hidden node problems are a common problem and can be the main cause of link-level
congestion. In ad hoc networks, the transmission ranges of many nodes may overlap at
other nodes near their boundaries, which can cause serious hidden node problems.
For example, node 1 and node 2 in Fig. 4.7 are hidden nodes with respect to each other.
Node 2 cannot overhear the activity of node 1. But it may wish to send packets to node
0 as node 0 is in its transmission range. Node 0 can thus receive packets from both node
1 and node 2. If these transmissions occur at the same time, a collision will occur at
node 0. This can cause either packet, from node 1 or 2, to be lost and thus result in
congestion.

2

1
0

Figure 4.7: A topology with hidden node congestion: Node 1 and node 2 are hidden
from each other. When both send data to node 0 at the same time, network congestion
may occur.

If two or more hidden nodes collide, at least one of the packets involved will be lost and
need to be retransmitted again later.
Solutions to the hidden node problem have been studied extensively in order to reduce
congestion. A simple solution design is the RTS/CTS handshake. IEEE 802.11, for
example, uses the RTS/CTS exchange mechanism as an optional method to reserve the
channel for data transmission.
The RTS/CTS algorithm works as follows: The sender sends a (short) RTS packet.
If the intended receiver is free, it receives the RTS and responds with a (short) CTS
packet. If the sender receives the CTS, it will send back the (long) data packet. Nodes
in the sender’s transmission range that hear the RTS will not transmit if they hear a
CTS packet in response and will keep quiet until the data packet has been transmitted.
Nodes that do not receive the CTS can continue transmission since we may assume that
they cannot interfere with the receiver.
In this way, the CTS reserves the channel for the sender and tells other neighbour nodes
not to attempt to send packets during the reserved period. After the data packet has
been sent, the receiver transmits an ACK (Acknowledgement) frame, which all nodes in
range interpret as a cue to resume their transmissions.
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Figure 4.8: Use of RTS/CTS in a simple wireless network: The left figure shows
a successful RTS/CTS handshake. It includes four frame types: RTS, CTS, DATA,
and ACK. The right figure shows how to reduce the hidden node problem in a simple
network. The arrow here shows the transmission’s direction, which is from the node at
the tail of the arrow to the node at the tip. In this scenario, node 2 intends to send
data to node 1. Node 2 first sends an RTS to node 1 to prevent a collision with the
transmission from (hidden) node 0. If node 1 is free, it responds with a CTS. The CTS
is heard by both node 2 and node 0. It tells node 2 to send data and node 0 to keep
silent. Finally, the ACK releases the channel reservation after the DATA have been
transmitted.

Fig. 4.8 illustrates the use of RTS/CTS to reduce the hidden node problem in a simple network topology. However, RTS/CTS represents a trade-off as it delays the data
transmission from the sender to the receiver.
In the next chapter, we discuss the configurations for ns3 simulator and its 802.11b
network simulation. The next chapter also demonstrates congestion analysis based on
the entropy.

5
Experiment Simulation Design

5.1

ns3 configuration for ad hoc network simulations

We simulate our experiments with the ns3 simulator. When it comes to wireless networks, the key point is to make sure wireless nodes can communicate with each other. In
order to make sure the wireless communication operates correctly, we need to determine
a number of parameters, such as the (maximum) transmit power, the transmission range
and the carrier sensing range [80].
ns3 has rich propagation models that let us estimate the signal power for each packet
at each receiver. They use the signal transmission power and distance between nodes to
determine whether a node can receive packets from a source node. Besides, each node
has an energy detection threshold to detect the signal in the PHY layer [81]. Other
parameters as the antenna gains (transmission gain and reception gain) and the relative
protocols/protocol options (such as enable or disable the CSMA/CA) can also affect
whether a receiving node could receive packets from a sending node.
This thesis mainly uses the Friis Propagation Loss Model, which is also known as the Free
Space model. This model is the simplest transmission model: The received signal power
decreases with the inverse square of the distance d between transmitter and receiver.
The signal reaches the receiver only on a straight line between sender and receiver.
There are no obstacles, no reflections or refractions [81]. So there is no multi-path
propagation. The Friis model is the obvious choice for, e.g., an ad hoc network of small
satellites travelling close to each other in space.
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter
Simulator
EnergyDetectionThreshold
CcaMode1Threshold
TxGain/RxGain
TxPowerStart/TxPowerEnd
MAC layer
Frequency
Bandwidth
Transport layer

Value
ns3-3.21
−99 dBm
−96 dBm
1
0.1 W
IEEE802.11b
2.4 GHz
11 MHz
TCP

In ns3, there are no parameters that could be used to define the transmission and carrier
sensing ranges directly. However, NS3::YansWifiPhy includes two attributes to estimate
and evaluate these ranges: EnergyDetectionThreshold and CcaMode1Threshold . The
PHY layer is able to detect the signal when the energy of the signal for a received packet
is higher than the EnergyDetectionThreshold and also higher than CcaMode1Threshold
to ensure that the PHY layer declares the recent state to be busy rather than idle.
Also ns3 set other parameters as the frequency, the transmit power (TxPowerStart
and TxPowerEnd ), and the antenna gains for transmitter and receiver (TxGain and
RxGain [81]).
The bandwidth is set implicitly via the communication protocol (802.11b). That is,
if we set the frequency to 2.4 GHz, the bandwidth is 11 MHz etc. We use a TxGain
and RxGain of 1, respectively, and set a transmit power for both TxPowerStartand
TxPowerEnd of 0.1 W, with the default settings for the EnergyDetectionThreshold and
CcaMode1Threshold of −99 dBm and −96 dBm, respectively. For such networks and
the parameters above, all we need to do is to make sure that we use the right kinds of
distances in the simulation experiment configurations.
In this thesis, ns3 simulator version is ns3-3.21, and we use the default values of this
version unless stated otherwise in an experiment. The simulation parameters are shown
in Table. 5.1, which as the default simulation configuration (unless state otherwise in
the other experiment).
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5.2.1

Critical distances

In ns3, based on the configuration of the above parameters, there is no communication
when the distance between two nodes in a connection is over 47.3 m. However, we need
to determine the carrier sensing range for our simulation experiment.
Here, we use goodput as discussed in Section 3.1 at the receiving node to estimate and
validate the distance parameters for ns3 experiments. Goodput is the application level
throughput and should be maximal under optimal network conditions. Ideally, goodput
can be used to indicate the current network situation as any drop in goodput indicates
that the network conditions are not optimal.
The main idea is that we set up a simple network topology and then use goodput to
estimate and detect the distances we need in ns3 experiments. When the received signal
is strong enough and there is no interference, we expect maximal goodput. If the received
signal between two nodes is weak or if there is interference between nodes, we expect
a corresponding lower goodput. Here, we assume that the received signal depends only
on the distance between two communicating nodes.
The critical distances and relationship between distance and goodput are as follows:
• Distance A: the maximum distance between two communicating nodes at which
maximum goodput can be achieved in the absence of interference from other nodes;
• Distance B: the minimum distance between two communicating nodes at which
maximum goodput can no longer be achieved;
• Distance C: the minimum distance between two communicating nodes at which
the goodput drops to 0;
• Distance D: for two nodes with one-way maximal goodput flow, the distance from
the node sending the data at which a third transmitting node begins to interfere
with the connection and affects the goodput (hidden node problem);
• Distance D’: for two nodes with one-way maximal goodput flow, the distance from
the node receiving the data at which a third transmitting node begins to interfere
with the connection and affects the goodput (hidden node problem);
• Distance E: for two communicating pairs of nodes, each of which can achieve the
maximum goodput respectively, the minimum distance between these two pairs
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at which their combined goodput begins to achieve twice the goodput of a single
pair;
• Distance F: for two communicating pairs of nodes, each of which can achieve the
maximum goodput respectively, the maximum distance between these two pairs
at which all nodes can hear each other and share fairly and the combined goodput
is equivalent to that of one single pair.

Determining the first two of these distances requires us to ensure that we make full use
of the wireless bandwidth and maximise the goodput. In order to get a maximum total
goodput, we need to set a suitable data rate and packet size. Here, we set the sending
data rate to a rate larger than the theoretical maximum data rate of 802.11b (11 Mbps)
to ensure continuous data supply.
We then compare goodput at two different distances (3 m and 30 m: strong receive
signal and weak receive signal, respectively) to find out the optimal packet size to use.
The simple wireless network topology is shown in Fig. 5.1.
0

M

1

Figure 5.1: The arrow in the topology shows the packet’s transmission’s direction,
which is from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the end. Node 0 sends
data to node 1. We set the distance (M) between node 0 and node 1 is first as 3 m and
then as 30 m, respectively. We then detect the goodput at node 1 and find the packet
size that maximises goodput at node 1.

In ns3, the actual packet size can be set by the user. This experiment suggests that
a packet size of 1875 bytes (with configuration of MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit
that defines the maximum payload size of the second layer) is 2200 bytes) is likely to
maximise goodput (5.46 Mbps) at the distances of both 3 m and 30 m.
In the second stage, we use this optimised packet size to determine the first three critical
distances (as discussed above) between two communicating nodes. In this experiment,
we still use the simple topology in Fig. 5.1.
After the experiment, we have the following results:
• Distance A: When the distance between these two nodes is not larger than 42.5 m,
the signal in this single pair communication is strong enough to prevent packet
loss. In this case, the maximum goodput can be achieved at about 5.5 Mbps and
it decreases very little as the distance increases.
• Distance B: When the distance reaches 42.6 m, the signal is no longer strong
enough to avoid packet loss. Maximum goodput can no longer be achieved and
now drops rapidly with increasing distance up to 47.3 m.
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• Distance C: When the distance between these two nodes exceeds 47.4 m, no communication takes places and the corresponding goodput drops to 0. Note that at
this distance, node 1 can still hear that node 0 is transmitting, but can no longer
decode its packets as they contain too many bit errors.
After this, we begin to detect the interfering critical distances: the distance D, D’ (hidden
node problem). We use the following network topology for this experiment as shown in
Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The arrow in the topology shows the packet’s transmission’s direction,
which is from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the end. Node 0 sends
data to node 1 and node 2 sends data to node 3 at the same time. Both distances
D1 and D3 between these two connection pairs are set to 20 m (connection nodes are
all close to each other) to make sure the receive signal is strong enough for these two
communicating pairs to get the maximum goodput. We use the distance D2 (with an
initial value of 0 m) between these two pairs as a parameter to detect the interfering
distances D and D’.

In this stage, we use the combined goodput (the total goodput of all receiving nodes,
node 1 and node 3) to indicate the interfering situations between communicating nodes.
In this experiment, the whole process of the relationship of the distance D2 and the
combined goodput is: The combined goodput increases a little bit as D2 increases from
0 m (node 2 at the same position as node 1) and stays stable around 5.7 Mbps. After D2
increases to above 119.3 m, the combined goodput increases to about 7.5 Mbps. Then
from 139.4 m onwards, the combined goodput reaches up to about 11 Mbps and remains
at this level.
Hence, when D2 is below 119.3 m, all nodes can hear each other and share their bandwidth fairly. So the combined goodput is almost equal to the goodput of a single pair.
Between 119.3 m and 139.3 m, these two communicating pairs still interfere with each
other, but the combined goodput increases as nodes are able to transmit successfully in
parallel at times. When D2 is above 139.4 m, the two pairs cannot hear each other and
no longer interfere with each other. In this case, this system can be regarded as two
completely separate communications. The combined goodput is twice that of a single
pair goodput.
The distances D and D’ are as follows:
• Distance D: When distance D2 is between 119.4 m and 139.4 m, the combined
goodput is around 6.5 Mbps. The two wireless communications begin to work in
parallel at times. Node 2 cannot hear node 0, resulting in packet loss and causing
the combined goodput to be larger than the single pair goodput but smaller than
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that of two independent pairs. In this situation, node 2 becomes a hidden node to
node 0 and vice versa. Distance D equals D2 plus D1 , that is, 139.4 m.
• Distance D’: Distance D’ equals distance D2 at the start of the interference range,
i.e,, D0 = 119.4 m.

We then add another experiment to detect the critical interfering distances E and F.
The network topologies are shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: This is the experimental topologies to detect distances E and F. We set
the distance S (between the nodes of each connection pair) to 20 m to ensure each pair
can achieve maximum goodput individually. We then vary the distance V (between
two communicating pairs) to determine the distance E and F in each case. That is, in
case 1, 2 and 3, the position of node 0 is (0, 0), the position of node 1 is (20, 0), the
position of node 3 is (20+V, 0) and the position of node 2 is (40+V, 0). In case 4 and 5,
the position of node 0 is (0, 0), the position of node 1 is (0, 20), the position of node 2 is
(V, 20), and the position of node 3 is (V, 0). We then determine the combined goodput
for the various values of V. The arrow in the topology shows the packet’s transmission’s
direction, which is from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the end.

In the experiments for case 1, 2 and 3 (Fig. 5.3), when V increases from 0 m to 119.3 m,
the combined goodput stays at about 5.8 Mbps, which is about the value of a single
pair’s goodput. When V increases from 119.3 m to 139.3 m, the combined goodput of
case 1 is about 6.3 Mbps, the combined goodput of case 2 is about 9.6 Mbps, and the
combined goodput of case 3 is about 7.1 Mbps. When V increases over 139.3 m, the
combined goodput is about 11 Mbps, which is twice that of a single pair.
Distances E and F for cases 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 5.3) are as follows:
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• Distance E: When V is below 139.4 m, all nodes can hear each other and share
fairly, so the achieved goodput is that of a single pair. When V increases to
139.4 m, full combined goodput is achieved (about 11 Mbps). In all these three
cases, the combined goodput is the same maximum value as twice that of a single
pair. In this case, node 2 is 159.3 m away from node 0 and node 3 is 179.3 m away
from node 0. Distance E for case 1, 2 and 3 is 139.4 m, i.e., it does not depend on
the case. This is because ACKs from the receiving nodes can also interfere with
the respective other pair, so it does not matter whether the closest node to a pair
mostly receives or transmits – as long as it does some transmitting.
• Distance F: When V is below 119.3 m, the combined goodput is just equal to that
of one single pair. Distance F for case 1, 2 and 3 is 119.3 m.
The corresponding combined goodput in these three cases is this: When V is between
distance E and distance F (hidden node distance D), the value of the combined goodput
under interference is smallest for case 1 and largest for case 2. This means two communicating pairs suffer more interference when the interfering source node is closest to
the other pair and it cannot hear the node furthest away from it in the pair’s communication. This is because a hidden node that is a receiving node sends only short ACK
packets, whereas a hidden node that is a source node sends long data packets, which
have more potential to cause interference.
In cases 4 and 5 (Fig. 5.3), we get the following results:
• Distance E: Distance E in these cases equals that of cases 1, 2 and 3. When the
distance is over 139.4 m, a combined goodput of 11 Mbps can be achieved.
• Distance F: Unlike in cases 1, 2 and 3, below 139.4 m, there is no definite boundary
of sufficient combined goodput increase. As we increase the distance V from 0 m,
the combined goodput slowly increases with V. When V for case 4 increases to 41 m,
the combined goodput increases from about 5.7 Mbps in the beginning to almost
5.9 Mbps. In case 5, when V increases to 41 m, the combined goodput increases
from about 5.6 Mbps to about 5.75 Mbps. For these two cases, the combined
goodputs stay at these levels between 41 m and 139.4 m. So the distance F for
these two cases is 41 m.
The combined goodput of case 4 is slightly larger than that of case 5. In case 5, TCP
source node 0 can hear receiver node 3, and it may interfere with the packet reception.
In case 4, source node 1 can hear source node 2. In this case, ACKs may reduce the
combined goodput. So, the goodput of case 4 is larger than the goodput of case 5.
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Combining the above tests, when all nodes are on the same line, we summarize the
following [3]:
• Two nodes in a TCP connection cannot be more than 42.5 m apart in order to
achieve full goodput between each other.
• Two nodes in a TCP connection cannot be more than 47.3 m apart to achieve any
goodput between them at all.
• If two nodes are between 42.5 and 47.3 m apart, full goodput can no longer be
achieved.
• If a node is further than 159.4 m away from the closest node in another TCP
connection, it cannot interfere in the connection at all.
• If a node is less than 159.4 m away from the closest node in a TCP connection,
but further than 159.4 m from the other node, it becomes a hidden node to that
other node.
• If a node is less than 159.4 m away from both nodes in another TCP connection, it
interferes with both nodes directly (by delaying their data or ACK transmissions,
or by interfering with packet reception).
After demonstrating ns3 in Section 5.3, we will explain how to combine the ns3 experiment with entropy to analyse the network situation.

5.3

Entropy application for networks

This thesis uses TCP as the transmission protocol. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, one
method is to concatenate the TCP sequence numbers into a string. Alternatively, we
may exploit the fact that most packets in a TCP flow are of the same size (in this case
only for large TCP flows). A TCP flow is defined as bidirectional transmission of packets
sets between a pair of endpoints. Endpoints here could be hosts or network [82]. So,
the difference between successive sequence numbers is mostly constant. If we use the
differences between sequence numbers rather than the sequence numbers themselves,
the string of a smooth flow represents a low amount of information. Having sequence
numbers repeat introduces new difference values, which increases the information content
of the string. In principle, we could therefore detect congestion both as rising and falling
information.
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In this thesis, we use the following steps to achieve the above discussion [3]. We firstly
concatenate sequence numbers/the differences between sequence numbers into a string.
Second, we use a sliding window to separate the long concatenate string (the repeated
sequence numbers) into serials of determined strings based on certain rules. Following
that, we apply an information estimator to analyse the data/string in the sliding window.
Next, we will briefly discuss how one may use a sliding window on asynchronous packet
data.

5.3.1

Sliding Window

In order to obtain a string for the complexity or entropy estimation, we may use a sliding
window to collect the captured sequence numbers. In this case, the sliding window can
be determined by two key parameters: the number of collected sequence numbers (of
TCP packets) and the time interval covered. If the packet rate is high, a window based
on a fixed time interval will result in a longer string than if the packet rate is low. On the
contrary, a sliding window based on a fixed number of sequence numbers with the low
packet rate may cover more time intervals than that with the high packet rate. Neither
of them is ideal.
Here, we discuss three types of sliding window: the size-based and time-based windows
above, and a “combo” sliding window. Fig. 5.4(use the same packet stream in these three
different types) shows each packet arrival as a horizontal bar as the process advances.
Digits on the left indicate the beginning of each (numbered) sliding window, the digits
on the right indicate the end of the respective window [35].
• Size-based sliding window
This type of sliding window always contains a fixed number of packets (Ws ). As
a result, each window covers a different time interval. In Fig. 5.4 (left graph), we
set Ws = 10. If we advance the sliding window by its own size each time, there
is no overlap in packets between windows and the sliding window is never empty.
However, packets are captured at irregular times depending on the arrival time of
each packet during the network simulation. The sliding window starts and ends
at irregular times. So the start time of each window is not a linear function of the
window index, resulting in more complexity/entropy estimators during some time
intervals than during some other time periods.
• Time-based sliding window
This window type chooses time as the only parameter. Each window covers a
fixed time interval, and in consequence, with a varying number of packets. As the
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows three types of the sliding window. Every bar represents
the arrival of one packet in the simulation. For the “fixed number” window design, each
window ends after a pre-determined number of packets. Here, we use a size of 10 and
advance each window by its own length after 10 packets. With this type, we cannot
control the start time. The second type is a “fixed time” window. Here, each window
slides to the next by a pre-determined time period T. As a result, some windows contain
more packets (like the 1st and the 5th window) whereas others contain fewer packets (as
the 2nd and the 7th window) or could be even empty (as the 8th window). The third
window type, “combo”, which is a combination of the other two types: Windows start
at a pre-determined time and slide by a T time period, but end after a pre-determined
number of packets. This type cannot avoid overlap and sometimes may skip packets.
Here, blue bars indicate the overlapping packets and pink bars represent the skipped
packets in the window. The 3rd window thus reuses four packets from the 2nd window,
and the 7th window reuses six packets from the 6th window. After the 7th window and
before the 8th window, two packets are skipped.

middle graph in Fig. 5.4 shows, we set a fixed time interval as the size of each
sliding window Ws . Each window thus also ends after a fixed time. However, some
windows contain many more packets than others, and some have no packets. If
there are no packets, then there is nothing that can be used to estimate complexity
or entropy, which would cause a gap for the data analysis.
• Combo window
In order to reduce the possibility of gaps and solve the time problem, Eimann [35]
proposed a third type of sliding window: the “combo” window. This type of
window starts at a regular time interval and contains a fixed number of packets.
As the right graph in Fig. 5.4 indicates: The digits of the left mark the start time
of each window, and the window uses a fixed number of packets as the window
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size Ws . We thus start each window after a time interval T, and fix each window
size to the same number Ws (10 in this example). In this case, some packets may
be used twice or more by adjacent windows, while other packets may be skipped.
However, these last two problems may be solved if the maximum packet’s rate is
known and T and Ws are chosen appropriately.
The overlapping of combo windows ideally/simply corresponds to an interpolation
between adjacent windows and is not a problem unless the computational resources
are severely limited. If we solve the skipping problem with an appropriately large
window, we could obtain the data points at regular intervals based on the same
amount of data.

In conclusion, there are no perfect methods to construct sliding windows. But we may
design them to suit different situations. When a network runs smoothly, more packets
can be captured. But when congestion happens (or no data is transmitted), fewer or
even no packets may be available for information analysis.

5.3.2

T-entropy for ad hoc network congestion analysis

Based on the above discussion, we will describe how to use T-entropy to analyse congestion. As discussed in Section A.3.1, after running a simulation in ns3, every ns3
simulation experiment has a trace file (.tr file). This file contains all information of
the packets exchanged in the experiment simulation. We then use this ns3 trace file to
collect the sequence numbers of the packets observed for a node. ns3 also has the trace
callback functions which can let us to collect a packet’s information (sequence numbers)
for the specific nodes during the experiment simulation.
We combine the sequence numbers (or the differences between them) into strings via a
combo sliding window to compute the T-entropy for each window position. This allows
us to observe entropy trends over time. When the network traffic is smooth, we will
collect a succession of sequence numbers which have a fixed common difference between
them. But if network congestion happens, then this is no longer true and the difference
between current and previous sequence varies.
If the T-entropy drops (or rises, in the case of differences), it means that we receive
repeated sequence numbers, i.e., congestion occurs at that time. In the next part, we
will simulate congestion situations and use the technique discussed above to analyse and
evaluate whether these approaches actually work.
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Entropy Congestion Analysis

When congestion happens and packets begin to be lost, one of two things may happen:
If the source node receives no ACK on a data packet, it will time out and retransmit
the same data packet with the same sequence number. Alternatively, if the receiver
node detects a missing packet (by receiving subsequent packets with a higher sequence
number), it sends a duplicate ACK with the sequence number of the first missing packet
to the source node, causing the source node to retransmit the missing data packet. In
this case, we just need to collect the sequence numbers of the sending packets of the
source nodes.
We then could use a combo sliding window to collect the sequence numbers. The combo
window shifts its start time by T = 0.02 seconds in each shift and captures Ws = 150
packets in each window. If congestion occurs, then the fixed length sequence numbers
in the string we collect from the sliding window will repeat more frequently than in the
uncongested condition.
We investigated two ways of using this sequence number information, as discussed before.
In the first, we padded each sequence number in the window to a fixed length before
concatenating them into a string. We then computed the T-entropy for each string
(window position) using the flott utility [62]. However, due to TCP congestion control
backoff, we found that the few collisions observed did not reduce the entropy sufficiently
to be detectable.
Our second way of using the sequence numbers is to use a combo sliding window to
collect each difference between successive sequence numbers. We pad each difference to
a fixed digit width number and concatenate the differences into a string as before. In
this thesis, we pick up the last four digits of the difference between each two successive
sequence numbers (padding with 0 if we have fewer than four digits) and put them into
the combo sliding window. As before, for the sliding window, we also shift the start
time by T = 0.02 seconds for each window shift and capture Ws = 150 packets in each
window. However, this process should result in the opposite: High entropy indicates
congestion.
In our following experiments, we choose to use the second method as the first does
not produce sufficient repetitions under TCP to lead to detectable entropy drops. If a
node congested is involved with many connections, we may consider using a separate
window for each connection and storing data/window in a binary search tree based on
the corresponding (MAC/IP) addresses of TCP packets. In this case, for the T-entropy
calculation, all we have to store is the TCP sequence number of the last packet seen as
well as the string of each window. The algorithm behind FLOTT is O(n) in time and
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space in a uniform cost model [62], and that the way in which this thesis collects and
presents input data to the algorithm does not change this.
In the next chapter, we will discuss the definition and management of congestion we
assume in this thesis.

6
From Measurement to Management

As we discussed in Section 2.2, all the proposed congestion detection mechanisms have
in common the feature that the congested nodes themselves detect whether they are
congested or not. In this thesis, we propose an algorithm that uses neighbour nodes
to detect congestion, where those neighbour nodes do not directly suffer from network
congestion and further assist in relieving it.

6.1

Why measure from unaffected neighbour nodes?

In order to deal with congestion problems in ad hoc networks, it is important to define
criteria as to when a node should be regarded as congested.

6.1.1

Congestion problems in ad hoc networks

Firstly, we will briefly discuss the congestion problems. In networks, congestion happens
when the traffic demand exceeds the available network capacity. Causes of congestion
may include heavy network load, link impairment, and shared channel contention. Congestion manifests itself in queue overflows and loss of packets to channel contention [16]:
• Node-level congestion results from overflows on the processing queue of a node.
They occur when a router node receives packets for an extended period of time at
a rate faster than the rate at which it can forward the packets.
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• Link-level congestion is a result of nodes sharing the wireless channel. When
multiple nodes use the same channel to send packets at the same time, collisions
happen at receivers that can hear more than one of the nodes.

These two types of congestion are both caused by contention for the same finite resource.

6.1.2

How we define a congested node

Here, we will further explain how we define a congested node in this thesis. We will use
Fig. 6.1 to explain why we measure the congestion status of a node from its unaffected
neighbour nodes.
According to the literature, the most common indication of network congestion is the
buffer occupancy. In networks, nodes have a buffer to store incoming packets before
transmitting them. If the size of this waiting queue of a node reaches the buffer capacity,
the node is considered to be congested. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, this may be
regarded as node-level congestion. Further, the queue of a source/sending node
is considered to be the TCP transmit queue, and the queue at a forwarding node is
considered to be its IP transmit queue.
Node-level congestion happens when other competing traffic on the channel prevents a
node from transmitting its buffered packets. The following two aspects could cause the
IP queue to increase and further result in congestion:
• The node is neither the destination of the competing traffic nor a forwarding node
for the traffic. The competing traffic merely prevents the node from transmitting
because it denies the node media access.
• The node forwards the competing traffic, but the incoming data rate exceeds the
available transmission capacity. All nodes share the same channel to receive and
send data, and nodes cannot receive and transmit at the same time. Hence, the
incoming traffic keeps the channel busy and in consequence reduces the available
transmission capacity.
In these cases, it is not appropriate to use the node with IP queue congestion to tell
others that it is congested – it does not have the capacity to do so: If a node cannot
transmit because the channel is continuous busy, then it cannot transmit notification
messages to its neighbours either. Even if it could compete for the channel to send an
occasional packet, however, it still only has a chance to handle congestion in this way. It
can however receive transmissions from neighbours with a stronger signal than that of
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nodes further away. Some protocols may piggyback on the information about congestion
onto outgoing TCP/IP packets, such as the ECN scheme in TCP/IP, but this thesis does
not focus on such mechanisms.
Another type of congestion is link-level congestion (or channel interference) in the
ad hoc network we consider here. Ad hoc networks assume that nodes share the same
channel for transmission. Hence, nodes need to listen for whether the channel is available
to transmit data before transmitting packets. Put another way, all nodes in ad hoc
networks have their own view when sensing whether the shared channel is clear. Note
that there is some overlap with the node level congestion here: when nodes are unable to
transmit because of link-level congestion, they cannot clear their queues and node-level
congestion may happen.
We will discuss the uncongested and congested scenarios from the nodes’ mutual perspectives through the example shown in Fig. 6.1:

H

G
X

F
Y

E
Figure 6.1: This figure shows the example’s network topology, and the dashed circle
is the transmission range of node X. In this network topology, as the dashed circle
indicate, node X has neighbours E, Y and G. The congestion status of X should only
be determined by these three nodes. They establish the congestion situation of node X
based on the actions of sending packets to node X and forwarding to or via node X.

• Uncongested scenario:
Suppose that node X is able to forward packets from node E to node Y, and node X
can also receive ACKs from node Y and forward them back to node E.
In this scenario, we can assume that there is no congestion along the route E →
X → Y . Because the data transmission is smooth along the route for the communication pairs: the receiver can receive data destined to it, and the sender can
receive ACKs from the receiver for the next expected TCP packets. Hence, node X
is considered uncongested. Note that this may change as the TCP congestion window in E increases (provided the flow lives that long).
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• Congested scenario:
We then suppose that other traffic occurs at the same time. Assume that node E
sends packets to node H via the route E → X → G → H, i.e., node X acts as
a forwarding node in this route. Assume further that node F sends packets to
node G. Node X cannot hear the actions of node F. So, when the transmissions
of X and F happen simultaneously, node X cannot successfully forward packets to
G if node G is busy receiving the packets from F. In this case, packets intended
for node H from E could be lost. However, node X still forwards E’s packets to
G for further forward to H, since X still senses a clear channel (“clean channel”
only if the RTS/CTS protocol is switched off, and here also means that no data
packets are being transmitted in the channel). Moreover, node E as the source
node maintains the TCP transmit queue. As node X only has the IP transmit
queue which is not overflowing, this means that node X is not congested.
In this scenario, a node (such as node G here) is assumed to be congested because
it cannot receive data because of other stronger traffic. For node G in Fig. 6.1,
this occurs when it receives the packets from node F and cannot forward packets
to H (the packets sent from X). But this does not mean that node G is unable to
transmit data. So G is only congested from the perspective of node X.

In this case, it is also not appropriate to have a node tell others that it is congested,
when that congestion only exists from the perspective of another node.
Hence, instead of using congested nodes to address their own problem, it could be better
to detect network congestion from unaffected neighbour nodes.

6.2

What can we do about congestion?

After having discussed what constitutes congestion, how we can assume that a node is
congested, and why we should determine congestion from a third party, this section will
describe what we can do about congestion. First, we need to describe how to detect
congestion from a third unaffected node. We will still use Fig. 6.1 as an example for the
explanation.
Suppose there is a TCP connection which sends data from node E to node H via the
route: E → X → G → H. As discussed before, node G may be assumed to be congested
if:
• Its own IP queue is overflowing.
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• From the perspective of node X, G cannot hear transmissions from X because of
other strong competing traffic (e.g., when G is busy receiving TCP traffic from F).
In TCP traffic, packets will be retransmitted if the sending nodes do not receive ACKs
in time or not at all. In Fig. 6.1, if G is congested, TCP packets will be retransmitted
by source node E. These retransmissions turn up waiting in the IP queue of forwarding node X, from where they get transmitted in the direction of G, without ever being
received there. A neighbour node of X could hear the retransmissions, and then calculate entropy and check the congestion status of node X. Considering further congestion
management, it may be beneficial to establish whether G itself is congested or whether
one of downstream nodes on the active congestion route is congested, or whether both
are congested.
To be more specific, any link layer packets carrying TCP traffic from E to H via the
route E → X → G → H arrives at X with the X’s MAC address as the MAC layer
destination address. They are then transmitted from X to G with X’s MAC address as
the source address and G’s MAC address as the destination address, and so on.
Next, we intend to use an uncongested neighbour node to monitor node X and detect
whether G is congested from the perspective of X. The process is as follows:
• Collect all link layer packets with X’s MAC address as the source address and G’s
MAC address as the destination address;
• Calculate the entropy for the differences between the sequence numbers of the
TCP packets carried by these link layer packets, which we use to detect whether
X sees congestion;
Here, we intend to check whether node X sees congestion first by calculating the
entropy of data sending via node X, and then further to verify whether its next
hop is the congested node. Suppose that X carries TWO TCP connections to
different TCP receivers. If we calculate the entropy for BOTH flows combined
(which means the string that goes into the entropy estimation contains sequence
number differences between sequence numbers from/across both flows), this leads
to verify two “assumed” next congested nodes. Hence, we choose to calculate the
entropy for each flow separately in this step.
• Calculate the entropy for the TCP packet sequence number differences in these
link layer packets separately for each destination IP address.
If all entropies for traffic via G are high, this means that node G is probably congested and all the connections with different destination IP addresses via node G
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should be affected. If only some entropies are high, this means that the congestion
point is at a further downstream node.

After discussing congestion detection, a congestion control and relief solution should also
be considered. One method to resolve congestion is to apply a better routing protocol.
In this thesis, we propose an extension of AODV, RAODV, to achieve this purpose.
In the next chapter, we will simulate hidden node scenarios and asymmetric networks
with hidden node. In all of the experiments, we will observe the entropy variations
of just one source node to indirectly demonstrate the congestion situation of its server
node.

7
Entropy Application Validation
Experiments

Hidden nodes are a common cause of congestion in wireless networks (introduced in
Section 4.4.3.5). In this chapter, we simulate the hidden node problem in experiments [3]
to test whether entropy could be used to indicate network congestion.

7.1
7.1.1

Simulation experiment 1: hidden node
Simulation configuration

Here, in order to design a simple congestion problem, we intend to simulate a hidden
node problem in our experiment. However, the critical distances experiments in Section 5.2.1 show that we cannot implement the classic hidden node problem as introduced
in Section 4.4.3.5: In our ns3 simulation experiments (802.11b on 2.4 GHz), the maximum transmission range was 47 m, while the carrier sensing range was 139.4 m. Other
simulation parameters are introduced as the default parameters as Table. 5.1. In the
classic hidden node congestion shown in Fig. 4.7, node 0 and node 2 cannot hear each
other, but both can communicate with node 1. This means the maximum distance between node 0 and node 2 cannot exceed 2 times the maximum transmission range, which
is 2 ∗ 45.5 = 91 m. But node 0 and node 2 have to be at least 139.4 m apart in order to
be completely unaware of each other.
Instead of the classic hidden node problem which based on the hidden nodes communicating with node 1, we then design another topology for a network with hidden nodes
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based on nodes only interfering with node 1 (employing the same theory as discussed in
Section 5.2.1: distance D and D’). Fig. 7.1 shows the network topology.
0

1

2

3

(0,0)

(20,0)

(150,0)

(170,0)

Figure 7.1: Hidden node experiment topology with coordinates in metres. Node 0
sends data to node 1, but is outside the carrier sensing range of node 2, which receives
data from node 3 and sends ACKs in reply that can interfere with transmissions from
node 0 at node 1.

In this topology, node 0 is at 0 m, node 1 at 20 m, node 2 at 150 m and node 3 at 170 m
along a straight line. A hidden node sending ACKs (e.g., node 2 in Fig. 7.1) is in carrier
sensing range of a receiver (node 1) but outside that of the sender (node 0). Node 2 is
a hidden node to node 0 and vice versa. Similarly, node 1 and 3 are hidden from each
other. When node 0 and 2 send packets at the same time, packets from node 0 to node 1
may be lost due to interference from node 2. In our experiment, node 0 sends TCP data
to node 1 from 0.1 s to 200 s, and node 3 sends TCP data to node 2 from 50 s to 200 s.

7.1.2

Results and analysis

In our topology in Fig. 7.1, node 3 and 1 are hidden from each other, as are node 0 and
2. In this case, we can have two types of retransmissions in principle: 802.11b frames
with TCP packets that the link layer protocol at node 2 detects as having been lost,
and TCP retransmissions resulting from packet loss at the network or transport layer.
We treat these on an equal footing as both represent the same amount of redundant
resource use.
When packets begin to be lost, node 0 will retransmit the missing data packets. The
same effect applies to data traffic from node 2 to node 3.
For node 0, we monitor the retransmission rate as well as the T-entropy of the difference
between the successive TCP sequence numbers. The combo window is designed to shift
by 1 s each time and the window size is 350 802.11b frames. For all results in this section,
we collect data with the same combo windows. Note that we count retransmissions
resulting from packet loss at the link layer at node 2 as well as at the network and
transport layer, as node 0 will eventually retransmit them all.
The retransmission rate and entropy of node 0 are shown in Fig. 7.2: The retransmission
rate of node 0 is below 2.5% until almost 50 s (note that this loss rate includes many
link layer retransmissions which do not translate into TCP packet loss events). After
50 s, node 2 transmissions enter the window and retransmissions rise as expected.
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Figure 7.2: After the hidden node activates, the sequence number patterns formed by
successive packets become less regular: T-entropy rises along with the retransmission
rate at around 50 s.

Like the trend of the retransmission rate, the entropy values also remain low and stable
below 0.25 bits/packet until almost 50 s. After that, node 2 and node 0 both interfere at
node 1, congestion occurs and packets are retransmitted. So we also have higher entropy
values.

7.2

Experiment simulation 2: asymmetric networks with
hidden nodes

In an ad hoc network topology, some receiving nodes may act as hidden nodes for other
nodes. These receiving nodes may not have the same number of source nodes. In
this case, these nodes can have a high probability of hearing many more transmissions
than other receiving nodes, even if these transmissions are not intended for these nodes.
Hence, more intense contention occurs at these receiving nodes, which can result in
packets to the nodes being lost and retransmitted, and can even cause link breakdown.
Congestion is thus more likely on such nodes.
We then simulate such potential congestion scenario with the ns3 simulator as follows:

7.2.1

Simulation configuration

We now add another node (node 4) away from the straight line that connects nodes 0
to 3 (as shown in Fig. 7.3). Node 4 is at the maximum distance from node 1 at which it
can achieve full goodput to node 1 in isolation. Now, node 4 and node 0 are not hidden
with respect to each other in that they can hear each other’s actions. Node 2 is hidden
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from node 0 and at the edge of node 1’s carrier sensing range. Node 3 is hidden from
all but node 2.
4
(20,42.5)

0

1

2

3

(0,0)

(20,0)

(150,0)

(170,0)

Figure 7.3: Asymmetric network topology with hidden nodes in the wireless network,
with coordinates in metres. In this topology, node 0 and node 4 can hear each other,
and also node 2 and node 1 can hear each other. Moreover, node 2 is a hidden node of
node 0. In the other direction, node 3 is a hidden node of all other nodes, except its
receiving node 2.

In the experiment, both node 0 and node 4 send packets to node 1 from 0.1 s to 200 s
and from 30 s to 200 s, respectively. Node 3 communicates with node 2 from 60 s to
200 s. Node 1 has two TCP communications with two source nodes, while node 2 just
has one. We then compare the difference of the congestion situations during these time
periods for two scenarios.

7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Results and analysis
Combine entropy with retransmission rate

In the first scenario, we still monitor the retransmission rate and entropy value of packets
transmitted by node 0, which is also a neighbour of the potentially congested node 1.
This is shown in Fig. 7.4.
The retransmission rate remains low and just below 2.5% until 30 s. After 30 s, the
retransmission rate increases, reflecting the appearance of traffic influenced by node 4’s
transmissions. Following the trend of the retransmission rate, the entropy remains below
0.25 bits/packet before 30 s, when it begins to rise as the additional flows start influencing
the window.

7.2.2.2

Combine entropy with goodput

In the second scenario, based on monitoring entropy value of node 1, we now monitor
the goodput for each of the receiving nodes (node 1 and node 2), as well as the combined
goodput for both node 1 and node 2.
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Figure 7.4: The retransmission rate and T-entropy of sending node 0 in the asymmetric scenario. The entropy again closely tracks the retransmission rate in detecting
the induced congestion.

• Simulation experiment without RTS/CTS
As in Fig. 7.3, node 0 and 4 can hear each other. They will not start to communicate with node 1 if the respective other node is already transmitting. Collisions
happen only when the two nodes decide to access the channel more or less at
the same time. When node 2 and 3 keep silent, node 0 and 4 can share the
capacity/channel. Once node 3 begins to communicate with node 2, the ACK
transmissions from node 2 start interfering with the ability of node 1 to dispatch
ACKs to 0 and 4. This has the potential to slow down the communication and
lower the goodput received by node 1.
As shown in Fig. 7.5, there is no deterioration in goodput at node 1 after node 4
starts to communicate with it. The goodput of node 1 represents the total goodput
(at node 1 and node 2) until 60 s. From 30 s, after node 4 begins to communicate
with node 1, node 1 goodput increases only by a very small amount, and then drops
from 60 s onwards (when node 3 starts to send packets to node 2) to an almost
stable value. The goodput of node 2 is more or less stable from 60 s onwards.
After 60 s, the total goodput is almost two thirds higher than before, reflecting
the additional contribution from the (mostly) independent node pair 2 and 3. As
the total goodput is about twice the goodput at node 1, we can infer that if ACKs
from node 2 causes delay in ACK dispatch from node 1, the same also applies in
the opposite direction.
• Simulation experiment with RTS/CTS
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Figure 7.5: Entropy of the sending node 0 and the goodput and total goodput of
the receiving nodes (node 1 and node 2). Node 1 starts to handle a second connection
at 30 s and is being interfered with by the connection from node 3 to node 2 that
starts at 60 s. This figure also demonstrates that entropy increases with the number of
connections.

Here, we activate the RTS/CTS protocol. RTS/CTS is an optional channel reservation protocol and mainly designed for hidden node problem alleviation [77], as
discussed in Section 4.4.3.5.
In the simulation of the asymmetric network with hidden nodes (Fig. 7.3), congestion at node 1 occurs not only as a result of the connections with node 0 and
node 4, but also due to media contention from node 2, which indirectly originates
from the hidden node 3.
Node 0 and 4 are out of the transmission range of node 3. Therefore, node 0 and
4 cannot receive RTS packets from node 3 and vice versa. Besides, while a CTS
from node 1 can be received by both node 0 and 4, they cannot hear an RTS/CTS
handshake between node 3 and 2. In this case, the RTS/CTS mechanism can fairly
divide the available capacity between node 0 and 4. Moreover, node 1 can overhear
the CTS from node 2 (which sends the CTS to node 3). Correspondingly, node 2
can also overhear the CTS packets from node 1 (which sends its CTS to nodes 0
and 4 respectively). Therefore, node 1 and node 2 can stay silent and keep the
channel clear for each other.
Fig. 7.6 shows the experiment result with RTS/CTS activated. The entropy of
node 0 stays at a very low value until 60 s. Because node 0 and node 4 can
overhear each other’s actions before the third connection of the partially hidden
nodes starts. It then increases to the peaks along with the goodput of node 2 and
continues for 10 s before it decreases again. This happens several times during the
rest of the process, albeit with much reduced severity. Over the whole process, the
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Figure 7.6: The figure shows the entropy at node 0 and the received goodput at
node 1 and node 2 as well as their combined goodput, all with RTS/CTS activated. All
observables exhibit the fluctuations one would expect after node 1 starts to be interfered
with by the third connection, which takes place between node 2 and node 3.

entropy with RTS/CTS activated remains lower than that without RTS/CTS as
shown in Fig. 7.5.
After node 4 starts to send data to node 1 from 30 s, the goodput of node 1 increases
a little bit. It then drops as soon as the communication between node 2 and node 3
starts from 60 s and dips several times until 100 s, with a complete collapse at
around 80 s. The connection from node 0 to node 2 captures the channel at this
point and squeezes node 1 out. This is a result of the responses from the respective
congestion control algorithms and not related to an external event. Moreover, the
overall goodput in Fig. 7.6 is lower than that in Fig. 7.5. This is a result of the
extra time it takes to transmit the RTS and CTS control frames.
However, the goodput of node 2 only exhibits significant fluctuations: It rises to
the peaks and then drops to 0 bit/s until 100 s. Usually, the peak of the goodput
for node 2 comes at the expense of node 1’s goodput, which means that node 1 and
2 share the capacity. After 100 s, node 1 mainly contributes to the total goodput.
Entropy stays stable and only rises when node 1 and 2 share the goodput.
Compared with Fig. 7.6, the goodputs of the receiving nodes in Fig. 7.5 are much
more stable and share the total goodput more fairly. The initial fluctuation in Fig. 7.6
only comes after node 3 starts sending data to node 2, which reflects that node 1 and
node 2 can receive each other’s control frames and keep the channel clear for each
other. But after 100 s, the channel mainly transmits for node 1, which demonstrates
that RTS/CTS does not facilitate a fair sharing of the channel in this case. However,
without RTS/CTS in Fig. 7.5, node 2 and node 1 have the same priority to receive data
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from their source nodes separately. So without RTS/CTS, higher individual goodput
and combined goodput can be achieved.
Moreover, as the entropy indicates in Fig. 7.6, RTS/CTS can “control” the hidden node
problem in ad hoc networks. But from the variation of the total and individual goodput,
the “control” of the hidden node problem is gained at the cost of reduced network
performance and fairness. Node 1 has two source nodes: The combined probability of
sending an RTS exceeds that of node 3 sending an RTS. As a result, node 1 sends CTS
more frequently, which prevents node 2 from sending its CTS immediately upon node 3’s
RTS requests. Node 3’s near-silence leaves node 0 unaffected and thus no congestion
occurs in this part of the network.
Based on the above experiments, there are several points about goodput and entropy,
as discussed as follows:
• Goodput is a good indicator of congestion. If goodput decreases while there still
data available to be sent, then this is an indication that the flow of data is impaired
by congestion.
• In a simulation, goodput can be observed by the trace file to access to the destination node. However, it is not possible to do that in real life because a neighbour
node of the sender (or of a node enroute to the destination) cannot tell which
packets the receiver sees and which ones it does not.
• However, any neighbour nodes of a node under observation can observe the entropy
of that node.
• The above simulations can show that there is a strong correlation between entropy
and goodput: When entropy goes up, goodput goes down, and vice versa. This is
evidence that entropy is sensitive to congestion.
After we have thus validated the use of entropy in these experiments, in the next chapter,
we review the routing protocols, especially the working process of AODV.

8
AODV and the proposed modification
RAODV

8.1

Routing protocols

Because of the lack of a predetermined topology, a proper routing protocol is an essential
requirement for ad hoc networks. The main function of this routing protocol is to
find and maintain routes, transmit data packets via the best path to the destination,
and provide an efficient transmission through the network. An efficient transmission
for the source-destination pair could include fewest numbers of hops, lowest latency,
lowest average power usage, lowest maximum power use and so on. However, all these
aims cannot necessarily be achieved, let alone all at once. This thesis concentrates on
congestion avoidance.
Routing protocols of ad hoc networks may be divided into three categories based on
routing strategy: proactive routing protocols, reactive routing protocols and hybrid routing
protocols. Proactive routing protocols can be called table-driven routing protocols, such
as DSDV. Reactive routing protocols are also known as on-demand protocols, including
AODV and DSR. Hybrid routing protocols include ZRP [83].

8.1.1

Proactive routing protocols

Proactive routing protocols need nodes in networks to maintain and update routing
information before the routes are actually needed for forwarding.
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Each node maintains one or more routing tables which contain all routing information for
all destination nodes in the network. Nodes periodically exchange routing information
with each other as the network topology changes, e.g., because congestion renders a
route unusable. So nodes must maintain all route information to all destination nodes
in the whole network, even if this route does not convey any packets at that time. The
advantage of proactive routing protocols is that the delay is short: When the source node
needs to transmit data, it could use the existing route in its routing table immediately.
However, routing overhead can be heavy to keep route information up to date. Hence,
proactive protocols are not very suitable for large or dynamic ad hoc networks.

8.1.1.1

DSDV routing protocol

The classic proactive routing protocol is DSDV (Destination Sequenced Distance Victor) [84]. The DSDV is based on the traditional Bellman-Ford routing algorithm, where
every node contains a routing table. Each routing table entry contains destination address, next hop, hop count (the number of hops from the source to the destination), and
a sequence number. In the routing table, the destination node distributes the sequence
number of each record, and the sequence number is used to check whether this record
is out of date to avoid loops in the route. The DSDV routing protocol chooses the
route with the high destination sequence number. If two routes have the same sequence
number, it chooses the shortest route with the smallest number of hops.
Each node periodically exchanges its routing table with its neighbours. If network
topology changes result in routing table changes, the node exchanges the new routing
table information with its neighbours actively. So, the routing table updates are both
time-driven and event-driven.
DSDV uses two ways to update routing tables: One is a full dump: it sends the full
routing information to neighbours when the routing information changes a lot. This is
mainly applied in the highly dynamic networks. The other is the incremental update,
which only sends the changed information/entries to its neighbours. Usually, DSDV is
suitable for stable networks where the network topology changes slowly.
DSDV has a number of advantages:
• When the ad hoc network is stable, the required route may already exist in the
routing table;
• DSDV can detect the shortest path from the source node to the destination node;
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• The destination sequence number can determine whether the current route is fresh
and avoid a route loop.
However, DSDV needs to periodically broadcast and update routing tables, so the routing overhead is high; however, the route request delay is short. DSDV is not suitable
for large/highly dynamic ad hoc networks.

8.1.2

Reactive routing protocols

Routes are determined through the process of route discovery when a source node requires the route. So, nodes do not need to maintain inactive routing information constantly. There are two stages: route discovery and route maintenance.
• Route discovery: When a node wants to send data to another node, this node will
check in its own routing table whether the required route exists. If not, it will
start route discovery, flood the whole network with route request packets. If the
proper router is found, it will return a route reply packet and route discovery will
end.
• Route maintenance: This process is applied to maintain the existing route until
the route is no longer needed.
Compared with proactive routing protocols, reactive routing protocols have longer routing request delays as the required route may not already be known before it is needed.
Reactive routing protocols normally establish the required route via broadcasting a route
request message, which contributes to traffic load on the network. Reactive routing protocols may thus have a high short-term overhead during the route discovery process. On
the other hand, reactive routing protocols may also save network overhead for maintaining routes, as they do not need to update and store the routing information for each
node in the network [83, 85].
DSR and AODV are two well-known reactive routing protocols.

8.1.2.1

DSR routing protocol

DSR(Dynamic Source Routing) [86] allows nodes to dynamically find multi-hop routes to
the destination nodes. The main characteristic of DSR is the source routing algorithm.
Each packet header contains the whole route information. Each packet is forwarded
according to the hops of the source route (which the source node obtains by checking
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in its route table) directed to the destination. The node stores new route information
in its routing cache. New route information can be obtained by the routing control
packets: RREQ (Route Request), RREP (Route Reply) and RERR (Route ERROR).
The information in the routing cache is updated with new routes as they are detected.
As a reactive routing protocol, DSR includes route discovery and route maintenance
algorithms.
• Route discovery: If there is no valid route in the routing cache, source node S
initiates the route discovery process. S broadcasts a route request packet (RREQ).
Each RREQ packet includes the source node address, the destination node address
and a unique request ID. Every RREQ packet can be identified by the request ID.
Each node that receives the RREQ will check whether there is a route that could
arrive to the destination node D. If there is not, it will add its own address to the
route record of RREQ and then broadcasts the RREQ. In order to prevent loop,
the intermediate node which receives the RREQ can broadcast only an RREQ
packet under the condition that the node does not receive the same RREQ packet
or the routing records do not include the address of this node.
When the receiver which receives the RREQ is the destination or an intermediate
node whose routing cache includes a valid route to the destination, an RREP must
be created and sent back to S. If D has a route back to S in its routing cache, then
the RREP is sent to S via this route; Otherwise, D will initiate the route discovery
to find a route to S. DSR thus supports uni-directional routes.
• Route maintenance: During the packet transmitting process, once link breakage
is detected, an RRER packet will be sent to the source node to notify the source
node that there is a routing breakage. After the source node receives the RRER
packet, the source node will delete the unavailable route from its routing cache.
Intermediate nodes which receive this RRER will delete all routes which include
this broken link in the corresponding routing caches.
There are some merits and drawbacks of DSR:
• Merits:
1. A node does not need to exchange information with its neighbours periodically;
2. DSR uses route cache technology to reduce route discovery overhead.
• Drawbacks:
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1. The route information carried by each routing control packet header can cause
extra routing overhead;
2. DSR cannot solve the out-of-date problem of the route, because it does not
have any route expiry algorithm.
3. It cannot identify the freshness of the route, and cannot choose the best route
to the destination.
4. The RREQ flooding algorithm can cause potential collisions between neighbouring nodes.

8.1.2.2

AODV routing protocol

The AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) routing protocol [5] combines the
characteristics of the DSR and DSDV routing protocols. It requests a route only when
the required route to a certain node/destination does not exist. Nodes do not need
to keep a route after the expiry time of this route. AODV does not exchange route
information periodically, so it reduces the overhead associate of broadcasting. Each
node’s routing table just keeps the next hop information to the destination instead of
the whole route information. We will discuss this in detail in Section 8.2.

8.1.3

Mixed routing protocols

In ad hoc networks, both proactive and reactive routing protocols have disadvantages
and cannot deal with routing problems very well. Some hybrid routing protocols combining the advantages of both proactive and reactive routing protocols have been proposed.
An example is ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) [87] which applies proactive protocol algorithms within the network zones, and reactive protocol algorithms between the network
zones. This thesis does not focus on the details of these routing protocols.

8.2

AODV

There are several kinds of nodes which are used to describe how the process/function of
routing protocol works.
• Source node: A source node is the IP host at which data in a TCP connection
originates.
• Destination node: A destination node is the IP host at the other end of that
connection.
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• Upstream node: An upstream node of node X is an IP through which the packets
have already passed when they arrive at node X.
• Downstream node: A downstream node of node X in a TCP connection is an IP
node further along the route that the TCP packets of that connection take.
• Neighbour node: A neighbour node of node X is any node within node X’s transmission range.

In order to describe AODV, there are several concepts we need to discuss first [5].
• Node: In ad hoc networks, nodes can be simply divided into three classes: source
nodes, intermediate nodes and destination nodes. Intermediate nodes may also
be called forwarding nodes. They forward the packets from the source to the
destination. When we apply the AODV routing protocol in ad hoc networks, each
node has two counters: a sequence number and a broadcast ID.
• Sequence number: Managing the sequence number is the key point for the route
discovery and maintenance of AODV. In the AODV routing protocol, a sequence
number means freshness: a higher sequence number represents a fresher route. So,
the source sequence number indicates the freshness of the reverse path to the source
node; the destination sequence number indicates the freshness of the forward path
to the destination node.
The sequence number is updated (incremented) when:
– The source node originates a route discovery;
– The destination node is found, and replies to the source node.
There are two phases for AODV: route discovery and route maintenance. During the
whole process, RREQ (Route Request), RREP (Route Reply), RERR (Route Error)
and Hello (on active routes) messages are used.
• RREQ: The source node creates and broadcasts RREQ to find a route to the destination/target node when there is no current route from the source node to the
destination node. The original broadcast ID will be increased by 1. RREQ contains the address and sequence number of both the source and destination node. Its
structure is: (source addr, source sequence #, broadcast id, dest addr,
dest sequence #, hop cnt). Every RREQ is identified by (source sequence #,
broadcast id).
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• RREP: If the destination node is found, then an RREP message will be unicast
to the source node which originates this route discovery. An RREP message contains a sequence number, hop count and lifetime. Hop count means the number
of hops from the node to the destination. During the “lifetime”, the route is
considered as active. The structure of RREP is: (source addr, dest addr,
dest sequence #, hop cnt, lifetime).
• RERR: AODV uses an RERR message to notify a link breakage along the route.
Its structure is: (unreachable dest addr, unreachable dest sequence #).
• Hello message: Active nodes periodically exchange Hello messages with neighbours
to monitor link connectivity.

8.2.1

AODV process

The data transmission of AODV is shown in Fig. 8.1.
Data transmission request

Suitable route in routing table?
No

Yes

Initiate route discovery
process

Forward packet

End

Figure 8.1: Data transmission process of AODV: When the source needs to transmit
a packet to a destination, the source will first check whether there is a route to the
destination. If there is a valid route to the destination, the packet will be forwarded
to the destination; otherwise, the source will initiate the route discovery process (by
broadcasting an RREQ message).

8.2.1.1

Route discovery

The process of route discovery as follows:
1. The source node broadcasts an RREQ message to its neighbours;
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2. The intermediate node, which receives the RREQ message, updates the routing
table to the source node. If the intermediate node is not the destination node, nor
has a valid route in its routing table to reach the destination, then this intermediate
node forwards the RREQ to its neighbours;
3. If the destination or an intermediate node which has a route to the destination
(with a fresh sequence number) is found, then the destination or the intermediate
node will reply with an RREP message in response to the RREQ. During this
process, the intermediate node updates its routing table;
4. When the source node receives the RREP message, it will update its routing table
and add a routing table entry to the destination. The requested valid route has
been found.

During the route discovery process, there are two kinds of routes to be set up: reverse
route and forward route.
• Reverse route: Each neighbour/node that receives an RREQ will record the address of the neighbour who sent the RREQ and set up a reverse route to the
source.
• Forward route: The forward route is set up when nodes unicast the RREP back
via the reverse route. During this process, each node along this route sets up a
forward pointer to the node where the RREP came from.
There are several concepts that we need to discuss as follows:
• Routing table: AODV uses a routing table to store and manage the routing information. Each node has its own routing table. When a route discovery is initiated,
the receiver of the control packets (RREQ/RREP) records the sending nodes and
adds the corresponding information into the routing table (if no current record
exists). The routing table entry contains the destination IP address, destination
sequence number, network interface, hop count, next hop, list of precursors and
lifetime. The routing table structure can be described as: (destination addr,
next-hop addr, destination sequence number, life time).
• Precursor list: Each node has a precursor list to store the IP addresses of its
neighbours. This group of neighbours is first added in the process of receiving the
RREQ broadcast (to record the reverse route to the source) and the respective
RREP reply back from each destination (the forward route to the destination).
The nodes on the precursor list will normally be used in the route maintenance
stage to forward the RERR packet.
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• Timers: Several timers are required to manage the routing table: route request expiration timer (lifetime of a route request), route caching timer and active timeout
period timer.

8.2.1.2

Route maintenance

The second phase of AODV is route maintenance, which can actually be considered
local connectivity maintenance. Here, we discuss route maintenance under the following
aspects:
• Update the status of route connectivity: Nodes can update the local connectivity
in two ways: either by receiving a message from a neighbour; or by broadcasting
a Hello message to its neighbours.
• Link connectivity monitor: The active node periodically exchanges Hello messages
to monitor the link connectivity. In AODV, nodes use RERR message to notify a
link break in the following cases:
– Link breaks to the next hop in its routing table;
– Node no longer has an active route;
– Node receives an RERR from its neighbour.
• Local repair:
– If the destination is no further than MAX REPAIR TTL hops away, the
upstream node chooses local repair to find a better path to the destination.
The upstream node broadcasts an RREQ to its neighbours until it finds a
path to the destination to replace the path with the broken link. In this case,
an RREP message is still needed to unicast to the source node to notify that
the current route has changed;
– Otherwise, the node initiates the route discovery process (when the source
node receives an RERR message).

8.2.1.3

Simple examples of the route discovery process of AODV

Fig. 8.2 is a simple example to show the route discovery process of AODV.
The route discovery process is as follows:
1. There is no valid route between source node S and destination node D, so node S
starts a route discovery by creating and broadcasting an RREQ packet.
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Figure 8.2: The discovery process of AODV: The source node S wants to send data
to the target node D. The solid black arrows show the RREQ message flooding from
node S, until it finds node D. The dashed black arrows show the reverse route during
the process of broadcasting RREQ. The solid red arrows mark the path of the RREP
reply from node D to node S. The dashed red arrows represent the forward route. The
route from S to D is thus: S → A → C → D. The arrows in this topology show the
direction of RREQ/RREP packet transmissions from the node at the start of the arrow
to the node at the tip.

2. When RREQ is flooding the network, and an intermediate node receives an RREQ,
it will update its routing table and add a reverse route entry as a new routing table
entry. Take node A as an example. As the neighbour of node S, A receives the
RREQ and then enters a reverse route for S, updates its routing table as in Fig. 8.3.
Since A has no path to D, it continues to broadcast RREQ to its neighbours. In
the same way, node B, C and I continue flooding with RREQ. Finally, node D
receives an RREQ from node C.

Dest

Nexthop

Hopcount

S

S

1

Figure 8.3: Routing table of node A

3. When node D receives an RREQ, node D creates an RREP message and sends the
RREP back through this reverse route, as shown in Fig. 8.2. Only the destination
node or an intermediate node which has a valid fresh route to the destination can
initiate the RREP message and unicast it back to the source node via the reverse
route. Besides, the same RREQ can only be responded once with an RREP, other
identical received RREQ packets will be ignored.
4. When an RREP is being unicast back via the reverse route, each node along this
route updates its forward route entry towards the destination. Here we can also
take node A as an example. When node A receives an RREP from C, its routing
table is shown in Fig. 8.4.
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Dest

Nexthop

Hopcount

S

S

1

D

C

2

Figure 8.4: Routing table of node A: As the red record shows, the next hop from the
destination node D is C, and the hop count to D is 2.

5. Once node S receives this RREP packet, it adds the forward entry to D in its
routing table as shown in Fig. 8.5. Then node S can send data to node D through
this route.

Dest

Nexthop

Hopcount

D

A

3

Figure 8.5: Routing table of node S: the destination is D, next hop is node A. The
hop count is 3 from S to D.

When an intermediate node detects that the link to its next hop is broken or that there
is no valid route reach the node D, the intermediate/upstream node will send an RERR
packet to inform it that there is an error route. Here, we base ourselves again on the
above example (Fig. 8.2) to describe the local repair (route maintenance) algorithm of
AODV as shown in Fig. 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Route maintenance: There is a link breakage between node C and node D.
The black arrows show the original path between node S and D. The dashed black
arrows show the direction of RERR. The solid red arrows show the RREQ flooding
from node C. The dashed red arrows represent the RREP response. The arrows in this
topology show the direction of data/RREQ/RREP/RERR packet transmissions from
the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the tip.

As shown, the active path from node S to D is through the nodes A and C. Suppose the
link between node C and D is broken. Then the local repair is carried out as follows:
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• Local repair: As shown in Fig. 8.6, the destination D is the next hop of node C.
In this case, AODV initiates the local repair solution to find another better path
direct to node D. Node C broadcasts an RREQ to its neighbours. If its neighbour F
knows about D, then an RREP will be sent back via the remaining active original
path to source node S. Finally, the current route could be S → A → C → F → D.
• Else, an RERR message is created. The route discovery process is re-initiated.
1. Node C deletes the routing table entry to node D;
2. Node C creates an RERR message and sends it to its upstream node (precursor list, here this is node A);
3. Node A receives the RERR, checks its routing table, then deletes its routing
table entry to D, and forwards it to S;
4. Node S receives this RERR, also checks its routing table, and then deletes its
route to D;
5. Node S will re-initiate the route discovery if S still wants to send data to D.

8.2.2

Characteristics of AODV

This subsection discusses AODV’s characteristics as well as its merits and existing problems.

8.2.2.1

Merits of AODV application in ad hoc networks

AODV is mainly designed for ad hoc networks. It has many advantages which are suited
to the characteristics of ad hoc networks, as follows:
• On-demand routing protocol (active route maintenance): A route is found when it
is needed. A node only keeps the active routes. When a route is not used after the
preset expiry time, the node will delete this route even if the network topology has
not changed. Nodes in AODV do not store routes which are not currently active.
• Sequence number: The sequence number not only represents the route freshness,
but also helps to prevent loops. As shown in Fig. 8.7: There is a link breakage
between B and D in the route S → A → B → D. First, B notices the link
to D is broken. It increments the sequence number, and marks the route to D
is invalid. B then initiates local repair via broadcasting of an RREQ with the
fresh sequence number to find D. In this case, E as a neighbour of B receives
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the RREQ and broadcasts the RREQ to its neighbour S. So, there is a loop:
B → E → S → A → B.
However, due to the sequence number feature of AODV, S cannot use the old
routing table entry of the old sequence number with the next hop is A. Hence,
AODV uses sequence numbers to keep routes loop-free.
E
B

S

A
D

Figure 8.7: AODV loop prevention: There is an error in the current route between B
and D. But when B initiates local repair, no loop will be formed by using the freshness
of the sequence number. The arrow in this topology shows the direction of data (solid
line)/RREQ (dashed line) packet transmission from the node at the start of the arrow
to the node at the tip.

• Local repair: AODV repairs the link breakage of an active route locally if the TTL
(Time-To-Live) to the destination is no less than a preset value (which means the
breakage is just around the destination). If the local repair is not successful, then
an RRER will be sent back to the source and initiate a route discovery again.
If the local repair is successful, network overhead can be avoided, and the delay
remains short. However, if the local repair is unsuccessful, then the delay is much
longer and no packets are transmitted before a new route is found.
• Hop-by-hop routing protocol: An ad hoc network is an instance of a hop-byhop network, hence AODV can also be seen as a hop-by-hop routing protocol.
Each node only contains the information for the next hop. The required route
is determined by a series of dynamic routing tables which are maintained by the
intermediate nodes along the route.

8.2.2.2

AODV routing protocol problems in ad hoc networks

However, AODV still has a number of problems that need to be solved to suit ad hoc
networks better.
• As AODV needs to broadcast RREQ all over the network for each route discovery
and broadcast RREQ for a short new route when it detects a link break, AODV
may add an extra potential network load for the information flooding.
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• In ad hoc networks, a current route may always have the possibility of being
unusable because of the changing congestion situation. When there are errors on
the present active route, AODV local route repair still takes a long time.
• AODV has a simple congestion control algorithm. In order to relieve congestion,
the waiting time before transmission of the next RREQ packet is multiplied by 2
each time. But if congestion occurs, AODV still needs a valid method to recover
from the current congestion.
• AODV does not consider security. It is designed on the assumption that all nodes
in the network can trust each other. This thesis does not consider the security
problem either.

In the next section, we modify AODV and propose the RAODV routing protocol.
RAODV uses the early congestion detection and congestion avoidance algorithm and
employs entropy estimation to determine the congestion status of the neighbour nodes.
Based on the nodes’ congestion status, RAODV establishes a less congested route or
repairs the congested route locally by avoiding the congested nodes.

8.3

AODV Modification: RAODV

Based on the AODV routing protocol, we design RAODV (Relieving AODV) [88]
mainly to address the congestion problem for ad hoc networks. This chapter introduces
RAODV from the following two processes: the route discovery process and the route
maintenance process.

8.3.1

The route discovery process of RAODV routing protocol

In order to avoid potential congestion, the route discovery process of RAODV employs
a congestion detection and avoidance algorithm to find an efficient uncongested route
between two nodes.

8.3.1.1

Congestion detection and avoidance algorithm

Here, we discuss the congestion detection and avoidance algorithm under the following
two aspects: the node management algorithm and the RREQ message broadcasting
modification.
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• The node management algorithm may be considered a neighbour node management algorithm: Based on entropy (entropy threshold), RAODV classifies the
congestion statuses of nodes into three categories: idle nodes, busy nodes and
congested nodes.
Section 5.3 discussed the process of entropy calculation. The congestion statuses
of nodes are computed and updated during the process of periodically broadcasting RAODV routing messages: the Hello message and the RREQ message. The
uncongested nodes monitor and detect their neighbours’ congestion status. The
process is:
– When an (uncongested) node receives a broadcast RAODV routing message,
in the form of a Hello message from its neighbour, for example:
∗ Firstly, it will update the entry for the neighbour in its neighbour table,
e.g., addresses, lifetime, and congestion status.
If the MAC address of the neighbour does not exist in the node’s neighbour table, the node will update the MAC address for the corresponding
IP address of the neighbour. If the neighbour node handles more than
one active TCP flow, the node will set the congestion status of the neighbour to 1 to indicate that the neighbour is a busy node and update its
neighbour table entry for this neighbour. Otherwise, the neighbour node
is assumed to be an idle node and its congestion status is set 0 (idle).
∗ Secondly, the node will calculate the entropy of this neighbour.
If the entropy exceeds the entropy threshold, it will ask the neighbour to
check the congestion status of the downstream node.
The node asks its neighbour by sending a Route notification (RNOT) message.
The RNOT message contains the MAC address of the downstream node, the
IP addresses of the source and the destination of the route and the IP addresses of the sender and the receiver of the RNOT message. The structure of
the message is: (conmac addr, source addr, dest addr, receiver addr,
sender addr).
– If the neighbour receives the RNOT message, it will check the congestion
status of the downstream node, as discussed in Chapter 6. If all entropies
of the IP destination addresses sending from the downstream node exceed
the entropy threshold, the downstream node is considered to be a congested
node.
∗ If the downstream node is congested, its congestion status is set 2.
∗ If the downstream node has more than one data transmission, its congestion status is set 1.
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∗ Otherwise, the downstream node is assumed to be an idle node. Its
congestion status is set 0.
The neighbour will then update the congestion status of the downstream node
in its neighbour table.
We then use an example to describe the above process. The network topology is
shown in Fig. 8.8. Node S sends data to node D via the route S → A → B → D.
Node F sends data to node B. Node B sends data to node E. Node G is an
uncongested neighbour node of node A.
Node G can hear the TCP packets sent from node A. It can further calculate the
entropy of node A and ask node A to determine the congestion status of node B.
When node G receives a Hello message or an RREQ message from node A, it will
first update its neighbour table entry for node A. If it notices that the entropy
of node A is high and that its next hop (node B) may be congested, it will send
an RNOT message to node A to inform node A to check node B. If node B is
congested, node A will update its neighbour table entry for node B.
D

H

B
G

E

A
F
S

C

Figure 8.8: This figure shows the network topology of an example to describe the
process of determining the congestion status. Node S sends data to node D via the
intermediate node A and B. We assume node G is an uncongested neighbour node of
node A. So, the sending action of node A is under the observation of node G. Node G
is able to collect the information of the TCP packets sent by node A and could collect
TCP sequence number differences of the packets sent from A. Firstly, G computes the
entropy for the TCP packet sequence number differences in these link layer packets
with the MAC address of node A as the source address and the MAC address of node B
as the destination node. This tells us whether node A sees congestion. Secondly, A
computes the entropy for the TCP packet sequence number differences in these link
layer packets separately for each destination IP address, i.e., for node D and E. This
tells us whether node B is congested. But in this case, the next hops of B are the
destinations. Theoretically, if all entropies of the IP destination addresses are high,
this indicates B is congested. Otherwise, if only a subset of entropies are high, it means
that nodes further downstream of node B are congested.

• RREQ message broadcasting modification: Unlike RREQ broadcasting in AODV,
RAODV defines a “direction zone”.
The direction zone is the area in the direction into which an RREQ message is
transmitted. The direction zone is an area within which intermediate nodes will
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receive the RREQ message and transmit the RREQ to their neighbours. The
zone is considered as the side of a source node which points into the direction of
the destination. We use the positions of the source node and destination node
to determine it. In this case, the neighbours on the other side do not have the
possibility to retransmit or receive the RREQ message.
Besides, RAODV only transmits RREQ to its uncongested neighbours.
In this way, RAODV intends to save the network from overload and relieve any
congestion situation at intermediate nodes.
As discussed above, congestion detection and avoidance algorithm chooses predominantly idle nodes with priority for the required route, as shown in Fig. 8.9.
S wants to send data to D

Broadcast RREQ to the neighbours

Is neighbour within the direction zone?

No
Yes
Is neighbour not a
congested node?

No

Yes

No

Is the neighbour D or
does it have a route to D?
Yes
Reverse path to S; D unicasts RREP to S

Discard RREQ

Route found

End

Figure 8.9: The route discovery process of RAODV: First, an RREQ message is
transmitted to the node’s neighbours within the direction zone. Then the node chooses
the uncongested neighbours to continue the RREQ retransmission.
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8.3.1.2

Dual route algorithm

Unlike AODV, which is a single route algorithm, RAODV intends to use a dual route
algorithm to provide a backup route. When the source node requires a route to the
destination node, RAODV will set up two totally different uncongested routes: the
primary route and the backup route. If congestion occurs on the primary route, we use
the backup route instead.
The process of the dual route algorithm is as follows: when an RREQ message is transmitted from neighbours to neighbours, the intermediate nodes will only accept the same
RREQ message once and drop further copies of the same RREQ they receive. RAODV
uses this scheme to provide two totally different routes. This means that the primary
route and the backup route share no intermediate nodes. The destination node can reply
each time even if it receives the same RREQ more than once. The source node sets up
the primary route when it receives the first RREP message from the destination node,
and sets up the backup route when the second RREP is received.
Fig. 8.10 shows a simple example of a connection with two routes. The source node S
intends to send data to node D. In this scenario, we assume that node A and node C
are not within each other’s transmission range, which means that they can only receive
the RREQ message from the source node S. The same is the case for node B and E,
which can only receive the RREQ message from node A and B, respectively. Hence, all
of the nodes A, B, C and E have a reverse path back to the source node S. Suppose
then that the destination node D receives the first RREQ from node B and the second
RREQ message from node E. Finally, two routes are found for the connection from
node S and node D: the primary route is S → A → B → D and the backup route is
S → C → E → D.
F
A

S

B
D
C

E

Figure 8.10: A simple example in which two routes exists for a connection from
node S to node D: The black arrow shows the primary route, and the dashed black
arrow shows the bypass route.

Each node contains two routing tables: the primary route table and the backup route
table. RAODV will add an extra field for the routing table entry to identify these two
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different routes: the routing flag. A routing flag value of 0 means that the routing table
entry for the destination belongs the primary route, while 1 means that the routing table
entry for the destination is part of the backup route.

8.3.1.3

Simple example of the discovery process of AODV

We use the following example to describe the route discovery process of RAODV as
shown in Fig. 8.11 and Fig. 8.12.
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Figure 8.11: The first part of discovery process of RAODV in ad hoc network topology: Node S wants to find route to node D. The red circle nodes indicate the congested
nodes, the blue circle nodes mean busy nodes and the black circle nodes are the idle
nodes. The arrows in the topology show the transmission/reverse path direction, which
is from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the end. The black solid
arrows show the RREQ message transmitted from node S to its neighbours, until the
RREQ message reaches node D. The dashed black arrows show the reverse path during
the process of RREQ transmission.

• Fig. 8.11 shows the first part of RAODV’s route discovery process:
Source node S wants to communicate with node D. Node S first initiates the route
discovery process by transmitting an RREQ message with the destination address
of node D. The RREQ message is only transmitted in the direction zone, and the
transmitting/receiving neighbour node only retransmits RREQ to its uncongested
neighbours. E.g., the red circle nodes (as node G, O, J and Y) in Fig. 8.11 cannot
receive an RREQ. During this process, RAODV will set up a reserve route from
the receiving node to the source node. If a neighbour (other than the destination)
receives the same RREQ again, it will drop the repeat RREQ and will not set up
the corresponding reserve route.
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Figure 8.12: The second part of the discovery process of RAODV in an ad hoc network topology: The arrows in the topology show the transmission/forward route/route
direction, from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the end. The solid red
arrows are the paths of the RREP messages unicast back from node D to node S. The
black arrows mean that two routes for node S and D have been found: the solid black
arrows represent the primary route and the dashed black arrows represent the backup
route.

• Fig. 8.12 shows the second part of RAODV’s route discovery process:
In this scenario, we assume that node D receives the RREQ message which has
been sent from source S via node A and node C for the first time. Then node D
replies with an RREP message back via node C and node A to node S for the first
time. During this process, RAODV sets up a forward route from the intermediate
nodes (A and C) to the destination node D. After node S receives the RREP, the
primary path S → A → C → D is set up. Later on, node D receives the same
RREQ for the second time, via node E, B and F. It will now respond with an
RREP for the second time. After S receives the second RREP from node D, the
backup route has been found: S → E → B → F → D. After this, the route
discovery process ends.

8.3.2

The route maintenance process of the RAODV routing protocol

If the third party neighbour node detects network congestion on an active route, it starts
the route maintenance process. The route maintenance process of RAODV includes the
following two aspects: the backup route algorithm and the local repair modification
algorithm.
If it is possible, RAODV can set up another backup route for the communication nodes.
If the source node receives an RERR message, the source node will first check whether
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it has a backup route. If the backup route exists, RAODV will use this backup route to
transmit data instead.
RAODV defines the route for the first RREP that returns is the primary route, and
we assume the primary route is better than the backup route here, such as having a
shorter hop count or less congested intermediate nodes. Hence, if an intermediate node
is congested along the primary route, even there is a backup route exists, RAODV will
initiate the local repair modification algorithm. If the congested route is the backup
route, the local repair modification algorithm also initiates first.

8.3.2.1

Local repair modification algorithm

The process of the local repair modification algorithm is as follows:
Suppose a monitoring third-party node detects that congestion happens on the active
route via its neighbour node, and indicates that the congested node is the downstream
node of the neighbour node. This third-party node will then send an RNOT message
to notify its neighbour node of the MAC address of the congested node.
• If a node receives the RNOT message and its downstream node is congested, it
will first update its neighbour table entry for this congested node.
• Secondly, the receiver of the RNOT message will check whether the congested
node can be replaced and whether the sender of the RNOT message is a suitable
replacement node for the congested node. The receiver node of the RNOT message
needs to:
– Check its routing table entry to see whether the congested node is the destination of the current route. If the congested node is the destination, it means
that the congested node cannot be replaced.
– Further check its neighbour table entry to see whether the sender of the
RNOT message is busy or idle if it is necessary. A better congestion status
indicates the sender of the RNOT message is idle.
– Check the sender of the RNOT message to see whether it already involved
in the current route. If the sender of the RNOT message is an intermediate
node in the current route, it means that the sender is not a suitable node.
– Check its congested node table to see whether the congested node table records
this congested node. If this congested node has already been replaced, the
congested node does not need to be replaced anymore. In this way, RAODV
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Source IP address

Destination IP address

MAC source address

MAC destination address

Figure 8.13: Congested node table: the Source/Destination IP address is the IP
address of the route’s source/destination. The MAC source address is the MAC address
of the receiver of the RNOT message, and the MAC destination address is the MAC
address of the congested node.

avoids situations where multiple proper third-party neighbour nodes attempt
to replace the congested node multiple times.
Here, RAODV adds a congested node table (as shown in Fig. 8.13) for nodes to
store the records for their downstream congested nodes which have already
been replaced. The congested node table includes the IP addresses of the
source and the destination of the route and the MAC addresses of the source
(the receiver of the RNOT message) and the destination (the congested node).
The congested node table identifies the replaced congested nodes through these
four factors. If a node receives another RNOT message from another sender,
it will check whether the congested node has already been replaced by the
earlier sender.
– Check whether both the receiver of the RNOT message and the downstream
node of the congested node still contain the routing table entry for the IP
destination of the current route. If these routing table entries still exist, it
means that the route can still be repaired locally.
Here, we can also obtain the hop count, lifetime and the sequence number
of the routing table entries of the source and the destination for both the
downstream node and the receiver of the RNOT message. These parameters
can be used in the next step.
• If the congested node can be replaced and the sender of the RNOT message is
a proper replacement node, the receiver of the RNOT message will send a Help
message to the sender of the RNOT message to ask for help.
The Help message contains the MAC addresses of the downstream node of the
congested node and the congested node, the IP addresses of the source and the
destination of the route, the IP addresses of the sender and the receiver of the
Help message, and the hop count to the destination and the source respectively,
the lifetime and the sequence number of the routing table entry. Its structure is:
(destinationmac addr, conmac addr, source addr, dest addr,
receiver addr, sender addr, hop cnt, hop cnt0, sequence #, lifetime).
The receiver of the Help message is also the sender of the RNOT message (which is
actually the monitoring neighbour node). A possible scheme works as follows:
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• Step 1: If the monitoring node has a fresh short route to the destination node and
the hop count number to the destination is not larger than the hop count number
from the problem node to the destination node plus one, then choose this short
route to reach the destination.
• Step 2: Else, RAODV will use the monitoring node to replace the problem node.
If a node receives the Help message, it will first check whether the downstream
node of the congested node is in its neighbour table.
– If the downstream node is the neighbour node of the monitoring node which
is the receiver of the Help message, then the monitoring node will respond
with a “Yes” message to both the upstream node and the downstream node
of the congested node.
Because the routing table entry updates for the upstream node and the downstream node are different, RAODV actually replies with a Yes message to the
upstream node and responds with a YesAdd message to the downstream node,
respectively.
Besides, the Yes message contains the MAC addresses of the downstream
node (of the congested node) and the congested node, the IP addresses of
the source and the destination of the route, and the IP addresses of the
sender and the receiver of the Yes message. The structure of the Yes message is: (destinationmac addr, conmac addr, source addr, dest addr,
receiver addr, sender addr). The YesAdd message contains the IP addresses of the source and the destination of the route, the IP addresses
of the sender and the receiver of the YesAdd message.

Its structure is:

(source addr, dest addr, receiver addr, sender addr).
– The monitoring node then creates or updates (if the entry already exists) the
routing table entries for both the source and the destination of the route:
set the upstream node of the congested node as its previous hop, and the
downstream node of the congested node as its next hop. It also updates the
corresponding precursors in its routing table entries.
If a node receives the Yes message, this node is also the receiver of the RNOT message:
• It will first add the record of the congested node’s information into its congested
node table. The congested node as its downstream node has already been changed
via the sender of the Yes message.
• It will update its routing table entry for the destination and change its next hop
from the congested node to the monitoring node, which is also the sender of the
Yes message.
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• It also updates the corresponding precursors in its routing table entries.

If a node receives the YesAdd message, this node is also the downstream node of the
congested node:
• It will update its routing table entry of the source and change its next hop from
the congested node to the monitoring node, which is also the sender of the YesAdd
message.
• It also updates the corresponding precursors in its routing table entries.
Finally, the monitoring node inserts itself into the congested route to replace the congested node. The congested route is repaired successfully. Fig. 8.14 shows this process.
Start

The receiver receives "RNOT": next hop
is congested and needs to replace

No

Is the sender of "RNOT" suitable?
Yes

Send "Help"

Is the downstream node of the congested node a neighbour?
Yes

No
Send "Yes" to both the upstream
and downstream nodes
The upstream node/downstream node/the sender of
"RNOT" update their routing tables to the destination

End

Figure 8.14: Local repair algorithm: If the monitoring node is able to reply “Yes” to
both the upstream node and the downstream node, RAODV adds it into the route to
replace the problem node.

In this thesis, we do not consider step 1 yet and focus on repairing the congested route
locally by bypassing the congested node as in step 2. Otherwise, RAODV will activate
the backup route. If no backup route exists, RAODV will repair the congested/problem
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route locally just in the same way as AODV. If it also does not work, the source node
will reinitiate the route discovery process. Apart from this, RAODV also retains the
original simple multiply-by-2 congestion algorithm of AODV.
We then use the topology in Fig. 8.8 to describe the actions of each function node after
the local repair modification algorithm is initiated. According to Fig. 8.8, the source
node S sends data to D via the route S → A → B → D, node F sends data to node B,
and node B sends data to node E. Node B is assumed to be the key node, and congestion
may occur here. Node G is an uncongested neighbour node of node A, which is also the
upstream node of the assumed congested node B.
• Monitoring/Listening neighbour node (the third party uncongested neighbour):
node G
Start

Listening packet

Calculate entropy

Detect congestion?
No

Yes
Inform the upstream
node to update table

Do nothing

Ability?

No
Yes
Return
nothing

Reply: offer to help

End

Figure 8.15: Listening node: The listening node monitors all packets sent by its
neighbours and calculates entropies for the corresponding nodes. If it detects congestion
on an active route, it will inform the upstream node. The upstream node will then try
to fix the problem for the congested route. Also, if an uncongested neighbour node of
the upstream node receives a Help message from the upstream node and has the ability
to assist, the neighbour will respond with “Yes” message to both the upstream node
and the downstream node of the congested node to replace the congested node to offer
its help for the congested active route.

According to the process shown in Fig. 8.15, node G monitors the congestion
status and communicates the congestion situation for node A. If node G detects
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congestion, node G will communicate the situation to node A with the potentially
congested node B by sending an RNOT message.
If G can offer help with the active problem route S → A → B → D, it will provide
such an offer by sending “Yes” message.
• Upstream node of the problem node: node A
Start

Receive "RNOT":
congestion has occurred

Update the neighbour table entry for the congested node

Is the sender of "RNOT" a proper
replacement node?

No

Yes
Send "Help" message

No

"Yes" message
received?
Yes

Route error process

Change route process

End

Figure 8.16: Upstream node: When the upstream node receives the RNOT message,
it will first verify whether its next hop is congested and update its neighbour table
entry for the congested node. If the sender of the RNOT message is a suitable node to
replace the congested node, the upstream node sends a Help message to its neighbours
who sent the RNOT in order to try to fix the route locally. If the upstream node could
receive a “Yes” reply message from its neighbour, then it adds this neighbour in the
present problem active route entry as the next hop.

The corresponding process is shown in Fig. 8.16:
When node A learns about the congestion, it first checks whether its next hop
node B is congested. If node B is congested, it updates the neighbour node table
entry of node B and marks node B as a congested neighbour. If the sender of the
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RNOT message node G has the ability to replace node B and node B is not the
destination, node A sends a Help message to node G to ask for help.
If node A receives the Yes message from node G, node A will update the corresponding precursors and routing table entries for node G. Node G is then updated
in the active route table entry of node D as the next hop of node A.
• The downstream node: node D
This node updates its route table entry when it receives the YesAdd message. The
congested node B is then replaced by the monitoring node G, and the renewed
route from node S to node D becomes S → A → G → D.

8.4

Conclusion

This chapter introduced routing protocols, AODV and the basic RAODV algorithm as
an extension of AODV. It uses entropy estimations of network traffic to relieve and
control ad hoc network congestion problems.
In summary, the main differences between RAODV and AODV are:
1. RAODV adds four other control messages, RNOT, Help, Yes and YesAdd, in
addition to the RREQ, RREP, RERR and Hello control messages of AODV.
2. AODV has a local repair algorithm to find a short new route from the upstream
node of the error node to the destination node. However, RAODV only tries to
use a suitable uncongested node to forward the traffic to the downstream node
(replace the problem node) instead of finding a short new route.
The uncongested monitoring nodes determine the congestion status via entropy
estimation: RAODV employs a congestion detection and avoidance algorithm to
detect the congested node in an active route and further replace the congested
node by a proper third-party neighbour node to bypass the congested area along
the active route.
3. AODV is a single route routing protocol, and bases itself on the shortest hops to
establish a route from source to destination without considering the congestion
situation.
RAODV intends to use a dual route routing algorithm to provide a bypass path.
This improves AODV in terms of congestion recovery because RAODV does not
need to wait a long time before the data can be retransmitted if the primary
route has become unusable. Unlike other multipath extensions of AODV [41, 42],
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RAODV does not need to find multiple additional surplus routes for all active
communication nodes. This helps to conserve the finite network capacity and
avoids unnecessary network delay.
Moreover, RAODV also intends to avoid choosing potentially congested intermediate nodes as routers during the route discovery process via the RREQ message
broadcast modification algorithm. The RREQ message broadcast modification
algorithm can also reduce the unnecessary network overload.

Generally speaking, RAODV should perform better than AODV in a dense ad hoc
network as it relies on the availability of uncongested neighbour nodes to support the
transmission recovery from congestion. Moreover, RAODV uses entropy to determine
congestion, has the potential to detect congestion in a more timely fashion: It requires
fewer resources than other network metrics, such as retransmission rates, as one does
not need to keep track of multiple connections [3]. However, for each node that RAODV
monitors, RAODV needs to keep track of multiple neighbours that the node forwards
traffic to.
On the other hand, the initial design of RAODV has several practical limitations:
1. RAODV considers defining a “direction zone” of the RREQ message broadcasting
modification algorithm as a geographical routing. This issue still needs to consider
a number of practical scenarios, such as a source node located in a “dead end” or
the signals of neighbours in the correct direction zoo being shadowed by a hill.
2. RAODV employs the dual-route algorithm to establish a primary route and also
to provide/find a backup route for the active connection in the route discovery
process. It tries to use the backup route to transfer data if the primary route is
congested. However, related issues need to be considered, e.g., how to keep the
backup route active for a long time while the primary route is active, when to drop
the backup route after a connection does no longer exist, and how to ensure the
backup route still exists when it needs to be used for data transfer. Some of this
will be addressed by the additional bypass algorithm later.
At this stage, however, we do not consider the dual route routing protocol aspect of
RAODV with the modified RREQ broadcasting algorithm. We mainly focus on congestion detection and the route maintenance for congested route repair based on the nodes’
congestion situation.
The previous contributions (discussed in Section 2.4) considered the queue size and
the available capacity, and only roughly defined the congestion threshold. In the next
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chapter, this thesis will study how to accurately define the congestion threshold that is
used to identify a node’s congestion status.

9
Congestion Detection of RAODV in Ad
Hoc Networks

As mentioned before in this thesis, we have chosen TCP as our transport layer protocol.
TCP interprets all non-sporadic packet loss as being due to congestion. But in wireless
networks (such as ad hoc networks), other factors such as the interference on the channel/from competing traffic and the breakage of route links can also cause packet loss.
So, TCP does not necessarily perform very well in ad hoc networks [89–91].
Since the algorithms in NewReno are widely applied in current TCP flavours, we use
both NewReno and Westwood to test and compare the entropy variation in different
scenarios. In addition, we then try to determine a suitable entropy threshold for congestion detection in the RAODV routing protocol in ad hoc networks. The simulation
parameters in this chapter are configured as introduced in Table. 5.1.
In this thesis, we use goodput to describe the network situation. Also, we aim to detect
congestion via entropy and further to relieve congestion. To determine the entropy
threshold for congestion, we compare the entropy of RAODV with goodput in different
scenarios.

9.1

Entropy comparison of RAODV for the ad hoc network
simulations

In our RAODV simulations here, we only use RAODV’s entropy estimator to calculate
the entropy for nodes in our ad hoc networks and to set a suitable entropy threshold.
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We then add the management function to let RAODV replace the congested node. Note
that ns3 does not implement the local route repair algorithm of the original AODV. As
discussed in Section 8.3, when a node receives the Hello messages from its neighbours
every second, RAODV advances the sliding window (of size 200) and calculates the
entropy for each of its neighbours. RAODV also calculates the entropy whenever a
node receives an RREQ message. After establishing the required route, the broadcast
messages from neighbours will almost always be Hello messages, however.
In ns3, the default TCP is NewReno. We use TCP NewReno in this section and attempt
to compare the goodput with the entropy in different network situations.

9.1.1

Combined goodput and entropy analysis in RAODV in scenario 1

This scenario is the first to which we apply the entropy calculation algorithm of RAODV.
We then compare it with the goodput to analyse the network situation.
Experiment 1: We first set one connection: Node 0 connects with node 5 via the route
0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5. Along the route, the distance between each hop is 30 m
(with strong enough signal to transmit data). In order to increase the network load and
interfere with the connection from node 0 to node 5 to induce congestion in the network,
we then add another two connections: both node 7 and 8 connect with node 6. Fig. 9.1
shows the network topology. There are three chain connections in this topology: from
0.1 s to 100 s, node 0 sends data to node 5. Node 7 and 8 send data to 6 from 50 s and
70 s to 100 s respectively.
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Figure 9.1: Scenario 1 network topology with coordinates in metres in the experiment 1. Node 3 cannot receive the data transmitted from node 6, but it can hear the
data transmission sent from or received at node 6. So, the data delivery along the connection from node 0 to node 5 can be interfered by other traffic from 50 s onwards. We
use this topology and analyse the relationship between the goodput and the entropy in
the uncongested and the congested network.
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The TCP receiver node 6 is 100 m from the position of node 3. Node 3 can still hear the
transmissions between nodes 6, 7 and 8, which could interfere with node 3’s reception
of data from node 2 or its forwarding of data to node 4. Moreover, multiple hops in the
route could interfere with each other when packets are transmitted along it from node 0
to node 5 (“self-congestion”).
In this scenario, we concentrate on the connection between node 0 to node 5 and monitor
the goodput of the destination node 5 and the entropy of the source node 0. Other traffic
is used to interfere with the packet transfer from node 0 to node 5.

Figure 9.2: Experiment 1: goodput of node 5 in scenario 1. The goodput before
50 s suffers several times from TCP back off, i.e., before the interference from node 6,
7 and 8 begins. It then collapses as soon as other TCP traffic starts and impacts on
its performance after 50 s. After that, it takes a while for goodput to recover in the
presence of the interference.

Fig. 9.2 shows the goodput of receiving node 5. After node 6 starts to receive data from
node 7 and 8 from 50 s, the goodput of node 5 collapses. It then stably increases to
almost half of its initial goodput at 80 s and continues to grow back to the previous
goodput level. However, the period of the high-level goodput is shorter than that before
node 6 starts to receive data. This goodput variation reflects the TCP congestion control
algorithm at work. When TCP detects congestion, it will return to the slow start process
or the congestion avoidance process, depending on whether the current congestion is
heavy or just moderate.
In Fig. 9.2, when node 6 starts to receive data after 50 s, TCP detects heavy congestion,
sets ssthresh to the half of the present cwnd and returns to slow start. However, there
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are also several regular TCP backoffs before 50 s, which appear to represent moderate
congestion from self-interference. Before 50 s, only one connection transmits data in the
network topology. As shown in Fig. 9.1, the distance between each hop on the route
is 30 m. So during data transmission from source node 0 to destination node 5, each
node along the route can interfere when its next-hop neighbours receive or send packets.
When TCP detects this moderate congestion, it sets its ssthresh to the half of the current
cwnd and starts the congestion avoidance process.
We then monitor the entropy of node 0 under RAODV as shown in Fig. 9.3. In this
case, the entropy is high right from the start, stays stable after 20 s and then remains
flat after 60 s. There is not much traffic after the TCP backoff under heavy congestion.
After 80 s, entropy values exhibit fluctuations again. The corresponding behaviour in
Fig. 9.2 is that the goodput has several TCP backoffs before 50 s and it then collapses
and increases to the high level until 80 s.

Figure 9.3: Experiment 1: entropy variation of node 0 in scenario 1. In this network
topology, the entropy is with the average value is larger than 0.15 bits/packet. After
50 s, it stays flat and then fluctuates again after 80 s.

Here, one fact that needs mentioning is that the entropy of the sending node under
RAODV is monitored during the simulation whereas the goodput of the receiver is
computed after the simulation. We collect the required data in the sliding window to
compute entropy (before shifting it). Experiment 1 for example computes the entropy
value at a time in Fig. 9.3 from a predefined amount of data collected from the end
time of the previous sliding window until the current time. The reason for this is that
a real-time simulation can only use data from the period up to the current simulation
time. However, for the goodput in Fig. 9.2, we collect the data between the start time
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of the current sliding window and that of the next. The entropy may therefore lag the
corresponding goodput.
Moreover, after reaching a relatively high congestion threshold for the network situation,
the entropy shows as a much higher value than that before (without heavy congestion).
E.g., in Fig. 9.2, the values of the goodput after the first two regular backoffs are a bit
lower than those after the two subsequent backoffs. But in Fig. 9.3, the corresponding
entropy shows the first two backoffs as significant peaks, while yielding no noticeably
high values for the latter two backoffs. Besides, when goodput decreases to the lowest
point under heavy congestion, the corresponding entropy stays flat as no new data is
delivered in the congested network.
Experiment 1 shows that a connection between the goodput of the receiver and the
entropy may exist with the network situation: High entropy with low goodput indicates a
TCP back-off, while the remaining unchanged entropy with a collapsed goodput indicates
heavy network congestion in this scenario. We will further validate the entropy variation
with the network situation in the following experiments. Also, TCP congestion control
does not perform well, especially in ad hoc networks with multiple hops. This leads us
to propose the RAODV routing protocol, which intends to help relieve the congestion
problem in ad hoc networks. However, the goodput of node 5 with five hops along the
route in experiment 1 suffers relatively regular TCP backoffs even before 50 s without
other interference connections. Hence, before continuing with further simulations, we
need to consider whether the self-interference problem along multiple-hop routes exists
in the multiple-hop ad hoc networks.

9.1.2

TCP backoff for routes with a different number of hops

Based on the above simulation, TCP backoff occurs in the absence of other traffic when
there are a sufficient number of hops between the source and the destination where
downstream transmissions can interfere with upstream transmissions and vice versa.
In the network topology for experiment 1 in Fig. 9.1, TCP backoff happens when the
number of such hops is five (before 50 s in the absence of other traffic). In experiment 2
and 3, we simulate such chain topologies without any other TCP flows to study this
self-induced TCP backoff in goodput and compare it to the corresponding entropy for
different hop counts between the source to the destination (without any interfering
connections).
Experiment 2: There is only a single TCP connection from node 0 to node 5 via the
intermediate nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4. The distance between each hop is still 30 m. Fig. 9.4
shows the goodput of the receiving node 5.
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Figure 9.4: Experiment 2: the regular backoff impact on the goodput of node 5. When
TCP senses moderate congestion, it will back off and set its ssthresh to half of its current
cwnd. This action reduces the sending data rate of source node 0 and results in low
goodput at the receiving node. Node 0’s TCP will then start the congestion avoidance
algorithm to increase its cwnd. After a while, the goodput of node 5 returns to the
high value before congestion and so on.

Fig. 9.4 shows a stable backoff behaviour of TCP during the whole simulation since there
can still be interference between adjacent hops in the route, e.g., a packet forwarded by
node 4 could interfere with the reception of the next packet from node 2 by node 3, and
so on.

Figure 9.5: Experiment 2: the entropy of node 0. After 20 s, the entropy stays stable
at around 0.15 bits/packet, except for a peak value of 0.32 bits/packet at 70 s.

The entropy of sending node 0 that RAODV will observe is shown in Fig. 9.5. Combined
with the goodput variation in Fig. 9.4, Fig. 9.5 indicates that high entropy is associated
with low goodput (the replication experiments will further discuss this in Section 9.1.2.1).
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The entropy remains stable after 20 s until it shows a rapid increase at 70 s when TCP
detects heavy congestion.
Apart from that, the entropy peaks twice before 20 s. As discussed in experiment 1 (the
entropy may lag the corresponding goodput) and combined with node 5’s goodput in
Fig. 9.4, the first two backoffs result in lower goodput values (around 547964 bytes and
583263 bytes) than the other backoffs (around 743184 bytes), except the backoff at 70 s
(around 463998 bytes). These two backoffs map the two first peaks of entropy (about
0.29 bits/packets) before 20 s.
In experiment 3, we decrease the number of hops and check whether self-induced backoffs still occur, again analysing the corresponding goodput and entropy. The network
topology is once again a chain topology but with four hops only. Node 0 sends data to
node 4 via the route 0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4. The distance between each hop is once again
30 m.
Fig. 9.6 shows that the goodput of node 4 in the four-hop scenario remains stable without
backoff during the whole simulation. Moreover, the average value of the received goodput
is much larger than that in Fig. 9.4 of the five-hop scenario in experiment 2. Fig. 9.6
also shows the entropy at source node 0 in the four-hop scenario. Compared with the
entropy in Fig. 9.5, the values are more stable and much lower. Most of them are below
0.16 bits/packet.
Basically, if the number of hops is small, such as when the forwarding route is 1 → 2 → 3,
only node 1 and 2 along this route will ever send data packets. Besides, node 1 can hear
2, so node 2 cannot interfere with the transmissions of node 1 as node 1 will stay quiet
while node 2 is transmitting.
However, if the number of hops is large, e.g., when the forwarding route is 1 → 2 →
3 → 4 → 5, then nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 will send data packets. In this case, node 1 and
node 3 could try to maintain silence for node 2, which could interfere with the transmission in node 2. Moreover, the same interference could happen further down along
this forwarding chain. For example, node 2 could be interfered with by transmissions of
node 4. Hence, more hops mean more self-congestion/self-interference.

9.1.2.1

Different start values for the random number generator

We then seed the random number generator in ns3 on the above two scenarios to further
confirm the relatively serious self-interference exists, and these two scenarios reflect
the maximum number of hops without serious self-congestion (experiment 3) and the
minimum number of hops with serious self-congestion (experiment 2).
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Figure 9.6: Experiment 3: In the four-hop scenario, the goodput of the receiving
node 4 stays stable at a high level without any TCP backoffs. The entropy at node 0
remains at relatively stable low values compared to that in Fig. 9.5 of Experiment 2.

Ns3 contains the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) [92] to set different seed and
run numbers for the independent experiment replications. Ns3 can set either the seed or
the run number differently to obtain the randomness. If ns3 uses a fixed seed with the
same run number to process/run the simulation, it will produce the same output when
it runs each time. In order to avoid different seeds producing the overlapped streams,
the following seeding experiments choose to use the advanced run numbers with the
fixed/default seed. By default, ns3 set the values of the seed and run number to be 1
(which as we use in our simulations by default), respectively.
Fig. 9.7 shows the results of different run numbers of experiment 3 increasing from 2 to
13, which demonstrate the entropy of the source sending node 0 and the corresponding
goodput of the destination receiver node 4. The goodput of node 4 still remains stable
without backoff when data packets are sent normally during the whole simulation. As
experiment 3 in Fig. 9.6, the corresponding entropy of node 0 also remains stable and
most of them below 0.16 bits/packet in the condition that enough data packets can be
collected for the entropy calculation.
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Figure 9.7: The scenario of 4 hops (experiment 3) with different run numbers: Goodput is the goodput of the receiver node 4, and the entropy is the entropy of the source
node 0. The run number increases from 2 to 13. With a few notable exceptions, the
experiments show stable goodput around 1.5 Mbps, with typical entropies in the range
of 0.12 bits/packet to 0.17 bits/packet.

We then seed different run numbers for experiment 2, Fig. 9.8 shows the entropy of the
source node 0 and the corresponding goodput of the destination node 5. As Fig. 9.4 of
experiment 2, the goodput of node 5 shows a relatively stable backoff behaviour when
data packets are sent normally. Also, compared with the goodput of the destination
node with four hops in Fig. 9.7, the goodput in Fig. 9.8 with five hops is smaller. Most
values of the corresponding entropy are above 0.16 bits/packets. These will be further
explained in the following sections.
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Figure 9.8: The scenario of 5 hops (experiment 2) with different run numbers: Goodput is the goodput of the receiver node 5, and the entropy is the entropy of the sending
node 0. The run number increases from 2 to 13. Goodput never reaches the levels of
that in Fig. 9.7, and is not normally stable for more than a dozen seconds or so. Also,
the corresponding entropies are almost consistently higher than those in Fig. 9.7.

Goodput levels in Fig. 9.7 reach a higher level and are usually far more stable. The
corresponding average entropies and entropy standard deviations of each run in Fig. 9.7
and Fig. 9.8 are shown in Table. 9.1. The average entropies of Fig. 9.7 are lower than
those in Fig. 9.8 and the entropy standard deviations are also much lower than those in
Fig. 9.8.
Based on the above discussion, TCP backoff without competing traffic is more likely
to happen when the hop count is larger than four. Since RAODV detects network
congestion through entropy calculation, we first need to recognise whether the high
entropy is due to other interfering traffic or just from self-interference.
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Table 9.1: Average entropy and entropy standard deviation for the above replications
(unit: bits/packet): Ave entropy 1 and sd entropy 1 is the average entropy and entropy
standard deviation for Fig. 9.7, and ave entropy 2 and sd entropy 2 is that for Fig. 9.8.
The average values of ave entropy 1 and ave entropy 2 are 0.148 and 0.176, respectively.
The corresponding average values of sd entropy 1 and sd entropy 2 are 0.0148 and
0.0384, respectively

Run num
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ave entropy 1
0.151
0.143
0.146
0.15
0.145
0.147
0.147
0.142
0.142
0.146
0.161
0.152

sd entropy 1
0.015
0.014
0.014
0.016
0.014
0.012
0.015
0.012
0.014
0.015
0.018
0.018

ave entropy 2
0.176
0.171
0.175
0.168
0.179
0.18
0.191
0.178
0.17
0.182
0.172
0.168

sd entropy 2
0.035
0.035
0.049
0.031
0.046
0.033
0.043
0.054
0.028
0.048
0.031
0.028

In the next section, we then limit the number of hops of the primarily monitored TCP
connection to under five, and also add other TCP traffic to interfere with its transmissions.

9.1.3

Analysing entropy computed by RAODV in combination with
goodput in scenario two

Experiment 4 limits the hop counts of all connections to four or less. In this case, no
self-induced TCP backoff will occur. We then add several interfering traffic flows to the
primary monitored communication and analyse the variations of entropy and goodput to
study their relationship over the entire simulation. Fig. 9.9 shows the network topology
of experiment 4. There are four TCP connections in this scenario:
1. Node 0 sends packets to node 3 from 0.1 s to 200 s.
2. Node 5 sends packets to node 4 from 50 s to 200 s.
3. Node 7 sends packets to node 4 from 60 s to 200 s.
4. Node 6 sends packets to node 2 from 70 s to 200 s.
In this scenario, we also concentrate on the first chain connection during the whole simulation. On the one hand, all other connections directly interfere with its transmissions
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Figure 9.9: Experiment 4: scenario 2 network topology for the four connection experiment (coordinates in metres). Node 0 communicates with node 3, node 5 communicates
with node 4, node 7 transmits data to node 4, and node 6 sends data to node 2. All
of the transmissions use node 2 as a forwarding or destination node. Hence, except for
the indirect interference from hearing each other’s transmissions between nodes within
their carrier sensing ranges, they can interfere with each other directly at the crucial
“key” node 2.

by transmitting to or forwarding data to node 2, which is one of the intermediate hops
in the route for the first connection, either an intermediate node or the destination node
for the other three connections. Once all connections are running, node 2 may appear
congested from the perspective of node 1.
On the other hand, within each others’ carrier sensing ranges, the transmissions of the
other three TCP flows could interfere with that of the first connection. For example, in
the second connection, a packet sent from node 5 or received by node 4 could interfere
with node 1’s ability to receive a packet from node 0 or forward a packet to node 2.
The resulting goodput of node 3 is shown in Fig. 9.10. Before 60 s, the goodput remains
stable at a relatively high level without other traffic. It then drops a little bit and
suddenly declines to about half of the previous goodput at 70 s as congestion occurs
at node 2 after other TCP flows start. TCP first detects moderate congestion, and the
sender decreases its sending data rate based on the size of cwnd (which is cut to half).
From 70 s to 120 s, the goodput at node 3 has a stable period with a small decrease and
then sharply drops to a minimum as TCP detects heavy congestion at 120 s. TCP will
then continue with slow start. Hence, from 160 s to 170 s, it increases back to almost
half of the initially high goodput level and then fluctuates a few times.
Note that the goodput collapses at 120 s is not due to any additional connections staring
to transmit data in the shared channel. It seems to be merely due to the capacity grab
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by other connections (under this kind of simulation configuration and topology design),
which causes a congestive collapse. The trace file contains no data for the monitored
connection during this time, and the channel is busy with data transmissions from other
connections. This phenomenon also happens in the following experiments with the

Goodput [bit/s]

similar simulation topology design.

time [s]

Figure 9.10: Experiment 4: goodput of the receiving node 3 during the simulation
with four connections. There is no early self-induced backoff as the number of hops in
the route from the source node 0 to the destination node 3 is less than five. After 50 s,
the other TCP connections start to interfere. The goodput of node 3 begins to drop
to half of its previous values. It then further decreases to a minimum. From 120 s, it
grows back to half of the initial level and then drops again, and so on.

Fig. 9.11 shows the entropy of the sending node 1. It remains stable from the beginning
to 70 s. After 70 s, the entropy values increase slightly and also remain stable for a
while. The entropy then dramatically increases to its maximum at 120 s. The onset
of interference from the other TCP connections results in congestion changing from
moderate to heavy. After that, the entropy decreases slowly for a while before dropping
back to fluctuate around values similar to those before the peak (moderate congestion).
When compared with the goodput of the receiving node 3 in Fig. 9.10, the drop in
goodput corresponds to the increase in entropy.
Compared with the entropy result in Fig. 9.3 of scenario 1 (experiment 1) in Section 9.1.1,
the point to which entropy values in Fig. 9.11 increase depends on the degree of congestion. Moreover, the connection with less than five hops has no self-congestion with
lower entropy values and no self-induced TCP backoffs. Hence, the congestion detection
algorithm of RAODV will need to analyse the entropy based on these different situations.
As discussed before, another issue is that TCP congestion control does not perform
well for wireless networks. So, it is better to study the TCP variants and have a TCP
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Figure 9.11: Experiment 4: the entropy of node 1, which forwards data from source
node 0 to node 2. There are four main stages during this experiment: In the beginning,
the entropy stays stable at a relatively low level. After 50 s (when the other traffic
starts), it increases to a slightly higher level. It then increases sharply to its peak at
120 s, from where it drops slowly over the next 20 s or so, after which it suddenly
drops back sharply to a level comparable to before the sharp rise, around which it then
fluctuates. This entropy drops at 140 s is a result of stable packet transmission in slow
start on the connection between node 0 and 3.

flavour which is more wireless friendly cause less wireless-induced congestion before we
determine the entropy threshold. This will be discussed in the next section.

9.2

Comparison of different TCP variants to determine
suitable parameters for ad hoc network simulations

In this section, we study different TCP variants in the experiment simulation and try
to find appropriate parameters for the ad hoc network simulations. When it comes
to congestion detection in a routing protocol, the key point is to identify a suitable
congestion threshold that lets us determine when traffic is congested and when it is not.
This section mainly tries to contribute to the third research question, as discussed in
Section 1.1.
When TCP NewReno observes congestion as a result of packet loss detected via duplicate
ACKs or timeout, ssthresh decreases to 50% of cwnd and the new cwnd is then set
to the new ssthresh or increases from 1 MSS. Other TCP variants such as Westwood
are designed specifically with wireless networks in mind. The ns3 network simulator
provides Westwood as well as Westwood+. Instead of halving cwnd, they try to use the
estimated bandwidth to determine the new cwnd. The difference between Westwood
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and Westwood+ is whether to perform the bandwidth estimate upon each receipt of an
ACK or once per RTT interval [93]. For the comparison experiments, we also modify
TCP NewReno by adjusting cwnd from 50% to 87.5% when congestion occurs, because
the hard exponential backoff of TCP NewReno (especially under heavy congestion) may
result in packets that are not enough for entropy estimation. We then use experiment 5
to study them.
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Figure 9.12: The network topology of experiment 5 for determining appropriate
parameters for ad hoc networks (coordinates in metres). Node 4, 5 and 6 are located
on a disc with radius 35 m whose centre is the position of node 2.

Experiment 5: Like the previous experiment 1 and 3, we also configure several interfering
connections for the primary monitored connection. The experiment network topology
is shown in Fig. 9.12. Node 0 sends packets to node 3 via node 1 and 2 from 0.1 s to
200 s. The other nodes, 4, 5 and 6, send packets to node 2 from 60 s to 200 s. We then
apply different TCP algorithms to find how entropy represents network congestion as
well as the relationship between entropy and goodput. Among all these connections, we
still concentrate on the chain connection from node 0 to node 3.

9.2.1

Apply the ns3 default TCP: NewReno

In the first scenario, we choose NewReno TCP for data transmission. Fig. 9.13 shows
the goodput for each receiving node as well as the total goodput.
The goodput of node 3 remains stable at a high level from the beginning to 60 s. After
other connections begin to transmit data to node 2, the goodput of node 3 drops to
about half of the previous value (TCP backoff) due to moderate congestion. It then
decreases a little bit and has a corresponding stable period from 60 s to 120 s. After
that, it drops almost to zero at 120 s (heavy congestion) and then restarts in slow start
mode from 170 s to recover to a level comparable to before the drop. After 60 s, most
of the total goodput is contributed by node 2, which implies that packets destined for
node 2 occupy most of the shared channel. Note that the increase in goodput at node 2
coincides with the decrease in the goodput at node 3 and vice versa.
Fig. 9.14 shows the entropy for the sending node 1 as node 2 along the route between
node 0 and node 3 could be congested from the perspective of node 1. After 60 s,
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Figure 9.13: Experiment 5 with NewReno TCP: goodput of the receiving node 2
and 3 and total goodput. From 60 s, the other TCP flows (with destination node 2)
can interfere with the packet transmission from node 0 to node 3 via the route 0 →
1 → 2 → 3.

the entropy values are slightly higher than those before 60 s. Here, moderate congestion
occurs at node 2 and prevents node 2 from smoothly forwarding data between node 1 and
node 3 as normal. This results in a high probability that node 0 will have to retransmit
the packets to node 3. The entropy then rises significantly to a much higher peak at
120 s, a result of heavy congestion at node 2. It seems to remain at a high level after that;
however, this is an artefact of our sampling methodology because the heavy congestion
all but prevents data transmission from node 0 to node 3. The entropy then drops again
to fluctuate around values similar to those between 60 s and 120 s (moderate congestion).
The notch drop at around 168 s may result from the data transmission recovery from
heavy congestion as Fig. 9.13 shows that the goodput of node 3 recovers back from about
168 s.
In conclusion, all sources (rather than sinks) could share the channel more or less fairly.
Node 2 has more sources than node 3 with only one source. So in Fig. 9.13, the goodput
of node 2 is almost three times that of node 3 when both of them steadily receive data in
the period from 60 s to 120 s. After 120 s, the goodput of node 3 collapses, but that of
node 2 rises significantly. This is because the congestion that occurs at node 2 prevents
node 1 from forwarding data to node 3 as smoothly as before. Hence, the entropy shoots
up in Fig. 9.14 and the corresponding goodput collapses in Fig. 9.13. After 120 s, the
goodput at node 3 claws back some of the capacity of the shared channel and slowly
grows, while node 2’s goodput pays a heavy price for this improvement.
We then change the cwnd parameter of the NewReno congestion control algorithm by
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Figure 9.14: Experiment 5 with NewReno: Entropy of node 1 TCP increases when
other traffic starts to interfere with node 1’s transmissions after 60 s. The entropy then
increases to a peak value under heavy congestion at 120 s.

adjusting it from cwnd = 0.5 ∗ cwnd to cwnd = 0.875 ∗ cwnd when TCP detects packet
loss or an ACK timeout. Through dropping cwnd factor to change the TCP backoff
severity, we expect that new packets still enough for entropy estimator even under heavy
congestion. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 9.15 and Fig. 9.16.
Fig. 9.15 shows the goodput of the receiving nodes as well as the total goodput. When
congestion occurs, TCP backoff is not as severe as for the original TCP NewReno. As a
result, the goodput of node 3 (26021250 bytes) is higher than that in Fig. 9.13 (which
is 22366875 bytes) after node 2 becomes congested. From 120 s, the slow start process
re-initiates, and the goodput of node 3 steadily grows to a higher level than that in
Fig. 9.13. Correspondingly, the goodput of node 2 remains at a much lower level than
that in Fig. 9.13 after 120 s.
Fig. 9.16 also shows the entropy of the sending node 1 on the route from the source
node 0 to the destination node 3. As before, the entropy increases a little bit as moderate
congestion sets in at node 2. This results in the retransmissions from node 0 to node 3.
However, after 120 s, the entropy does not remain high for long and neither plateaus
nor exhibits any significant event as for the original NewReno in Fig. 9.13. This is
presumably because the TCP backoff here is less severe than that with the original
NewReno when congestion happens. The congestion doesn’t kill node 1’s transmissions
completely that the TCP backoff isn’t so severe. So there are enough new packets for
the entropy estimator to work with.
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Figure 9.15: Experiment 5 with changed cwnd in the NewReno: The goodput of
receiving nodes 1 and 2, and the total goodput. The receiving nodes 3 and 2 share the
channel to receive data more fairly than with the original NewReno in Fig. 9.13.

Figure 9.16: Experiment 5 with changed cwnd in the NewReno: The entropy of
node 1 rises a little bit from 60 s onwards when other connections start. After 120 s, it
swiftly rises to its peak value for a while and then suddenly drops to a level similar to
that between 60 s and 120 s, and remains stable until the simulation ends.

9.2.2

Applying the “ideal” TCP for wireless networks: Westwood(+)

Here, we change the TCP algorithm to Westwood+ in our ns3 simulation. Fig. 9.17
shows the goodput of node 2 and node 3 along with the total goodput. When heavy
congestion occurs at 120 s, node 3’s goodput slowly recovers until 180 s. It then rises
briefly to almost pre-congestion levels but quickly drops again under congestion. On the
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contrary, the goodput of node 2 drops to 0 at 180 s. It then restarts in slow start and
the goodput increases again. During the whole process, node 2 and node 3 take turns to
occupy the shared channel. Node 2 has more sources than node 3 with only one source,
however. Hence, after node 2 starts to receive data, it contributes a larger proportion
of the total goodput.

Figure 9.17: Experiment 5 with TCP Westwood+: goodput of the receiving nodes
and total goodput. As previous, the goodput of node 3 drops to half of its initial value
after the other connections start under moderate congestion. After a stable period, it
drops again under heavy congestion. It then slowly rises back to the initial value at
180 s and then slowly decreases again. Node 2, as the competing receiver, shows the
opposite pattern.

Unlike NewReno, which adjusts the sending rate by halving the current cwnd , Westwood(+) does this by estimating the bandwidth. The goodput of each receiving node
is not going to extremes like that of NewReno in Fig. 9.13, where node 3’s goodput collapses from about 130 s to 170 s after heavy congestion, and traffic for node 2 occupies
the entire shared channel. If we change NewReno’s backoff factor as in Fig. 9.15, the
goodput of node 3 is not such a sensitive discriminator between heavy congestion and
moderate congestion as in TCP Westwood+. Hence, Westwood(+) seems more suitable
for ad hoc networks here.
Fig. 9.18 shows the entropy of node 1 for Westwood+. Compared with the previous
two entropy results, the entropy of node 1 with TCP Westwood+ shows a much lower
entropy peak at round 120 s. The high entropy period is shorter than for the original
NewReno, but longer than for the NewReno with changed backoff factor.
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Figure 9.18: Experiment 5 with TCP Westwood+: entropy of the sending node 1.
Like the rising tendency of that in original/changed NewReno, but the peak is far less
pronounced and does not “plateau” for lack of packets for the entropy estimator. The
duration of the high entropy phase indicates that the heavy congestion lasts longer than
in the NewReno case with changed backoff factor.

We then apply TCP Westwood, which is similar to TCP Westwood+ but performs the
bandwidth estimation upon receiving each ACK. Fig. 9.19 shows the resulting entropy
of node 1, which is very similar to that of Westwood+ as expected.
Comparing the entropy variations of Fig. 9.18 and Fig. 9.19, the entropy values in each
phase still overlap with those of other phases and the boundary between phases is not
that distinct. We thus increase the size of the sliding window for entropy estimation in
RAODV to 400.
Fig. 9.20 shows the result: The plot exhibits much more distinct entropy levels during
each phase of the whole process. The entropy values are fairly stable and almost entirely
below 0.11 bits/packet until 60 s. After 60 s, the entropy values increase to around
0.12 bits/packet when node 2 begins to receive data from other interfering connections
that affect its ability to forward data to node 3. The small increase in entropy from 0.11
to 0.12 bits/packet is significant, which can also be indicated in the following replications
in Section 9.2.2.1. This increases to about 0.14 bits/packet from 120 s to 180 s (when
heavy congestion is assumed to occur at node 2), and then decreases again etc.
Next, we apply the sliding window of 400 to Westwood+ to check the entropy of node 1.
Fig. 9.21 shows the result. The entropy variations are similar to those of Westwood but
are not as stable as those in Fig. 9.20 in this scenario. These two TCP versions are
similar, and we will choose one of them mainly used in further experiments.
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Figure 9.19: Experiment 5 with TCP Westwood: entropy of node 1. Again, behaviour
up to 120 s is identical to the previous cases because the algorithms are identical up
to this point. The interesting observation here is that the behaviour of Westwood is
comparable to that of Westwood+, and perhaps even a little less extreme.

Figure 9.20: Experiment 5 with TCP Westwood: entropy of node 1 with a sliding
window size of 400. The four phases during the whole simulation become much more
distinct now.

Compared to the other algorithms discussed in experiment 5, we choose to use TCP
Westwood/Westwood+ and adjust the size of the sliding window to 400 for RAODV
entropy calculation in the simulations from here on. After finding appropriate parameters for the ad hoc network simulations, we then seed the random number generator for
experiment 5 to validate the corresponding relation of entropy and goodput exists and
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Figure 9.21: Experiment 5 with TCP Westwood+: entropy of node 1. It uses the
size of sliding window for entropy calculation is 400). The entropy values of the four
stages can also be classified into four bands, but they are not as stable as those with
Westwood in the topology of experiment 5.

also how entropy describes the network congestion situation.

9.2.2.1

Different start values for the random number generator for experiment 5

As Section 9.1.2.1, we choose to seed the different run numbers to generate the replications for experiment 5. The topology of experiment 5 shows in Fig. 9.12. As described in
Section 9.2, connections from nodes 4, 5 and 6 to node 2 are designed as the interfering
traffic to induce congestion for the primary connection between node 0 and node 3. So
the data transmission from node 0 to node 3 is not that smooth.
Note that the positions of nodes 4, 5 and 6 also change as the run number increases for
each simulation run. In this case, these nodes may affect the route discovery for the
required route from node 0 to node 3, especially if these three nodes are located near the
position of node 1. Fig. 9.22 shows the results of the goodput and the entropy with the
run number from 2 to 15. With the intention to check the relationship between entropy
variation and the network congestion situation, Fig. 9.22 also involves the entropy of the
sending node 1 under the condition that nodes 4, 5 and 6 do not send data to node 2.
The entropy 2 of node 1 is as that of experiment 5, and the entropy 2 of node 1 is that
without other three interference connections. So, before these three interfering traffic
start from 60 s, all entropy 1 have the same fluctuation trend as entropy 2 from the run
number 2 to 15.

Chapter 9.2. Comparison of different TCP variants to determine suitable parameters
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There are several behaviours can be found in Fig. 9.22, as follows:

• If the primary connection from node 0 to node 3 has a suitable route and has
the stable data packet stream, which is as run number 5 in Fig. 9.22, the entropy
of node 1 (node 1 entropy 2) without other three interfering connections remains
stable around low values during the whole simulation. However, with the other
three interfering connections, the entropy of node 1 (node 1 entropy 1) varies
with the network congestion situation changes, which increases as the congestion
serious. As discussed as Fig. 9.20, the plot shows much more distinct entropy levels
during each phase of the whole process.
• If the primary connection from node 0 to node 3 could not transmit data steadily
via a stably suitable route, which is as the run number 7 in Fig. 9.22, both entropy
1 and entropy 2 stay mostly flat when there is no enough packets can be collected
for entropy calculation before 60 s. But after around 160 s, entropy 2 recoveries
as similar to that before 120 s. This may result from a proper route is found, and
the data packets can be received normally. However, entropy 1 still remains flat
since the interference from the other three connections.
• The other case also exists, such as the run number is 6 and 10. The primary
connection from node 0 to node 3 does not have any actual data transmission
since nodes 4, 5 and 6 affect the connection from node 0 to node 3 discovering
a suitable route for data transmission. Hence, there are not enough data packets
could be collected for entropy calculation, and the corresponding goodput of node 3
is almost 0.
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Figure 9.22: Experiment 5 with different run numbers: Entropy 1 is the entropy
of node 1 under the scenario of experimet 5. Entropy 2 is the entropy of node 1 of
experiment 5 without the other three interfering connections: node 4, 5 and 6 do not
send data to node 2 here.

Fig. 9.22 describes the relationship between entropy and goodput as the network congestion situation changes in the experiment replications. Take run 15 (and 14, which
have a suitable route and a stable data packet stream during the whole process) for
example: With the other three interfering connections, the degree of the entropy (entropy 1) increase matches with that of the goodput of node 3 decrease. Without the
other three interfering connections, the entropy (entropy 2) remain stable during the
whole simulation. So, a high entropy may indicate serious congestion and result in a low
goodput.
After the above experiments and based on the discussion in Section 9.1, we determine
the entropy threshold from two scenarios according to the hop counts of the connection.
We will explain the details in the next section.

9.3

Congestion detection algorithm

The discussion above shows that entropy can detect and classify congestion in different
scenarios. When it comes to congestion detection for an appropriate routing protocol,
the key point is to identify the congestion threshold. Here, identifying a congestion
threshold means identifying an entropy threshold. Ad hoc networks are also multiple
hop networks. More hops mean more serious self-interference during data transmission.
So we need to determine the entropy threshold for different scenarios. As the simulation
experiments in Section 9.1.2 suggest, we determine entropy thresholds for the following
two scenarios: above five hops (including five hops with “serious” self-interference) and
under five hops (without serious self-interference induced backoff).
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9.3.1

First scenario: above five hops

Experiment 6: we design experiment 6 to determine the entropy threshold for the communication above five hops. As in the topology in Fig. 9.12 (similar to the previous
topologies), we add an extra three hops to the connection of primary interest (with the
same distance between each hop, 30 m). The network topology consists of node 0 (0, 0),
node 1 (30, 0), node 2 (60, 0), node 3 (90, 0), node 4 (120, 0), node 5 (150, 0), node 6
(180,0). Node 0 sends data to node 6 from 0.1 s to 200 s. We then add three other
interference connections to increase the network overload: node 7, 8 and 9 are placed on
an arc (centred around the position of node 2 with radius 35 m), and node 7, 8 and 9
send packets to node 2 from 60 s to 200 s.

Figure 9.23: Experiment 6: entropy of node 1 forwarding the packets for the connection from node 0 to node 6. The entropy has very high levels even at the beginning,
with only self-interference between the intermediate nodes along the route. From 120 s,
the entropy remains mostly flat, again reflecting congestion that is too severe for node 1
to transmit much data.

The entropy of node 1 is shown in Fig. 9.23. The entropy values are very high and
fluctuate above 0.11 bits/packet all the time. Even before 60 s, without other interfering
traffic, the entropy values oscillate heavily in a high range of 0.12 to 0.18 bits/packet.
When heavy congestion occurs at 120 s, the entropy stays mostly flat – an indication of
a stalled connection.
Fig. 9.24 shows the goodput over the simulation period. Because of the self-interference
in the first 60 seconds, the goodput of node 6 exhibits a bit of a “stop-start” behaviour.
It drops to half of the initial value after 60 s, probably because the other interfering
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traffic has started and causes moderate congestion. As predicted by the entropy, it then
collapses almost entirely from 120 s to 185 s under heavy congestion.

Figure 9.24: Experiment 6: goodput of the receiving node 6 and node 2, as well as the
total goodput. As discussed the previous experiments for goodput results, the goodput
of node 6 drops to half of its beginning value at 60 s. Because of the heavy congestion,
it thus collapses at 120 s and then recovers after 185 s. Besides, since node 2 has more
sources than node 6(also with serious self-interference), it occupies almost the entire
shared channel.

Experiment 6 designs the primary monitored connection with six hops. Looking at both
goodput in Fig. 9.24 and entropy in Fig. 9.23, the entropy is already unstable at high
values before 60 s without other connections interfering, and almost all of the entropy
values are larger than 0.12 bits/packet. The goodput shows a bit of backoff and stays
low. Moreover, it collapses more or less completely after 120 s while the corresponding
entropy estimates stays flat for lack of fresh data. This indicates heavy congestion and
no data transmission from node 0 to node 6.

9.3.1.1

Different start values for the random number generator for the first
scenario

We then reproduce the experiment replications for the first scenario and increase the
run number from 2 to 11 when the simulation runs for each time. Fig. 9.25 shows the
results.
As discussed previously in Section 9.2.2.1, in order to identify the relationship between
entropy and the interfering congestion when network situation changes to a more serious
congested scenario, Fig. 9.25 also shows two entropies of node 1: entropy 1 and entropy
2. Note that the locations of node 7, 8 and 9 change with the run number increases
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for each simulation run. This can also affect the route discovery from node 0 to node 6
and further affect the primary connection’s data transmission. Fig. 9.25 shows several
results as follows:

• The primary connection from node 0 to node 6 has a suitable route and stable
data stream, as the case of run number 3: both entropies of node 1 remains stable,
except that entropy 1 of node 1 stays almost flat during the period from 120 s to
almost 160 s since no enough data packets can be collected for entropy calculation.
• The primary connection from node 0 to node 3 could not transmit data steadily
via a stably suitable route, as the run number is 6: the entropy 1 of node 1 almost
stay flat after about 30 s. Entropy 2 has a similar trend as entropy 1, but after
other three connections start to transmit data, it has the possibility to transmit
Without other interference traffic.
Other cases, such as the run number is 9, the primary connection from node 0 to
node 6 tries to use nodes 7 and/or 8 as the intermediate node to forward data.
However, these nodes are not the suitable intermediate nodes since the signal is
not strong enough to forward data to the downstream node 4. So, both entropies
of node 1 is either too high or almost flat during most of the simulation.

Compared with the entropy results of the replication experiments in Fig. 9.22, the entropy in Fig. 9.25 does not demonstrate a distinct increase when the other three interfering traffic starts. This may because the primary connection already contains a relatively
serious self-congestion.

Chapter 9.3. Congestion detection algorithm

Figure 9.25: The first scenario above five hops with different run numbers: the
goodput of the receiver node 6 and 2, and the total goodput. Entropy 1 is the entropy
of node 1 of the first scenario. Entropy 2 is the entropy of node 1 without the other
three interfering connections based on the first scenario: node 7, 8 and 9 do not send
data to node 2 here.
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9.3.2

Second scenario: below five hops

Experiment 7 then designs a topology to define the entropy threshold for the communication below five hops. Similar to the topology in Fig. 9.12, we use a topology with
node 0 (0,0), node 1 (30,0), node 2 (60,0), and node 3 (90,0), with a further 6 nodes
placed on an arc centred around the position of node 2 with radius 35 m. Node 0 sends
packets to node 3 via the forwarding node node 1 and 2 from 0.1 s to 200 s. The other
6 nodes send packets to node 2 from 60 s to 200 s.

Figure 9.26: Experiment 7: entropy of node 1 forwarding data for the connection
between node 0 and node 3 (via 3 hops). The entropy values increase to higher levels
as congestion occurs from moderate to heavy, and the values stay mostly stable during
each congestion phase of the simulation.

The entropy of node 1 is shown in Fig. 9.26. Before 60 s, the entropy values remain
stable in the range between 0.09 and 0.11 bits/packet. From 60 s, most entropy values
are between 0.11 and 0.13 bits/packet under moderate congestion. After 120 s, the
entropy values increase to about 0.13 to 0.16 bits/packet in heavy congestion, and then
drop back to around 0.1 to 0.13 bits/packet at around 180 s.
Fig. 9.27 describes the corresponding goodput. As expected, the initial goodput at
node 3 is higher and more stable than in the previous scenario due to the lack of selfinterference. The total goodput in Fig. 9.27 nearly equals that in Fig. 9.24 after node 2
starts receiving data. However, the goodput of receiver node 3 here is almost twice
as high as that of the corresponding receiver node 6 in Fig. 9.24. It is presumably
because the self-interference in the primary monitored connection in experiment 7 is not
as serious as that in experiment 6. On the other hand, as expected, the goodput of
node 2 in Fig. 9.27 is less than that of node 2 in Fig. 9.24.
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Figure 9.27: Experiment 7: goodput of the receiving node 3 and node 2 and their
total goodput. The goodput of node 3 stays stable with high values and then drops to
less than half when the other interfering connections start. As discussed in the previous
experiments, heavy congestion is assumed to occur from 120 s, where the goodput for
node 3 drops to a very low level and only increases again at 180 s.

Comparing the entropy of the sending node 1 with that in experiment 6 in Fig. 9.23,
the entropy values are much more stable and keep increasing or dropping with the
degree of seriousness of network congestion. During the whole simulation, the entropy
in experiment 7 remains below 0.16 bits/packet, except for a single sample during the
heavy congestion phase. However, in Fig. 9.23, when heavy congestion happens at 120 s,
the entropy values remain flat because node 3 not only has serious self-interference but
also has interference from other traffic, so the connection stalls and the entropy estimator
has no new packets to work with. All in all, connections with more hops mean more
serious self-interference, which results in the different entropy indication for the identical
network situation.
The network topology used in this scenario is similar to that in Section 9.2, so we do
not repeat the experiment replications for the scenario below five hops again.

9.3.3

An entropy threshold algorithm for congestion detection in RAODV

In Section 9.3, the connection we primarily focussed on in the first scenario suffered from
self-induced congestion and the resulting TCP back-off. In the second scenario, there
is no obvious self-induced TCP back-off. So, without other TCP interference traffic,
the entropy values differ from the beginning between these two scenarios. In this case,
we cannot use the same entropy threshold for all types of scenarios. As the entropy
values of node 1 of the first scenario show in Fig. 9.23, the average entropy value for this
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scenario is around 0.15 bits/packet at the beginning. However, when the entropy rises
above 0.13 bits/packet in the second scenario, it represents heavy congestion.
Comparing these two scenarios, the entropy values at the beginning of the first scenario
are much larger than those of the second scenario. This suggests that RAODV should define two entropy thresholds based on whether the connection has serious self-interference
or not. RAODV distinguishes these two scenarios via the value of the entropy threshold
at the beginning of the TCP connections.
Since the entropy value changes dynamically, we design the entropy estimation algorithm
in analogy to the RTT estimator of TCP or RED (Random Early Detection) [94] for
reference. The estimator for the entropy is thus defined as follows:
EEvalue(Estimatedentropyvalue) = (1 − e) ∗ P EEvalue + e ∗ SampleEvalue (9.1)
P EEvalue is the previous EEvalue (estimated entropy value), SampleEvalue is the
current entropy value which was calculated by RAODV. We set the variable e to 0.125,
and the original P EEvalue is 0.
The process of the entropy threshold algorithm of the congestion detection in RAODV
is:

• RAODV estimates the entropy value via the Equation 9.1 for the first 20 s (or for
the first 20 estimates) of a TCP connection.
We assume here that the required route will be stable after 20 s, so we can use the
estimated entropy value, which can reach the current average entropy value (the
average entropy value for the present entropy) after 20 estimates, to distinguish
the different entropy thresholds.
• We then need to define an initial entropy threshold to determine whether the
“original” connection suffers from self-interference. The initial entropy threshold
can be considered as the Distinction Threshold in the pseudo-code for the RAODV
entropy threshold algorithm below.
Compared with the entropy of the first 20 s in Fig. 9.23 and Fig. 9.26, almost all
the entropy values before 20 s are below 0.11 bits/packet in Fig. 9.26, while no
entropy values in Fig. 9.23 are below 0.11 bits/packet. Hence, we may consider
using the value of 0.11 for the threshold of EEvalue (Distinction Threshold ) to
identify the two types of congestion detection via entropy analysis.
• After 20 s, if EEvalue is less than 0.11 (Fig. 9.26), and RAODV calculates a current
entropy larger than 0.15 (which can be considered as the Congestion Threshold in
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the pseudo-code for the RAODV entropy threshold algorithm below) (as at 120 s in
Fig. 9.26 with the corresponding goodput dropping to its lowest points in Fig. 9.27),
then RAODV could interpret this as congestion.
• However, if EEvalue is larger than 0.11 (see Fig. 9.23 for an example) and there
are four (or three) successive identical entropy values (as at 120 s in Fig. 9.23 with
the corresponding goodput dropping to nearly 0 in Fig. 9.24 ), then we may also
consider this as evidence of congestion.
Here, we also need to ensure that the flat entropy/zero goodput is not caused by
the termination of the TCP connection. We may consider watching for the FIN
flags of the TCP connection.
• We may also assume that once RAODV detects four successive identical entropy
values, it means that there is either congestion or the “original” route has an error.

The pseudo code for the RAODV entropy threshold algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm 1 Congestion detection in RAODV
Input: The previous estimated entropy value (EEvalue), P EEvalue with an initial
value is 0; the current entropy value, SampleEvalue calculated by RAODV; the variable e; the time: t(s/estimates);
Output: Estimated entropy value: EEvalue;
for t <= time/estimates do
EEvalue(Estimatedentropyvalue) = (1 − e) ∗ P EEvalue + e ∗ SampleEvalue;
end for
if EEvalue <= DistinctionT hreshold then
There is no interference at the beginning of the connection;
if SampleEvalue > CongestionT hreshold then
Congestion has occurred;
end if
else
Serious self-interference could be involved at the beginning of the connection;
if there are four successive identical entropy values then
Congestion has occurred;
end if
end if

The experiments discussed above simply initially show that the self-interference exists,
which means that re-routing via a path with more hops may result in unintended consequences, e.g., more self-interference, along with using power and transmission time
resource at more nodes. Here we define whether a connection has self-interference compared with its initial entropy variation and assume that the initial congestion state of
a connection is acceptable. In order to further determine whether to suspect serious
self-interference for a connection at runtime in the first place, we may consider letting
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the monitored neighbour node sends a routing message with the number of hops for the
current suspected connection to the monitoring node when needed. The number of hops
could be obtained by the hop count to the source node plus with the hop count to the
destination node (in the routing table of the monitored neighbour node) which is the
total hop count of a connection. This may be left to future work. Moreover, another
open problem left to future work is whether congestion from self-interference makes forwarding increasingly difficult across N hops and eventually impossible when N → ∞, or
whether you end up with a steady-state impaired situation where forwarding capacity
is simply reduced but not eliminated.
This chapter mainly identifies two scenarios, which reflects the maximum number of
hops without serious self-congestion and the minimum number of hops with serious selfcongestion. We simulated these two simple scenarios with the interfering traffic, which is
used to induce network congestion to analyse different thresholds for different scenarios.
With the intention to identify the interfering congestion when network situation changes
to a more serious congested scenario. Nodes need to learn what normal entropy looks
like around them before any threshold can be determined. This explains the process to
use entropy variation to represent the changing network situations and try to determine
the corresponding threshold.
In the next chapter, we will use this entropy threshold definition in the congestion detection algorithm of RAODV. Note that the entropy threshold is not fixed as this chapter
determined, which may be changed based on the condition of the current scenarios.

10
RAODV Validation

In the last chapter, we discussed the entropy threshold for RAODV. In this chapter,
we put RAODV to use and compare it with AODV in ad hoc networks to validate
whether RAODV can indeed relieve network congestion. The simulation parameters in
this chapter are configured as shown in Table. 5.1 unless stated otherwise.

10.1

RAODV validation based on the experiments used to
determine the entropy threshold

Based on the topologies of the entropy threshold determination experiments in Chapter 9, we add an extra replacement node with the intention of replacing the potentially
congested intermediate node along the route of the chain connection. Here, we again
define a chain connection as one where the positions of the intermediate nodes are located along the straight line between source node and the destination node and there
are enough such intermediate nodes for the connection to forward data successfully.
In the initial route discovery phase of the AODV simulation experiments, AODV as
the shortest-hop routing protocol normally chooses nodes located slightly further away
from their upstream nodes as the corresponding next hop (compared to other neighbour
nodes of the upstream node).
We thus design the network topologies around the following two scenarios. As discussed
in the last chapter, we also design these two scenarios in this section based on the hop
count of the chain connections. Both scenarios have a chain connection with an extra
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replacement node for one of the intermediate nodes along the route of the chain connection. We then purposefully place another three source nodes for one of the intermediate
nodes to induce congestion and expect that RAODV will detect this congestion and
replace the congested intermediate node by the extra replacement node.

10.1.1

Scenario I: connection under five hops

In scenario I, we first design with a hop count under five. Fig. 10.1 shows the network
topology. The principal monitored chain connection runs from node 0 to 3. Node 1
and 2 are designed as the potential intermediate nodes for the route between node 0
and node 3. We add node 4 to act as a replacement neighbour node for node 2 (and
vice versa). Assume that, in the beginning, AODV chooses node 1 and node 4 as the
intermediate nodes to forward data from node 0 to node 3. We then add node 5, 6 and 7,
which are located randomly on the left bottom of an arc with radius 35 m centred around
the position of node 4. In this case, node 5, 6 and 7 can be set to cause congestion at
node 4 without affecting the initial route discovery for the connection from node 0 to
node 3.
0
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Figure 10.1: Network topology of scenario I for connections under 5 hops (coordinates
in metres). Node 5, 6 and 7 send data to node 4, which results in congestion from the
perspective of node 1.

Node 0 sends data to node 3 from 0.1 s to 150 s. Node 5, 6 and 7 send data to node 4
from 60 s to 150 s to add the network load at the intermediate node 4 for the connection
from node 0 to 3. We then compare the observables of the connections under AODV
and RAODV before and after 60 s.
For RAODV, if congestion is assumed to occur on an intermediate node along the current route, RAODV will notify this congestion to the upstream node of the congested
intermediate node along the route. If the notifying/monitoring neighbour node is a
suitable replacement node for the congested node, RAODV will replace this congested
intermediate node by the notifying/monitoring neighbour node. Take this scenario for
example:
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• When node 2 as a neighbour node of node 1 detects that the entropy of node 1
which it monitors exceeds the entropy threshold, node 2 will send an RNOT (route
notification) message to node 1.
• When node 1 receives this RNOT message:
– Node 1 will first check whether its downstream node (node 4) is congested;
– If the downstream node is congested, node 1 will then check the node status
of the sender node 2 in its neighbour table;
– If node 2 is an idle node or is not congested, node 1 will send a Help message
to node 2 to ask for help.
• When node 2 receives this Help message:
– Node 2 will check whether the downstream node of the congested node (node 3
in this scenario) is in its neighbour table;
– If node 3 is its neighbour, node 2 will send both a Yes and a YesAdd message
to node 1 (which is the upstream node of the congested node) and node 3
(which is the downstream node of the congested node) respectively.
• Now, node 2 replaces node 4 to act as the new intermediate node along the route
for forwarding data from node 1 to node 3.

Figure 10.2: Goodput at the receiving node 3 and 4 and the total goodput of scenario
I with AODV. After 60 s, the additional three connections to node 4 totally dominate
the channel. No data reaches node 3 from node 0 at this point.
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However, other traffic from node 5, 6 and 7 may interfere with the transmission of node 2
and 3. The transmission of the RNOT message also grabs some of the capacity of the
shared channel for the connection between node 0 and node 3.
Fig. 10.2 shows the resulting goodput of the receiving nodes and their total goodput
with AODV. Before 60 s, the goodput of node 3 remains stable from the beginning to
about 5 s. From 5 s to around 38 s, node 3 receives almost no data. This may be a
result of the route discovery delay of AODV and depend on the location of nodes around
and the experiment configuration. The different seed (run number) can cause different
result, but here we only try to compare the performance between AODV and RAODV.
For some reason, AODV does not always stick to its initial route 0 → 1 → 4 → 3.
During the period from 5 s to 38 s, AODV seems to keep rediscovering the route for
the connection from node 0 to node 3. After 38 s, the goodput at node 3 returns to the
original level until the other three connections (transmitting to node 4) start at 60 s.
After 60 s, the goodput of node 3 drops to almost half, and the goodput of node 4 starts
to increase. With the serious interference from the other traffic, node 3 no longer receives
any data from about 65 s. However, the goodput of node 4 significantly increases to a
high level, at which it remains stable until the end of the simulation.

Figure 10.3: Goodput of the receiving node 3 and 4 and the total goodput of scenario
I with RAODV. After 60 s, the other three connections between node 4 and node 5, 6
and 7 share the channel with the connection from node 0 to node 3 more fairly than
under AODV.

We then apply RAODV in this network topology. Fig. 10.3 shows the result. Before
60 s, the goodput at node 3 remains stable at a high level. Compared with AODV,
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this may reflect the fact that RAODV could adjust/repair the route locally with the
appropriate node and can thus make better use of the channel.
After 60 s, the goodput of node 3 decreases as the receiving node 4 starts to compete
for the shared channel. During the whole process, node 3 is always able to receive data.
Even when the serious congestion phase starts after 120 s, it recovers again after a while.
We note that node 3 barely has the opportunity to receive data from node 0 with AODV,
despite the fact that the total goodput remains stable at higher values than those under
RAODV after 60 s. With RAODV, node 3 can share the channel with the other three
sources of receiving node 4.
We then replicate this experiment by increasing the run number from number 2 to
number 8, and the experiment result is shown as Fig. 10.4: Compared with AODV, the
goodput of each receiving node 3 and 4 with RAODV can share the channel more fairly.
This also means the total goodput with RAODV is lower than that for AODV, which
results from more data transmissions competing for the same channel, such as the result
of run 4 with AODV and RAODV. The average overall goodput for all these replications
(contains the default run) under RAODV is 58385156 bytes, and that under AODV is
62054296 bytes.
However, as shown in Fig. 10.4, both the goodput of the receiving nodes and the total
goodput with RAODV are more stable than with AODV. This may be seen in the result
of run number 7, for example: With AODV, the goodput of the receiving node 3 is
not stable, and almost no data can be collected during the period from about 18 s to
47 s. After node 4 starts to receive data from 60 s, it grabs all of the shared channel
and contributes the entire total goodput. However, under RAODV, both receiving nodes
manage to maintain stable goodput, which means they can share the channel more fairly.
This fairness may be at the expense of the total goodput, however. The total goodput
under RAODV is lower than that under AODV, which can again be seen in the result of
replication run 7 in Fig. 10.4. With AODV after 60 s, with node 4 as the only receiver
(of three one-hop connections), we have a higher total goodput level than with the more
competitive connections under RAODV.
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Figure 10.4: Scenario I with different run numbers from 2 to 8 with AODV and
RAODV. The locations of node 5, 6 and 7 change with the run number. With RAODV,
node 3 may have the possibility to grab more shared channel than under AODV.

10.1.2

Scenario II: chain connection with five hops

Similar to the network topology of scenario I, we then design the major chain connection
with five hops. The network topology of the second scenario is shown in Fig. 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Network topology of scenario II for the major chain connection with five
hops (coordinates in metres). Node 7, 8 and 9 send data to node 6, which results in
congestion from the perspective of node 1.

As discussed for scenario I, if congestion occurs at node 2, node 2 can be replaced by
node 6 and vice versa. Node 7, 8 and 9 are located at the bottom of an arc of radius
35 m centred around node 6.
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We also set up other three connections towards node 6, starting from 60 s as in scenario
I. Node 0 sends data to node 5 from 0.1 s to 150 s. Node 7, 8 and 9 transmit data to
node 6 from 60 s to 150 s.

Figure 10.6: Goodput of node 5 and node 6 and the total goodput of scenario II
with AODV. At the beginning, the receiving node 5 suffers from TCP backoff due to
self-interference. After the other three connections start, they share the channel from
60 s to 120 s. After that, the goodput of receiving node 6 occupies almost all of the
shared channel.

The result of applying AODV in this network topology is shown in Fig. 10.6. The
number of hops of the connection from node 0 to node 5 is five, so the communication
from node 0 to node 5 suffers from relatively serious self-interference as discussed in
Section 9.3. Hence, the goodput at node 5 features several TCP backoff events before
60 s.
After 60 s, when the other three traffic flows to node 6 are active, the goodput at node 5
decreases and the goodput at node 6 increases. But the goodput at node 5 then collapses
at 120 s, while the goodput of the receiving node 6 contributes practically all of the total
goodput.
Compared to Fig. 10.2, node 7, 8 and 9 are located a little further away from the
intermediate nodes along the route from node 0 to node 5. They do not affect the
above connection as seriously as their counterparts in the first scenario, but affect the
forwarding ability of node 6 for the connection from node 0 to node 5. Hence, the
receiving node 5 can compete with the receiving node 6 for more channel capacity, and
node 5 can still receive data after 60 s.

Chapter 10.1. RAODV validation based on the experiments used to determine the
entropy threshold
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Figure 10.7: The goodput of node 5 and node 6 and the total goodput of scenario II
with RAODV. Before 60 s, the receiving node 5 suffers from TCP backoff due to selfinterference and then competes for the shared channel with the other three connections.
After about 120 s, node 5 receives almost no data.

We then apply RAODV in this network, and the result is shown in Fig. 10.7. Because
of the serious TCP backoff due to self-interference, RAODV does not sensibly notify the
congestion as in scenario I. But with RAODV, node 5 goodput occupies more of the
channel capacity than under AODV after 105 s, which reflects a fairer shared channel
usage.
So, overall, RAODV does not give a convincing advantage in scenario II except in terms
of fairness. Overall goodput also is a little lower with RAODV. The overall goodput
under RAODV is 53548125 bytes, while that under AODV is 53666250 bytes.
We then replicate this experiment by increasing the run number from number 2 to number 8, and the experiment result is shown as Fig. 10.8: As discussed, RAODV does
not show a convincing advantage. The average overall goodput with RAODV is around
53659018 bytes, and with AODV is 54605625 bytes. In this scenario, the connection
from node 0 to node 5 has a serious self-interference. Other three interference connections are those without self-interference. As the discussion for the entropy threshold
algorithm in Section 9.3.3, the entropy threshold for the scenario with self-interference
is not that sensitive to the network congestion (flat entropy) as the scenario without
self-interference. We will further adjust this kind of threshold in the latter experiments
(as Section 10.3.3.2). The other three one-hop connections may be more sensitive for
congestion detection and competitive for the shared channel. This happens in the run
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number 3, 4 and 6. However, if the receiving node 6 grabs almost all of the shared channel at the beginning, the receiving node 5 under RAODV could respond more sensitively
to grab more shared channel, as happens in run 2 and 7. The rest runs 5 and 8 are as
similar as discussed for scenario II.
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Figure 10.8: Scenario II with different run numbers from 2 to 8 with AODV and
RAODV. The locations of node 7, 8 and 9 change with the run number.

10.2

AODV distance problem

AODV always tries to provide the smallest numbers of hops for its communications.
Hence, it may choose a distant node as the next hop rather than adding an extra hop.
For example, in our experiment configuration, if the distance between two nodes is 46 m,
they will communicate with each other directly. However, the corresponding goodput
will be remarkably lower than if they communicated via an intermediate node around
half-way between them.
RAODV does not try to modify this behaviour here. Even though RAODV changes
the corresponding routing table entries to add an extra hop between two distant nodes
along a route, once the two distant nodes receive the respective Hello messages from
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each other, they update their current corresponding routing table entries in the same
way as AODV does. As a result, they communicate directly with each other again.
However, we could still improve this shortcoming by avoiding any potential distant
neighbours along the route. To do so, we first need to figure out the theoretical relationship between the distance and the corresponding entropy. Note that entropy is also
sensitive to an excessive distance between two transmitting nodes, which results in the
signal being too weak for reliable data transmission. Here, entropy cannot distinguish
between the different causes. The only way of finding out the condition that caused a
problem is to check which condition is the problem and whether the condition could be
addressed to resolve the problem.
In the following, we use a simple experiment with only two nodes to study the relationship between the distance and the entropy.

10.2.1

Goodput and entropy variation with distance

As discussed in Chapter 5, the transmission range of our experiment configuration is
47.3 m; however, beyond 42.6 m, the signal is no longer strong enough to receive data
at the full rate. In this experiment, we study distances of 30 m, 42.5 m, 42.6 m, 43.5 m
and 44 m between node 0 and 1. Node 0 sends data to node 1 from 0.1 s to 50 s. The
results are as follows:

• Case 1: 30 m distance between node 0 and node 1. The resulting goodput of
node 1 and the entropy of node 0 are shown in Fig. 10.9. The values of node 0’s
entropy remain low and fluctuate between about 0.04 to 0.07 bits/packet. The
goodput of node 1 stays stable at a high level.
• Case 2: 42.5 m distance between node 0 and node 1 (Fig. 10.10). The fluctuation
ranges of node 1’s goodput and node 0’s entropy are similar to those at 30 m. Up
to this point, node 1 can fully receive the data from node 0 without packet loss.
• Case 3: 42.6 m distance between node 0 and node 1 (Fig. 10.11). Compared to
Case 1 and Case 2, the goodput of node 1 decreases by almost a third while the
values of node 0’s entropy increase to a range between 0.14 and almost 0.19 bits/packet.
• Case 4: 43.5 m distance between node 0 and node 1 (Fig. 10.12). The goodput of
node 1 continues to decrease with the larger distance, while the entropy of node 0
increases further to a range of mostly between 0.18 to 0.22 bits/packet.
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Figure 10.9: Case 1: 30 m between nodes. Node 1 receives high goodput and the
entropy of node 0 stays low.

Figure 10.10: Case 2: 42.5 m between nodes. Node 1 still receives high goodput and
the entropy of node 0 stays low.

• Case 5: 44 m distance between node 0 and node 1 (Fig. 10.13). In this case, the
signal level between node 0 and node 1 is too low for effective data transmission.
Node 1 cannot receive any data most of the time and the entropy of node 0 increases
to over 0.2 bits/packet.
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Figure 10.11: Case 3: 42.6 m between nodes. Node 1 goodput drops and the entropy
of node 0 rises.

Figure 10.12: Case 4: 43.5 m between nodes. Node 1 goodput drops further and the
entropy of node 0 continues to rise.

Once the distance between two nodes exceeds 42.5 m in these experiments, the entropy
rises quickly from between 0.14 and 0.18 to up to 0.2 bits/packet. We can then determine a distance threshold alongside the corresponding entropy threshold based on how
sensitive RAODV should be when detecting congestion.
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Figure 10.13: Case 5: 44 m between nodes. Node 1 goodput collapses while the
entropy of node 0 rises to its highest level.

10.2.2

Additional entropy threshold algorithm for the long distance
problem

Based on the discussion above, RAODV adds an additional entropy threshold algorithm
for congestion detection or route inspection, which means to determine whether the
route is a workable route that can successfully to forward data packets and to which
degree that the used workable route could be considered congested.
We activate the additional entropy threshold algorithm after 10 s. The delay of 10 seconds here is somewhat arbitrary and the problem of optimisation is left open in this
thesis. RAODV uses it to (quickly) examine whether the current route is congested
or unsuitable. Depending on how sensitive the congestion detection needs to be, the
additional entropy threshold can be set at 0.15 bits/packet for communications with a
small number of hops or 0.18 bits/packet for others. Moreover, three successive comparable entropy values can still be used here to indicate whether congestion or errors have
occurred. The other algorithms of RAODV still work as discussed in Section 8.3, e.g.,
RAODV still monitors and computes the PEEvalue and EEvalue for the first 20 times
the entropy is calculated for each connection.
The additional entropy threshold algorithm for the long-distance problem (this algorithm
also executes for congestion detection) works as follows:
• We define the distance threshold as 42.5 m, and the additional entropy threshold as
0.15 or 0.18 bits/packets depending on the level of detection sensitivity of RAODV.
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Here, the distance and entropy thresholds are based on the simulation configuration we used in this thesis. In a real network, these thresholds may need to be
determined dynamically, which may consider the signal strength and the process
we used in this thesis.
• When the additional entropy threshold algorithm starts and the current entropy is
larger than the additional entropy threshold or RAODV observes three successive
comparable entropy values, the monitoring neighbour node will send an RNOT
message.
Otherwise, if the original congestion detection algorithm detects that congestion
may have occurred after the entropy has been estimated 20 times for a connection,
an RNOT message will be sent as well.
• If the receiver receives this RNOT message, it will first check whether its downstream node is congested or whether the notification is just a result of the longdistance problem.
If the RNOT receiver’s downstream node is regarded as congested, or the distance
between the downstream node and the receiver of the RNOT message is beyond
the distance threshold, the receiver will further check whether the distance between
the sender node and itself is smaller than the distance threshold.
If it is, the receiver of the RNOT message will return a Help message to the sender
to ask for help.
• When a node receives a Help message:
Based on the discussion in Section 8.3 and Section 10.2.1, RAODV adds an additional distance check here: The receiver node of the Help message will first check
whether the distance between itself and the downstream node of the intended
replacement node is below the distance threshold.
If it is not, the node will discard this Help message. Otherwise, RAODV will
respond to the Help message as discussed in Section 8.3.
• All other steps are as the same as those discussed in Section 8.3.

RAODV adds the additional entropy threshold algorithm for the following scenarios.

10.2.3

Distance simulation experiment

Here, we design a simple distance experiment to validate whether the additional entropy
threshold algorithm works. The network topology puts node 0 at position (0,0), node 1
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at (90, 0), node 2 at (60, 0), node 3 at (30, 0) and node 4 at (73, 0) (coordinates in
metres as before). We choose the distance between node 3 and node 4 to be 43 m,
which puts the nodes within each other’s transmission range but beyond the distance
threshold.
Node 0 sends data to node 1 from 0.1 s to 30 s. We set the additional entropy threshold
at 0.15 bits/packet.
While AODV has no concept of physical distance, it attempts to minimise the number
of hops, which means in practice that it may pick a route with fewer hops and longer
distances between nodes over one with more hops and shorter distances. In the case of
route alternatives with the same number of hops, there is also no guarantee that the
physically shortest route will be picked as the actual choice depends on the (random)
timing of the RREQ and RREP backoffs, i.e., on which RREPs arrive first. The experiment starts with the “assumption” that a route with longer-than-necessary distance
has been picked. AODV initially chooses node 4 rather than node 2 as the next hop for
node 3. At the start, the route from node 0 to node 1 is thus: 0 → 3 → 4 → 1. After a
while, the route changes to 0 → 3 → 2 → 1 under AODV.
In this network topology, the distance between node 3 and 4 exceeds the distance threshold. After 10 s, RAODV can detect this distance problem and then replace the unsuitable
node 4 with the better node 2 in the current route.
To be more specific, the monitoring neighbour node 2 notifies node 3 to check whether
its downstream node 4 is unsuitable or congested. Node 3 then finds that the distance
to node 4 is beyond the distance threshold, while the distance to the notifying neighbour
node 2 (which is an idle node) is below the distance threshold. It then sends a Help
message to node 2. When node 2 receives this Help message, it will check whether the
distance to node 1 is below the distance threshold and whether node 1 is a neighbour. If
both of these conditions are met, node 2 replies with a Yes message and YesAdd message
to node 3 and node 1, respectively.
All nodes involved update their routing table entries and the precursor lists accordingly.
After this, node 4 has been replaced by node 2 and the route has been renewed/repaired
locally.
We then apply both AODV and RAODV in this experiment. Fig. 10.14 shows the result
of the experiment: The goodput of node 1 with RAODV increases after it replaces the
unsuitable intermediate node at 10 s, which happens a couple of seconds ahead of AODV.
Hence, the performance of RAODV is slightly better than AODV in this scenario.
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Figure 10.14: Goodput of node 1 with RAODV in the distance simulation experiment
increases earlier than under AODV.

10.3

RAODV validation experiments

In this section, we will apply RAODV in different scenarios to validate whether it results
in better performance than AODV. We consider the scenarios from the following network
topologies: an intentional chain network topology and random network topologies.

10.3.1

Intentional chain network topology

Based on the above discussion, we first intentionally configure a chain network topology
with two primary monitored connections to validate the performance of RAODV. For
each connection, there exists a replacement node for the intermediate nodes along the
communication route. In this network topology, we purposefully position the replacement nodes for the intermediate nodes, the impaired long hop nodes and the interfering
traffic around the routes from the source to the destination. We use this topology to
study whether RAODV can avoid the long hop nodes and replace these unsuitable nodes
when the current route is congested. The network topology is shown in Fig. 10.15.
In this topology, we set the distance between node 0 and 1, node 1 and 2, and node 2
and 3 to 30 m. The distance between node 6 and 7, node 7 and 8 and node 8 and 9
is also 30 m. Node 4 and node 2 are the replacement nodes for each other as the next
hop of node 1. Node 5 and 7, and node 10 and 8 are also designated as the downstream
neighbours of node 6 and 7 respectively. Node 5 is also a source node of node 4. In
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Figure 10.15: Intentional chain network topology (coordinates in metres): The arrow
in this topology shows the transmission direction from the node at the start of the
arrow to the node at the tip. Node 13, 14 and 15 are located on an arc of radius 35 m
with node 10 at the centre. Node 12 and 11 are purposefully located near the node 3
as the interference nodes in this topology. There are two principal monitored connections: one from node 0 to node 3 and another from node 6 to node 9. The potential
replacement/intermediate node 4 receives from three other sources, and node 10 also
receives from three other sources (as shown by the solid black arrows). The dashed
black arrows show the initial routes. E.g., the initial route from node 0 to node 3 leads
via the intermediate node 1 and the long hop node 4; the initial path from node 6 to 9
could be: 6 → 7 → 10 → 9.

order to ensure significant interference with the transmissions from node 0 to node 3 and
node 6 to node 9 and, to avoid being involved in these two monitored connections, we
place node 12 and 11 (two sources of node 4) close to and on the side of the destination
node 3. Similarly, the other three sending nodes of node 10 are located below node 10 and
also on the side of the destination node 9. This means that the source nodes (node 11,
12, 13, and 15) of the interference connections could not act as the intermediate nodes
for the monitored connections.
Note also that the distance between node 5 and 6 exceeds the distance threshold. If the
routing protocol chooses node 5 as the first hop from node 6 to node 9, RAODV will
notice that node 5 is not suitable for forwarding data from node 6. Ideally, RAODV can
keep the route from node 6 to node 9 via the intermediate node 7 and 8.
We set the primary monitored connections to start from 0.1 s to 100 s (node 0 sends data
to 3 and node 6 sends data to 9), while node 5, 11 and 12 send data to 4 and node 13, 14
and 15 send data to 10 from 30 s to 100 s. All of the connections can interfere with each
other directly or indirectly. If an intermediate node is congested, RAODV will replace
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it by another suitable neighbour node. E.g., initially, node 4 is an intermediate node for
the connection from node 0 to node 3. After its other sources node 5, 11 and 12 send
data, node 2 may notify that congestion occurs at node 4 and go on to replace it.
We then apply RAODV and AODV respectively in this network and compare the network performance. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 10.16.

Figure 10.16: Total goodput for RAODV and AODV in the intentional chain network
topology. Before 10 s, the total goodput with RAODV is as the same as that under
AODV. With RAODV, the total goodput has a slightly higher level than with AODV
at about 12 s. After 60 s, RAODV appears to be at a distinct advantage.

Before 30 s, the two chain connections transmit data in the channel and compete for
the channel only with each other. The total goodput under RAODV is identical to that
under AODV for the first 10 s (the overall goodput under RAODV and AODV is around
2355000 bytes). After 10 s, the total goodput of RAODV has a slightly higher level than
that of AODV. To be more specific: the overall goodput from 10 s to 30 s under RAODV
is 4683750 bytes, while under AODV is 4620000 bytes; the overall goodput from 30 s
to 60 s under RAODV is 16526250 bytes, while under AODV it is 15710625 bytes;
and from 60 s to 100 s under RAODV it is 26392500 bytes, while under AODV it is
20347500 bytes. This is because RAODV only really starts to work after 10 s, i.e., this
is when it first adjusts the route for the connections. A similar phenomenon occurs after
30 s when the other one-hop connections begin. Node 4 and node 10 then become the
key nodes in the network topology (as shown in Fig. 10.15). Hence, congestion occurs
easily at these nodes. Take node 10 for example: node 10 is too busy to forward data
for the connection from node 6 to node 9 after it begins to receive data from its other
three sources, node 13, 14 and 15. RAODV then prevents the congested node 10 from
acting as an intermediate node for the communication between node 6 and 9. Hence,
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the data from node 6 arrives at node 9 via the path 6 → 7 → 8 → 9, while AODV still
uses the path 6 → 7 → 10 → 9.
In this case, with RAODV, the connection from node 6 to node 9 does not need to
“compete” for the common key node 10 with the other three one-hop connections; however, they still compete for the shared channel. After the one-hop connections start at
30 s, they can interfere with the chain connections, e.g., moderate congestion occurs
on the connection from node 6 to node 9. The total goodput of RAODV has a similar
value level as that under AODV until 60 s. From 60 s to 90 s, the total goodput under
RAODV increases and exceeds that of AODV.
All in all, both total goodput figures for RAODV and AODV remain stable at relatively
high levels. The overall goodput under RAODV in this experiment is 49876875 bytes,
and the overall goodput of AODV is 42881250 bytes. We then replicate this experiment
10 times (seed the run number from 2 to 11). The average total goodput of RAODV
is 49546125 bytes, and that of AODV is 46159875 bytes. This experiment thus shows
that RAODV can avoid distant and congested neighbour nodes to transmit data if a
corresponding suitable replacement node exists.

10.3.2

Random network topology

Having discussed the RAODV validation experiment with a purposefully designed topology, we now try to validate RAODV performance in a random network, where nodes
are randomly distributed across a disc. This can be achieved in ns3 via the objects, like
RandomDiscPositionAllocator objects as discussed in Section A.2.1. The only constraint
we place on this network topology is that each node can communicate with any other
node either directly or indirectly, i.e., the network forms a connected graph. Here, we
use the concept of graphs in data structure and base on the algorithm of BFS (breadthfirst search) to place the nodes to provide that the connectivity constraint is met. The
idea is: after applying BFS, if the number of connected nodes is less than the number
of nodes we place in the network topology, this means the node density is too sparse to
support the connective constraint. So we simply increase/double the number of nodes in
the network topology until the number of connected nodes equals the number of nodes
in the topology. We then randomly choose connections with the intention of inducing
network congestion and further check whether RAODV can detect the location of the
network congestion and improve the performance in the random cases.
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Figure 10.17: Network topology of random network scenario I: 30 nodes on a disc of
radius 100 m. The red dots indicate the random positions of the nodes. The digits on
the right of each red dot are the ID number of the node.

10.3.2.1

Scenario I

In the first scenario, we place 30 nodes randomly on a disc of radius 100 m. Fig. 10.17
shows the network topology. Nodes around the centre of the disc are placed more densely
than in other regions since the network topology is constrained to be a connected graph.
Hence, nodes may be added in particular positions to avoid breaking connectivity, which
typically results in a higher node density in the centre.
In this experiment, we aim to validate the performance of RAODV, which is proposed
for the congested network situation. We then randomly choose several connections in the
dense region with a higher node density in the middle of this topology. We intend that
all the chosen connections can interfere with each other directly or indirectly to result
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in a network situation which is not that smooth. Here, we choose four connections
on purpose to reach the intention we discussed: node 27 sends data to 1, node 21
to 28, node 7 to 12 and node 6 to 26. Except for the connection from node 6 to
node 26, none of the other source-destination pairs can communicate directly with each
other. As shown in Fig. 10.17, the potential intermediate nodes for these sources and
destinations are located in the same region. This may result in the same “common”
intermediate nodes being chosen for some of the connections. Moreover, a certain number
of intermediate/source/destination nodes along the routes of all connections are within
the carrier sensing ranges or even the transmission ranges of others. Hence, we ensure
that these four connections can interfere with each other to cause a network situation
which is not very smooth.
Firstly, we set all connections run from 0.1 s to 100 s. Fig. 10.18 shows the total goodput
with RAODV and AODV. The total goodput with AODV features a couple of brief total
collapses but also periods where its goodput exceeds that of RAODV. We discuss the
result from three phases: Before 45 s, RAODV shows a small advantage. From 45 s
to 70 s, AODV has a higher goodput than RAODV. It then exhibits a similar goodput
trend as that of RAODV until the end of the simulation. During the whole simulation,
the goodput of RAODV fluctuates less than that of AODV. The overall goodput under
RAODV in this experiment is 49758750 bytes, and the overall goodput of AODV is
50578125 bytes.

Figure 10.18: Total goodput with RAODV and AODV in scenario I for the random
network with 30 nodes. RAODV shows a slight advantage at the beginning of the
simulation. However, AODV then has an obvious higher average goodput level during
the period between 45 s and 70 s.

To be more specific, we then check the goodput of each receiving node and the corresponding total goodput with RAODV and AODV separately. The results are shown in
Fig. 10.19 for RAODV and in Fig. 10.20 for AODV, respectively.
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Figure 10.19: RAODV in scenario I of the random network: Goodput of node 1, 12,
28, 26 and total goodput. Most nodes see relatively consistent goodput throughout,
with the exception of node 12. Node 1 only manages to monopolise the channel briefly.

Figure 10.20: AODV in scenario I of the random network: Goodput of node 1,
12, 28, 26 and total goodput. The goodput of all nodes fluctuates heavily, with node 1
claiming a comparatively larger share of the total than under RAODV. Node 28 goodput
collapses for dozens of seconds at a time.

Compared to Fig. 10.20, the goodput of each receiving node in Fig. 10.19 remains stable
during the simulation, except from about 24 s to 36 s, when node 28’s goodput briefly
collapses. However, neither protocol suits node 12, which receives almost no data (except
in the beginning), because the initial route to node 12 contains one more hop than the
other three connections. Moreover, it uses node 21 as an intermediate node to transmit
data which is also the source node for the connection from node 21 to node 28. This
may result in the relatively severe congestion for the connection from node 7 to 12.
The goodput of node 12 then collapses after only a few seconds and never recovers.
Inspection of the trace files reveals that, in Fig. 10.20, the receiving node 26 contributes
almost all of the total goodput from the beginning to about 15 s. Moreover, node 28
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goodput collapses for extended time periods under AODV, which corresponds to the
periods during which the goodput of AODV exceeds that of RAODV (from 45 s to
70 s), i.e., the extra goodput is “bought” at the expense of fairness. Compared with
node 26, the interference between the receiving node 28 and 1 has a stronger influence:
When the goodput of node 1 increases, it causes the corresponding total goodput to
increase as well.
In scenario I, with RAODV, each receiving node except node 12 (a “special” case)
maintains stable goodput values. However, it also means that more active connections
compete for the shared channel under RAODV than under AODV. In total, scenario I
does not show a significantly higher total goodput with RAODV. However, the nodes
share the channel more fairly with RAODV, which similar to the replication experiments shown in Section 10.1.1. The median goodput of all connections with RAODV is
9628125 bytes, while that with AODV is 7402500 bytes.

10.3.2.2

Scenario II

With the intention to see how reproducible the results of scenario I are, we then repeat
scenario I with the same number of nodes (30) in the same circle (100 m radius), but
with a new random placement of nodes by using UniformDiscPositionAllocator objects
(which is a more uniform distribution than RandomDiscPositionAllocator ) as discussed
in Section A.2.1. The new network topology is shown in Fig. 10.21. As in scenario I,
there are four connections: node 27 sends data to 1, node 21 sends data to 28, node 7
to 12 and node 6 to 26. All of them start from 0.1 s to 100 s. The result is shown in
Fig. 10.22. The overall goodput under RAODV in this scenario is 64123125 bytes, and
that of AODV is 66802500 bytes.
Comparing the goodput of AODV with that of RAODV, both reach high goodput levels,
but RAODV has many more short events during which goodput drops briefly, approximately once every second. In this topology as shown in Fig. 10.21, only node 27 can
communicate directly with its connection partner node 1, while all other three connections need to use intermediate nodes to forward data for them. However, the other three
connections do not seem to be able to find proper routes that allow them to successfully
deliver their data in full. RAODV detects and flags that unsuitable intermediate nodes
exist in the current routes, but there are no suitable replacement nodes to replace the
unsuitable ones in this scenario. Hence, RAODV keeps sending multiple RNOT messages during the whole process and causes network overload/delay, which manifests as
the brief goodput drops in Fig. 10.22. In this scenario, there are many backoffs during
the whole simulation. This may result from the frequent RREQ broadcasts since no
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Figure 10.21: Network topology of network scenario II: 30 nodes on a disc of radius
100 m as in scenario I, but with a fresh choice of random positions.

proper route for the other three connections gets to transmit data, regardless of whether
we use AODV or RAODV.
We also note here that in scenario II, the goodput of the receiving node 1 makes up
almost the entire the total goodput, regardless of whether AODV or RAODV is used.
With AODV, only node 1 and node 26 can receive data, while only node 12 cannot receive
any data under RAODV. The median overall goodput under RAODV is 135938 bytes,
and under AODV is 179062 bytes.

10.3.2.3

Scenario III

We then return to the topology of scenario I in Fig. 10.17. We retain the same three
connections as in scenario I, but adjust the starting time of each connection so the
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Figure 10.22: Total goodput with RAODV and AODV in scenario II with 30 nodes
randomly placed in new positions. The goodput of RAODV peaks at the same goodput
level as that of AODV. While AODV is relatively stable at this level, RAODV has
regular brief backoffs during the entire experiment.

connections start one by one. Here, we intend to check how AODV and RAODV work
under the interference of the newly added connection.
We set node 27 to send data to node 1 from 0.1 s to 100 s; node 21 sends data to 28
from 30 s to 100 s, and node 6 sends data to 26 from 50 s to 100 s. Fig. 10.23 shows the
total goodput with RAODV and AODV.

Figure 10.23: Total goodput with RAODV and AODV in scenario III for the random
network with 30 nodes. The total goodput with RAODV starts with a few extremely
low goodput values and increases with a relatively high level from about 15 s. It then
drops after another connection starts to transmit data at 30 s. After a stable stage,
it continues to decrease a little bit after 65 s and follows with an increase after 90 s.
However, with AODV, the total goodput only has a stable high level during the period
from about 55 s to 80 s, which is more or less smaller than that of RAODV.

Before 30 s, only one connection from node 27 to node 1 uses the channel for data
transmission. AODV selects node 4 as the intermediate node to forward data. However,
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the distance between node 4 and the source node 27 is about 45 m, which significantly
exceeds the distance threshold as discussed in Section 10.2. Node 1 receives almost no
data from node 27, and the receiving node 1 has nearly no contribution to the total
goodput. Unlike in scenario I, all of four connections in scenario I start from 0.1 s. Due
to the interference with the other three connections, the connection from node 27 to
node 1 has no chance to use node 4 productively as an intermediate node, and even if
the connection selects node 4 in the beginning, the route will change later. All in all,
before 30 s, the total goodput with AODV is nearly zero.
On the other hand, before 30 s, the total goodput (which is also the goodput of the
receiving node 1) with RAODV achieves a high level from about 15 s. This presumably
results from the adjustment of the unsuitable route by RAODV. As there are several
potentially suitable nodes that could replace the unsuitable intermediate node and send
the RNOT message in the network, RAODV may take a little bit longer here.
After 30 s, node 21 begins to send data to node 28. With RAODV, the total goodput
decreases because both of these two connections compete for the shared channel. Node 1
suffers from moderate congestion here. The third connection from node 6 to node 26
starts from 50 s, and these three connections begin to share the channel in a much fairer
way. The total goodput with RAODV continues to decrease at 70 s. This may result
from node 1 encountering heavy congestion at about 70 s and then recovering from
around 90 s.
With AODV, the total goodput only achieves high values between 55 s and about 80 s,
with all connections starting to transmit data. AODV also may not choose the proper
intermediate node for the route from node 21 to 28, which causes a fierce competition
with the other two connections. Traffic to node 28 then begins to dominate the channel
from about 55 s until 80 s, which contributes to the total goodput. The distance between
the source node 6 and the destination node 26 is just beyond the distance threshold.
The signal between them is not strong enough to compete for the shared channel in this
complex topology, so node 26 hardly receives any data either.
In scenario III, we staggered the starting times of the connections one by one to validate
the performance of RAODV. RAODV can be assumed to adjust/repair the problem/congested route properly. The result shows that the total goodput of RAODV for the
whole simulation significantly exceeds that of AODV.
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Scenario IV

In this scenario, we double the number of connections in the same 30 node random network topology and then apply both RAODV and AODV to validate RAODV’s performance. Based on scenario III, we then randomly choose/add another three connections
(on the top of the right of the other three connections as in the previous scenario) as a
group in this topology: node 18 sends data to 23 from 0.1 s to 100 s, node 7 to 0 from
30 s to 100 s and node 5 to 29 from 50 s to 100 s. Fig. 10.24 shows the result.

Figure 10.24: Total goodput with RAODV and AODV in scenario IV for the random
network with 30 nodes and double the number of connections. With RAODV, the
goodput attains a high level from about 20 s. With AODV, on the other hand, the
goodput only achieves high values from 30 s. During the whole process, RAODV has a
higher goodput level than AODV.

In scenario IV, two connections start to transmit data from 0.1 s: the connection from
node 27 to 1 and another connection from node 18 to 23. Since these two connections
interfere with each other, RAODV takes slightly longer than in scenario III to achieve a
high goodput from about 15 s with similar values and an increasing trend as in Fig. 10.24.
In particular, the total goodput goes almost entirely to the receiving node 1. As shown
in Fig. 10.17, no suitable intermediate node (both node 3 and node 0 are beyond the
distance threshold) exists between node 18 and 23. Node 23 can still receive data from
node 18 via the intermediate node 3. The signal between the nodes is not strong enough
because the distance between the intermediate node and the destination is over the
distance threshold. RAODV is able to replace with a suitable node for the connection
from node 27 to node 1, however, but this happens slightly later than in scenario III
(Fig. 10.24) due to the interference from the connection from node 18 to 23.
After 30 s, another two connections start to transmit data: the connection from node 21
to 28 as in the last scenario and the connection from node 7 to node 0. As discussed
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for scenario III, the total goodput with RAODV then drops because the shared channel
is competed for by the other connections from 30 s onwards. The total goodput with
RAODV then remains stable until around 90 s and increases to almost the same level
as in the beginning. This is caused by the goodput of the receiving node 0 collapsing
under heavy congestion at about 90 s, while traffic to the receiving node 1 as one of its
competitors grabs the channel and increases the total goodput as well.
With AODV, the total goodput first achieves high values after 30 s. As in the last
discussion of RAODV and as discussed in scenario III, AODV presumably fails to find
proper routes for the connections from node 27 to 1 and node 18 to 23, so they cannot
successfully transfer data. Hence, the total goodput with AODV is minuscule before
30 s. After another two connections start from 30 s, the total goodput with AODV has
two short higher value periods. It then achieves stable high goodput values after all the
connections start at 50 s. These are still a little lower than those with RAODV.
In conclusion, scenario IV doubles the number of connections in scenario III. While this
improves the total goodput with AODV over that in scenario III since more connections
can contribute to the total goodput, the total goodput with RAODV still exceeds the
total goodput with AODV during almost the entire simulation.
We then replicate this scenario with the different run number from 2 to 10 to compare
the performance with AODV and RAODV, and the experiment results are shown in
Table. 10.1. Note that the network topology, which includes the location of each node
and the node density, changed as the run number increases for each run. This may also
break the network topology as a connected graph, which was the initial intention as discussed above. This means certain nodes in the network may not be able to communicate
with certain other nodes. The connections and the start time of each connection are the
same as those in scenario IV. However, the connections may interfere with each other,
and cause the network data packet transfer to be less smooth than in the initial network
topology. In some cases, even the sources of the connections cannot communicate with
the destinations. Moreover, we cannot expect that suitable neighbour nodes will always
exist in these replications.
If RAODV detects that the current route is not suitable to transmit data smoothly, it
then tries to adjust the unsuitable intermediate nodes for the data transmissions if a
suitable neighbour node exists. This happens in run number 2 and 3 as the replication
results in Table. 10.1 show: The total goodput under RAODV is much higher than
that under AODV. However, if the connection can transmit data normally or there is
no suitable replacement intermediate node, then the “unnecessary” routing protocol
messages may impair the network performance, as happens in run number 6 and 7: The
total goodput under RAODV here is a bit lower than that under AODV.
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Table 10.1: Replication experiment result for scenario IV: Total goodput under
RAODV and AODV. The corresponding average total goodput under RAODV is
41575208.3 bytes, and under AODV is 40719166.7 bytes.

Run num
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10.3.2.5

Total goodput (RAODV)
17512500 bytes
2501250 bytes
46771875 bytes
33530625 bytes
69078750 bytes
58087500 bytes
67286250 bytes
13245000 bytes
66163125 bytes

Total goodput (AODV)
67500 bytes
180000 bytes
48474375 bytes
29671875 bytes
71332500 bytes
62394375 bytes
68130000 bytes
17746875 bytes
68475000 bytes

Connected graph
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Scenario V

After the above serial scenarios, we then double the number of nodes on a larger disc to
check the performance of RAODV.
In scenario V, we double the number of nodes in Fig. 10.17 from 30 to 60. Here, we
intend to design both of the network topologies with the same node density to compare
the network performance. So the corresponding disc in scenario V has a radius 141 m,
as shown in Fig. 10.25, and hence twice the area of that in Fig. 10.17 with radius 100 m.
We again require the nodes in the network topology to form a connected graph.
To give the connections more choice in terms of route options, we choose two groups of
connections in the centre of the topology.
• Group one: Node 21 sends data to node 41 from 0.1 s to 100 s. Node 53 sends
data to node 59 from 30 s to 100 s. Node 42 sends data to node 7 from 50 s to
100 s;
• Group two: Node 2 sends data to node 12 from 0.1 s to 100 s. Node 27 sends data
to node 6 from 30 s to 100 s. Node 44 sends data to node 35 from 50 s to 100 s.

The total goodput results for RAODV and AODV are shown in Fig. 10.26: RAODV
outperforms AODV here after 60 s when all connections have started.
In conclusion, RAODV using the congestion detection algorithm with the additional
entropy threshold algorithm can notify congestion or even an unsuitable intermediate
node which has been chosen by the routing protocol. Moreover, if the monitoring neighbour node is suitable to replace the intermediate node that is presumed congested or
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Figure 10.25: The random network topology of scenario V: 60 nodes randomly placed
on a disc of radius 141 m. The red dots indicate the random positions of the nodes.
This disc covers twice the area of the one in the previous scenarios.

unsuitable, RAODV can repair/change the current route locally to relieve the network
congestion and improve the performance. However, as a neighbour of the congested
node, the suitable intermediate node used for replacement is normally within the carrier
sensing range or even the transmission range of the congested node/area. They may still
need to share and compete for the same channel. Hence, unless the node is congested
because of the interference from other connections, the replacement neighbour may be
able to relieve the network congestion.
Hence, in order to avoid the affected area, we may consider to directly use another
route without any congested intermediate nodes as far as possible for data delivery. As
introduced in Section 8.3.1.2, we initially design a dual-route algorithm for RAODV
to provide a backup route. However, the backup route cannot be guaranteed to avoid
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Figure 10.26: Total goodput of AODV and RAODV in random network scenario V
with 60 nodes. After all connections start to transmit data for 10 s, the total goodput
of RAODV exceeds that of AODV.

congestion or kept alive when it is used. Also, there is also no guarantee that a backup
route will not be affected by congestion.
So, instead of providing an extra backup route in the routing table during the route
discovery process as introduced in Section 8.3.1.2, we may instead establish a bypass
route only when the route is actually needed. Hence, we further propose an additional
algorithm (the bypass route algorithm) for RAODV to resolve congestion by providing a
bypass route for the source-destination pair (when required) after RAODV detects congestion during the route maintenance process. RAODV uses this bypass route algorithm
if the primary route is affected. In doing so, RAODV needs to avoid impairment from
the congested area. Compared to the dual-route algorithm that provides the backup
route upfront, the bypass route algorithm can save unnecessary overhead in the network
if the backup route is never needed, e.g., by storing fewer entries for backup routes in the
routing tables, and handle fewer RREP packets for the establishment of backup routes.

10.3.3

The additional algorithm: bypass route algorithm

As discussed above, instead of just replacing the congested intermediate node by the
proper monitoring neighbour, we propose an additional algorithm to find a bypass route,
which is also initiated via the monitoring neighbour. With this algorithm, we intend to
avoid the congested area as far as possible. This could work better if the alternative
path is potentially far removed from the original congested path (and the congested area
is not near the source and the destination). Hence, the bypass route discovery algorithm
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is based on the theory of RREQ message broadcasting modification as introduced in
Section 8.3.1.1.

10.3.3.1

Bypass route algorithm

Combined with the RREQ message broadcasting modification, the process of the algorithm is as follows:
• Monitoring node:
If the monitoring node detects that the entropy of its neighbour reaches the entropy
threshold, and
1. the neighbour node is the source node of the current congested connection,
and
2. the monitoring node is not involved in the current congested connection,
the monitoring node will send an RNOT message to the source node to notify it
that the current route to the destination is congested.
If the monitoring node receives an RREQ message from the source node, it will
send it to its idle neighbours.
• The source node (of the congested connection):
If the node receives an RNOT message, it will first check whether the notifying
node is suitable to initiate the bypass route discovery process. If the notifying
node is idle and within the direction zone, the source node will create an RREQ
message and send it to the notifying node.
If there are multiple notifying nodes and RAODV cannot determine which notifying node is the most suitable one, RAODV will create multiple RREQ messages
with the same destination sequence number and send them to the notifying nodes
one by one. The RREQ messages with the same destination will be resent to the
idle neighbours until they are received by the destination node.
• Other nodes:
If a node receives an RREQ message, it will resend the RREQ to its idle neighbours
(and so on) until the destination has been reached.
• If the source node receives an RREP message back (as in AODV), this means that
a bypass route has been found. The source node will then update its routing table
entry for the destination with the information of the fresh destination sequence
number and transmit data to the destination via this route to prevent network
congestion.
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Validation experiment

We then design a network topology to validate whether the bypass route algorithm could
relieve network congestion, which compares the performance with RAODV (the bypass
route algorithm) and AODV.
Here, we change the EnergyDetectionThreshold and CcaMode1Threshold in ns3 in order to shrink the carrier sensing range. We set the EnergyDetectionThreshold and
CcaMode1Threshold to −96 dBm and −99 dBm, respectively. The carrier sensing range
is now about 20 m less than that using the previous parameters. Another point that
must be mentioned is that if the distance between the communication nodes is above
40 m, the range at which a node could detect their carrier reliably is slightly larger than
the determined carrier sensing range.
• Topology design
A condition for the additional bypass route algorithm to succeed is that enough potential replacement intermediate nodes exist for the source-destination pair. Maintaining the condition that any two nodes must be able to communicate with each
other in the network as in the previous experiment topology design, in this section,
we apply RAODV in a uniform density network and compare its performance with
AODV.
A uniform density network is a network with a uniform distribution of nodes
and each node (except nodes on the boundary of the topology) in this network
topology has the same number of direct neighbours. This allows each node to
communicate data to any other node in this network directly or indirectly. Also,
the adjacent connections can directly or indirectly interfere with each other, which
will largely influence the choice of intermediate nodes along the route. Moreover,
each congested source node in this topology has the same probability of being
notified by one of its (suitable) neighbour nodes (under RAODV). This design
means that if we configure more than one connection in the same region of the
topology, the connections may interfere with each other or their key nodes (where
applicable) may be busy and cause congestion; however, RAODV should always
be able to find a (suitable) neighbour node in these cases to notify and discover a
bypass route for the route that is presumed congested.
The classical uniform density network is the mesh/grid network topology in ns3.
Many studies [50, 95–97] use grid network topologies as the foundation topology to
study wireless networks. Here, we use a 64-node mesh network topology, shown in
Fig. 10.27, which is also often referred to as a grid 64 network topology. We configure the distance between each node in each row/column to be 40 m. Hence, the
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distance between neighbouring nodes along the diagonal is about 56.6 m (within
the carrier sensing range). Each node can thus directly communicate with its (up
to) four local neighbours horizontally and vertically across. This gives each node in
the network topology the choice of more than one route during the route discovery
process. We then configure the following simple/basic scenario for this topology
to compare the performance of RAODV and AODV.
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Figure 10.27: Grid 64 network topology: Each node can transmit data to its up
to four local neighbours directly. The arrows in this topology show the transmission
direction from the node at the start of the arrow to the node at the tip. The solid
black arrow shows the basic one hop connection and the dashed black arrows merely
indicate two of the possible routes with the shortest number of hops from the source to
the destination.

As shown in Fig. 10.27, we place the primary connection in the centre of the
topology, which could corresponding have many more route choices during the
route discovery process: node 34 thus sends data to 21 from 0.1 s to 100 s. Based on
the shortest hop count theory inherited from AODV, multiple alternative choices
for the transmission from the source node 34 to the destination node 21 exist.
Two of these alternatives are shown as dashed black arrows in the figure. If
the primary connection is unaffected by congestion, the source node may choose
node 26 and onward node 18 as its downstream intermediate nodes leading to the
destination node 21. In order to induce congestion for the primary connection
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without interfering directly with the data transmissions of source node 34, we
set up another interference connection sending data from node 1 to 2 from 30 s
to 100 s. In this scenario, the transmission from node 1 to 2 can interfere with
the data transmission via node 26 and node 18 and thus cause congestion for the
primary connection indirectly.
We then adjust the previous entropy threshold to make it more suitable for the
current parameters in the scenario. The entropy threshold needs to be updated
to be sensitive to congestion based on the simulation configuration. In this stage,
we do not propose a mechanism to determine the threshold dynamically. This is
a somewhat difficult problem that still needs to be overcome, and we will discuss
this in the conclusion chapter. The bypass route algorithm actually aims for the
long hop count connection to bypass the congested area. Since the carrier sensing range is much larger than the transmission range, a connection with a small
number of hops cannot easily bypass a congested area by a different route even if
such a route exists. A connection with a large hop count also takes longer than a
connection with fewer hops to achieve stable data transmission. Hence, firstly, we
set an initial entropy threshold which is 0.14 bits/packet. To obtain a corresponding accurate value for EEvalue (estimated entropy value, discussed in Chapter 9),
we use the 20th EEvalue = EEvalue/0.93. This supplementary entropy threshold
algorithm works like this: If the initial entropy is larger than the initial entropy
threshold, it roughly means that this connection has a “large” number of hops
which may bypass the congested area via a different route. As discussed in Chapter 9: The two scenarios there reflect the maximum number of hops without serious
self-interference and the minimum number of hops with serious self-interference.
“Large” means there is possible to have another path to bypass the congested area
as far as possible. If the final EEvalue after estimations exceeds 0.14 bits/packet
and we have currententropyvalue−EEvalue > 0.02 bits/packet, we presume that
congestion has occurred.
• Experiment result
With AODV, the result is shown in Fig. 10.28. Before 30 s, as the only receiver
in the network topology, node 21 steadily begins to receive data after 20 s. Here,
the receiving node 21 takes a long time to receive data that may result from the
connection establishment (because of multiple choices for the route discovery).
Because the transmission along the route via the intermediate nodes 26 and 18
can interfere with the data received by node 2, these two connections need to
compete for the same shared channel. Since the primary connection has many
more hops than the single hop connection from node 1 to 2, the latter connection
is more competitive. The goodput received by node 2 thus contributes almost all
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Figure 10.28: AODV in the scenario used to verify the bypass route algorithm in the
grid 64 network: Goodput of node 21, 2 and total goodput. Node 21 starts to receive
a high goodput level from 20 s. After node 1 begins to transmit data to node 2 from
30 s, these two connections take turns in occupying the shared channel. However, they
do not share the channel fairly, and goodput destined for node 2 occupies the channel
most of the time.

of the total goodput from the start of this connection to the end of the simulation.
To be more specific, after node 1 starts to transmit data to node 2 from 30 s, the
goodput of node 21 collapses while the goodput of node 2 takes over with the high
goodput vales until about 61 s. During the period from about 61 s to 67 s, the
goodput of node 21 briefly occupies some of the shared channel while the goodput
of node 2 temporarily collapses. The goodput of node 2 then recovers back to the
high values from the period up to around 61 s. This remains stable for a similar
period as that before 61 s, when the goodput of node 21 then starts to grab the
shared channel at the end of the simulation again. Note that the goodput drop
of node 2 at around 60 s may do not appear in other replications with different
run numbers. But here, we only aim to compare the performance based on this
scenario.
In conclusion, with AODV, these two connections need to share the same channel
because they can interfere with each other’s transmissions. AODV cannot take
action to relieve congestion, such as adjusting the congested route.
We then apply RAODV: the result is shown in Fig. 10.29.
Each connection has stable high goodput values from its start time until the end
of the simulation. After 30 s (when node 1 starts to transmit data to node 2),
the goodput of node 21 briefly drops and then returns to a stable high level.
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Figure 10.29: RAODV in the scenario to verify the bypass route algorithm in the grid
64 network: Goodput of node 21, 2 and total goodput. Both of the two connections
can smoothly transmit data without interfering with each other. Both of the receiving
nodes stably maintain a high goodput level. Hence, the corresponding total goodput is
higher than with AODV. The overall goodput under RAODV here is 56876250 bytes,
and the overall goodput of AODV is 46905000 bytes in Fig. 10.28.

When RAODV detects congestion to the source node, the monitoring neighbour
will notify the source node, which then restarts a route discovery to find a bypass
route to avoid congestion for the transmission. If RAODV works, the potential
congestion will be avoided and each connection can transmit data smoothly as
Fig. 10.29 shows.
The bypass route algorithm, however, works only if enough replacement intermediate
nodes exist for the establishment of a bypass route. Otherwise, RAODV cannot help
the network to resolve congestion even if it has already detected that congestion has
occurred.

10.3.4

Average performance comparison of random network topology

RAODV aims to use a “suitable” neighbour node to detect and manage congestion
in ad hoc networks. Hence, the node density and the neighbour node location are
essential points for RAODV. In order to validate whether RAODV works under network
congestion, the RAODV validation experiments discussed above are designed to let the
network situation is not that smooth for TCP data delivery while “suitable” neighbour
nodes exist for congestion detection and relief (as scenarios in Section 10.3.2).
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Figure 10.30: Total goodput comparison under RAODV and AODV in scenario one
with a different number of connections.

In this section, we intend to replicate the random network topology experiments in
Section 10.3.2 without purposefully designed network situations like that for scenarios
in Section 10.3.2. Instead of randomly choosing connections in the centre of the network
topology, we choose different numbers of connections and compare with the total goodput
under both RAODV and AODV.
This section uses the random network topology Fig. 10.17 as scenario one and Fig. 10.21
as scenario two, and these experiment simulation parameters are configured as those for
Grid 64 network topology discussed above. In these scenarios, we increase the number
of connections until each node can act as a terminal of a connection. The number
of connections increases from 3 to 15. In this case, we choose the source node of a
connection from node 29 and the corresponding destination node from node 0. E.g.,
the first connection chooses node 0 as the destination and node 29 as its source. The
destination of the second connection is node 1, and its source is node 28 and so on.
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 10.30 and Fig. 10.31.
Most of the total goodput under RAODV is higher than that under AODV in Fig. 10.30.
However, the total goodput under RAODV does not offer much advantage over that
under AODV in Fig. 10.31. As discussed in the random network topology in Fig. 10.17,
nodes are placed more densely in the centre of the network topology. This results in
more serious interference between connections than in the topology in Fig. 10.21, and
causes more serious congestion. Moreover, “suitable” neighbour nodes are more likely to
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Figure 10.31: Total goodput comparison under RAODV and AODV in scenario two
with a different number of connections.

exist in the centre (Fig. 10.17) than in other regions (Fig. 10.21). This also seems to be
reflected in the experiment results: Both total goodput under RAODV and AODV rise
with the increase in the number of connections from very low levels in Fig. 10.30. The
peak values of the total goodput in Fig. 10.31 are much higher than those in Fig. 10.30.
In conclusion, as discussed for simulation experiments above, we see improved performance in some of the scenarios. However, these are preliminary results that need further
work in other large scenarios. These are concluded in the next chapter.

11
Conclusions

This thesis applied an entropy estimator to detect congestion in the ad hoc network and
proposed a new routing protocol, RAODV, based on the AODV routing protocol, to
further handle the congestion problem in ad hoc networks.

11.1

RAODV

Due to the features of ad hoc networks, we proposed handling congestion from unaffected
third party nodes. An ad hoc network working as a multiple-hop wireless network needs
other nodes to act as intermediate nodes to forward data for communications outside
a node’s transmission range. This results in certain nodes being located in “hotspots”
becoming key nodes that have a much higher probability to become congested than
other nodes.
This thesis focused on detecting the congested node/route and on relieving the network congestion by bypassing the “hot” locations of the key nodes. For this purpose,
this thesis proposed RAODV, a proper network routing protocol to avoid the (potentially) congested nodes and/or the affected area by repairing impaired routes or even by
establishing a new route for the currently affected connection.
RAODV builds on AODV, a proactive routing protocol designed under consideration
of ad hoc network characteristics. Under AODV, each node contains a neighbour table
and routing table with the information about the next hop for the destination and the
source. Moreover, every node periodically exchanges Hello messages with its neighbours
to update its neighbour information. All the control messages, including RREQ, RREP
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and RERR, are used for the route discovery and route maintenance. RAODV adds
an entropy estimator (T-entropy) for network congestion detection, which has a low
computational complexity with the flott utility algorithm. RAODV then uses an entropy threshold algorithm to determine the congestion status for each node. Moreover,
RAODV also includes a congestion avoidance algorithm and combines it with a local
repair modification algorithm and a bypass route algorithm to relieve congestion. With
the entropy threshold algorithm, RAODV can detect congested/distance intermediate
nodes, notify the corresponding function nodes to take action and further avoid the affected nodes/area if suitable alternatives exist. However, RAODV still needs more work
on how to apply the local repair modification algorithm and the bypass route algorithm
seamlessly to provide a better performance under all circumstances.

11.2

Results

In this thesis, we simulated the network scenarios under study with the ns3 simulator
as IEEE 802.11b networks. Based on the concepts and mechanisms of 802.11b and
the configuration of the parameters in ns3, this thesis designed a corresponding ns3
configuration for our ad hoc networks. This configuration was used not only to run the
ns3 simulations for the more complex ad hoc network experiments successfully as we
required, but it was also used to design the distance testing experiments to determine
the critical distances we subsequently used in ns3 simulations: the transmission range
and the carrier sensing range.
The critical distances not only helped us to explain and analyse network situations and
experiment results for designed network topologies. They were also crucial in finding
the entropy threshold for RAODV, one of the fundamental goals in this thesis. These
distance testing experiments also highlighted that, other than resulting from the direct
contention for the same finite resource, congestion could also occur from the other connections’ interference. So we may need to adjust the critical distances to obtain results
for comparisons under RAODV and AODV. This may include shrinking the corresponding carrier sensing range compared to the transmission range by ignoring low power
carriers, in order to decrease the impairment from the other connections’ interference
so we can validate the ability of RAODV to relieve congestion. The critical distances
observed in our experiments also revealed that ns3 cannot implement the classic hidden
node problem in a Friis free space propagation model because the natural carrier sensing
range always exceeds twice the transmission range.
Corresponding to the research questions in Chapter 1, the main novel results of this
thesis are:
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1. Chapter 6 introduced a second key concept: the use of unaffected neighbour nodes
to handle congestion. Generally speaking, congested nodes are short of the very
capacity they need in order to communicate and sort out the congestion situation
with their upstream and downstream nodes. The use of neighbour nodes is a novel
concept compared to other previous work on congestion in ad hoc networks, which
used the congested nodes to manage congestion from detection and notification of
other nodes to congestion resolution.
RAODV, on the other hand, handles the whole process via the corresponding
actions of the third party neighbour node. The central idea of RAODV is that
the monitoring node detects the congestion status for its neighbours, notifies these
neighbours about their congestion status and gets them to check the congestion
status of their downstream nodes. If congestion happens on an active route, the
monitoring node then tries to fix the congested route if it can serve as a replacement
for the congested node after the monitoring node’s neighbour confirms that its
downstream node is congested.
2. Based on the theory that if congestion occurs, TCP packets will be retransmitted
with the repeated TCP sequence numbers. This thesis showed how to analyse
network congestion via T-entropy and designed a T-entropy congestion detection
system based on a combo sliding window. Compared with the network performance metrics goodput and retransmission rate, this thesis uses entropy because
goodput is difficult to compute in a scenario with many retransmissions. We need
to keep track of what has been received and what has not, and retransmission rate
similarly requires us to store information on which packets we have seen before.
This thesis designed a number of hidden node simulation experiments with asymmetric networks and confirmed that T-entropy could measure congestion in ad hoc
networks.
The T-entropy congestion detection system proposed here can in principle also be
applied to analyse congestion outside the context of a routing protocol in other
kinds of networks, such as any wireless or even wired network with TCP data
transmission.
3. Any congestion detection algorithm requires some concept of a threshold based
on one or more observables that, when exceeded, indicates that congestion has
occurred. This thesis analysed congestion in different scenarios in ad hoc networks.
Based on this analysis, it determined different entropy thresholds for different cases
and proposed an associated entropy threshold algorithm for congestion detection
in ad hoc networks. This algorithm may be applied in any routing protocols
regardless of whether it is proactive or reactive.
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Based on the simulation configuration in our entropy and goodput comparison
experiments, we first found that the goodput of a connection with a large count
of hops has severe TCP backoffs even if no other connections exist in the network.
We determined entropy thresholds for cases where such self-interference exists. If
the entropy threshold algorithm detects that the current network is congested,
RAODV can then take action to relieve network congestion. However, if a connection starts in an already congested network, the entropy threshold algorithm
cannot efficiently identify whether congestion in the connection is caused by selfinterference or not. In this thesis, we used three consecutively identical entropy
values to represent congestion in this scenario: These happen when no new data
could be collected for the entropy estimator, i.e., when the TCP flow stopped
as a result of congestion. We also roughly added an extra entropy threshold, a
relatively high entropy value, works after 5 s as a supplementary. If the current
entropy value exceeds the extra added entropy threshold after 5 s, congestion is
roughly assumed to occur. The parameter values’ set depends on how sensitive
the congestion detection in a scenario needs to be.

4. AODV, as a shortest-hop routing protocol, in order to minimise the number of
hops, it may thus select a distant neighbour as the next hop. However, if the
distance between two communicating nodes is too large, data may not be fully
transferred to the receiver side. For this reason, Chapter 10 further supplemented
RAODV by considering the influence of hop distance. Larger hop distances may be
a problem in many kinds of wireless networks because the strength of the received
signal drops with the square of the distance.
Our RAODV validation experiments with large hop distances demonstrate that
it is not enough merely to bypass the congestion area by replacing the congested
intermediate node: As the carrier sensing range is much larger than the transmission range, it is difficult to avoid impairment from the congested node/area by
only replacing it with one suitable alternative intermediate node. Hence, instead
of implementing a classic dual-route algorithm as discussed in Section 8.3.1.2, we
then modified RAODV to include an additional bypass route algorithm. This algorithm mitigates congestion by finding a bypass route once congestion is detected
and notified to the source node.
There are also several limitations of RAODV, as follows:

• Energy consumption:
Given that each node needs to calculate entropy for each of its neighbours all the
time even if it never gets to act as a relieving neighbour, the computation of the
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entropy contributes to the drain on a node’s power source. Using combo windows
and the (linear) FLOTT algorithm, this contribution is constant, however.
However, compared to the consequence of congestion (drain from futile retransmissions), this additional drain may well be acceptable. Also, in 802.11 wireless
networks, nodes already need to listen to the shared channel before data transmission to determine whether other neighbour nodes are transmitting data. Moreover,
if a node is out of the “active” area, which means that no data transmission takes
place within its carrier sensing range, we then change its state to Sleep to save its
energy. So, this node does not need to monitor any neighbour nodes, and no data
exists for this node to calculate entropy.
In the thesis, energy consumption was not a consideration, however.
• Congestion threshold:
Determining a congestion threshold at runtime/in a dynamical fashion is a somewhat difficult problem that really still needs to be overcome.
In this thesis, we use several thresholds under simplified scenarios and try to identify congestion accurately in short timeframes, by comparing entropy variations of
a connection with and without other interfering traffic in networks. However, the
nodes really need to learn what “normal” entropy looks like around them before
any thresholds can be set. Hence, we may still consider a comparison with the
initial entropy pattern, such as entropy mean/variance, to determine congestion
(in future work).

11.3

Future work

RAODV defines a “direction zone” and sends RREQ messages to uncongested neighbours within this area. However, at this stage, we merely consider it from the perspective
of the nodes’ locations relative to each other and do not implement it with an accurate
algorithm yet. The basic idea for this algorithm is:
1. Each node knows its own position.
2. Nodes need to make their position known to their neighbours in whose direction
zone they may be located.
3. The direction information needs to be propagated, so a node knows in which
direction to find a remote destination. RAODV does not have any mechanism
by which this information is maintained or exchanged in its current incarnation,
however.
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We then also presume that the direction zone is only defined as a broadcast direction.
In order to prevent interfering with any nodes outside the broadcast direction, we may
consider using the beamforming and turn only to those nodes within the direction. For
example, only nodes that have received an RREQ message between 30 degrees and
120 degrees/east-northeast of the destination node can rebroadcast the received RREQ
message if they do not have a route to the destination. In this case, we need to add an
extra field to the RREQ packet to store the position of the destination. Each node that
receives an RREQ message needs to calculate the direction to the destination. In this
thesis, we only restrict the direction condition at the notifying neighbour node: If the
notifying neighbour node is located in a suitable direction to the destination, the source
node sends a new RREQ message to this notifying node. This already helps us to save
a part of the broadcasting load in the first step. However, all these proposed/assumed
algorithms for the direction zone have the potential impact that no RREQ message can
actually reach to the required destination. Restricting the RREQ broadcast modification
may result in the RREQ broadcast being interrupted if the only neighbour for one hop
is just outside the direction zone.
As Chapter 10 described, we have relatively good preliminary results in certain scenarios.
E.g., disc experiments demonstrate better performance under RAODV; the grid experiment validated that RAODV has the ability to bypass the congested area if enough
nodes exist to support RAODV to rebuild a bypass route. However, the small number
of disc experiment in scenario II also demonstrated that if no suitable replacement intermediate node exists, RAODV keeps sending notification messages in the network, which
increases the routing protocol overhead and network load and impairs the network performance. We thus still need a methodology to stop these unnecessary routing control
message responses.
Moreover, we still need further work in other large scenarios, especially in dense networks
with severe congestion. In principle, RAODV may work effectively since RAODV could
have the ability to provide a backup route or an alternative uncongested node and
potentially avoid the congested area/node as far as possible. Also, we may need to
consider further how to combine the local repair modification algorithm more seamlessly
with the bypass route algorithm to provide better performance.
Another point for the validation experiments is that the carrier sensing range discussed in
this thesis forces the alternative route to go far around the congested area, which causes
RAODV does not get to work properly. In this scenario, either no enough nodes exist
outside the carrier sensing range for an alternative or too many nodes along the route
that could result in a serious self-interference. Hence, we may consider the following two
potential features in future work:
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• Power control: Nodes operate with the workable minimum amount of power that
is required to communicate with the next hop to reduce the interference with other
connections.
For example, the 802.11h WiFi standard provides Transmit Power Control (TPC)
that can reduce the transmit power to have a minimum interference between systems/devices to achieve a better network performance [98]. However, 802.11h is
not currently implemented in ns3.
Moreover, the transmit power control mechanism has already been studied [99–
102], which also could be referenced in future work.
• Beamforming is a technology that focuses a signal to be transmitted in one specific
direction, which can isolate the collision domain and reduce interference [103].
This thesis assumes simulations with non-directional transmissions, which contribute significantly to both self-interference and to a large carrier detection range
either side of the congested route. Beamforming could help to resolve these issues.
However, beamforming is also not supported in ns3 yet.

In conclusion, future work should still look at other WiFi versions and communication
systems that incorporate these features.
Last but not least, we discuss whether RAODV could be extended to UDP data transmission. This thesis actually uses T-entropy for congestion detection, whose input data
is based on two features of TCP: packet sequence numbers and retransmissions. But
UDP does not have sequence numbers, so we cannot compute an entropy for UDP here.
Instead of entropy, we could however consider the rate at which payload arrives for UDP.
Instead of sending data packets continuously, we may also consider having a user protocol that regulates how many UDP packets a node can send. But for simplicity, we could
probably define a maximum number of data packets that a node can send without any
congestion. If the rate is lower than a defined threshold, we may consider congestion
here. On the other hand, RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) [104] over UDP can provide sequence numbers for transmitted packets. We can use the loss detection of RTP
to detect congestion, e.g., a node monitors its neighbour node (except a source node)
that forwards/sends packets or receives packets without increasing the sequence number as expected. If no congestion occurs and UDP packets are transmitted smoothly,
the sequence numbers of packets will increase normally and the differences between the
sequence numbers should behave as under TCP. Hence, entropy could still be used to
detect congestion in such UDP traffic. Moreover, the congestion relief algorithms of
RAODV can also be applied in a network with UDP traffic.
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All in all, RAODV could be a promising routing protocol to handle congestion in ad
hoc networks. Also, the modified algorithms used in RAODV could theoretically be
used to modify other routing protocols to resolve congestion problems for TCP data
transmission. E.g., the congestion detection algorithm based on the entropy threshold
algorithm could be applied in other protocols. The local repair modification algorithm
could be used in other routing protocols that store the information for the next hop
to replace an intermediate node along a route. Even if the routing protocol’s routing
table entry does not contain next hop information, we can still add an extra field to the
routing table entry to record the next hop in the first step. The bypass route algorithm
is also suitable for other routing protocols to re-initiate the route discovery process at
the source during the route maintenance process.

A
Ns3 Simulator

As a discrete event network simulation, ns3 is configured using C++ code and built using
Python. It describes the components in real networks as objects with the corresponding
parameters and behaviours.

A.1

Introduction of simulation tools: ns3

In ns3, one essential concept is the model . A model is the abstraction of a real entity.
ns3 supports flexibility and provides attributes for every model. Users could change
the behaviours of the model by setting its related attributes. Moreover, ns3 as open
software supports that users could add their own models or modify the existing model
for the individual purpose. Such as the AODV routing protocol model, implements in
ns3 based on RFC 3561 [5, 105]. Its source code lives in src/aodv/model, includes the
management of the routing table, neighbour information, and routing protocol mechanisms and so on. However, this routing protocol model is just for IPV4, and it does
not implement the functions in RFC 3561 as local link repair and RREQ, RREP and
Hello packet extensions. In this thesis, we propose a new routing protocol, RAODV
(Relieving AODV), based on the original AODV. Also, we modify the AODV model for
the RAODV routing protocol and implement it in ns3 as the RAODV model.
ns3 provides 802.11 PHY and MAC layer models, which highly accurately describe
the concepts and designs of the real world 802.11 PHY and MAC layer [106, 107]. It
uses a simulation script in C++ (with the optional choice of Python) to define the
required network topologies, create the necessary flows and schedule the start/end time
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of events [92]. As this thesis focuses on ad hoc network simulations, we concentrate on
wireless simulation configurations for such networks.

A.2

Objects in ns3

The basic objects in ns3 include node, channel , NetDevice, application and protocol
stack [92, 108, 109].

A.2.1

Node

In ns3, any basic computing device can be abstracted into a node. We can simply think
of a node as a computer. In order to make a node work correctly, the node may add
other objects such as NetDevice, application, protocol stack and so on.
ns3 supports a number of mobility models to maintain the position of a node. To be more
specific, ns3 uses PositionAllocators objects to set the initial position of a node at the beginning of the simulation. These can be ListPositionAllocator , GridPositionAllocator or
RandomDiscPositionAllocator (UniformDiscPositionAllocator , RandomDiscPositionAllocator locates nodes more dense towards the middle of the disc) objects.

A.2.2

NetDevice and channel

Nodes add NetDevice objects to transmit data over a channel to communicate with each
other. In reality, a node could connect to multiple channels via multiple NetDevices
simultaneously. A NetDevice incorporates the PHY layer and the MAC layer for 802.11
wireless networks.
ns3 has three channel types: the Csma channel, the PointToPoint channel and the Wifi
channel. NetDevice must match the corresponding channel, e.g., a Csma NetDevice
(Ethernet NIC) must be used with a CSMA channel (Ethernet link), a PointToPoint
NetDevice with a PointToPoint channel (PPP link) and a Wifi NetDevice with a WiFi
channel (802.11 link) [92].
Here, we focus on the configuration of wireless networks, and in particular on the ad
hoc mode. Nodes that add WifiNetDevice can form infrastructure or ad hoc networks.
WifiNetDevice model is an IEEE 802.11 wireless network interface controller. Currently,
it supports:
• 802.11 PHY layers: 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n etc.
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• Different PHY models:
– Propagation loss models: ns3 provides a number of propagation loss models,
such as the Friis model, the Two Ray Ground model, and the Fixed RSS
model.
• Modes: ns3 implements 802.11 DCF with infrastructure or ad hoc mode, and
provides QoS (EDCA) and non-QoS mode.
The WifiNetDevice provides three sublayer models: the PHY layer models, the MAC
low models, and the MAC high models. A full description of all the details of the Wifi
model of ns3 is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, so that we just roughly discuss
the necessary points of the Wifi configuration in ns3 here.
• The PHY layer models are separately implemented in the ns3::WifiPhy class. YansWifiPhy is the most widely used model [110]. There are six states for the PHY
layer:
– TX: The PHY layer is transmitting a signal at present.
– RX: The PHY layer is synchronising a signal and waiting for the last bit of
the signal. After that, the PHY layer forwards it to the MAC layer.
– CCA Busy: The PHY layer is not in the states of TX and RX, but the energy
detection threshold is lower than the currently measured power. This is the
state where a node detects that the channel is busy with another node’s
transmission, but the node’s PHY layer is not able to make sense of the
transmission.
– IDLE: The PHY layer indicates a free channel, i.e., is not in the states of
TX, RX or CCA Busy.
– SLEEP: The PHY layer is in power saving mode and does not have the ability
to transmit or receive any signal.
– SWITCHING: The PHY layer is currently switching the channel.
• The MAC low models handle the RTS/CTS and ACK transmissions, the medium
access (as a DCF implementation), and the QoS-enabled or non-QoS-enabled fragmentation, retransmission and queueing of packets.
• The Mac high models currently have three classifications:
– AdhocWifiMac: This is the simplest class, for nodes in ad hoc networks (STAs
in an independent BSS).
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– ApWifiMac: This uses an AP that periodically generates beacons and associations with STAs.
– StaWifiMac: This applies active probing and associates STAs based on beacons.

ns3 supports multiple rate control algorithms for the MAC layer. In this thesis, we use
the constant rate control algorithms: ConstantRateWifiManager . Each packet uses the
same transmission mode. There are two attributes for ConstantRateWifiManager :
• DataMode: This transmission mode is for all “unicast” data packets.
• ControlMode: This transmission mode is for all “request” control packets (RTS).
The ControlMode attribute only applies to the RTS frame. The rates for CTS and
ACK depend on the selected 802.11 standards.
• One more data mode in ns3 that needs to mention is the “NonUnicastMode” of the
WifiRemoteStationManager . It must be set for all non-unicast packets. Otherwise,
the WifiRemoteStationManager sets the transmission mode with the lowest rate
for the non-unicast packets. If we set the DataMode to a high data rate and
use the default NonUnicastMode, ad hoc networks do not seem to support the
multiple-hop routes.
After having introducted the WifiNetDevice, we will now discuss the steps to create a
WifiNetDevice:
1. WifiChannel configuration: This focuses on the configuration of the propagation
loss and delay models.
2. WifiPhy configuration: In order to successfully decode the received signal, it focuses on the configuration of the error rate model. We do not consider the error
rate configuration in this thesis and just use the default configuration.
3. WifiMAC configuration: This mainly depends on the intended architecture of
the wireless network. For example, for ad hoc networks, we configure WifiMAC
as “ns3::AdhocWifiMac”. Moreover, the configuration determines whether the
configured network will support QoS.
4. WifiDevice creation: This step sets the required 802.11 standard and rate control
algorithm.
5. Mobility configuration (for node position): This is generally configured before
WifiNetDevice is used.
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Application

The Application provides the traffic demand for the simulated networks. Applications
come in different flavours, including as On-Off Application, PacketSink , Bulk-Send Application, UdpEcho Client/Server etc [92, 109].
On-Off Application: This application uses “On” and “Off” patterns to generate traffic
to a single destination (the “Remote” attribute determines the destination address). It
sets the transport protocol via the PacketSink application and supports the UdpSocketFactory and TcpSocketFactory.
After the application starts, it generates CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic if its state is
“On”. The CBR traffic is configured via the attributes “Data Rate” and “Packet Size”.
The source node sends IP packets with a packet size of “Packet Size”, and the constant
data rate is the value of “Data Rate”. The duration of the states “On” and “Off”
depends on the values of the attributes “OnTime” and “OffTime”. If the “OnTime” is
1 and the “OffTime” is 0, the source node continues to send packets until the end of the
OnOffApplication.
The other attribute of this application is “MaxBytes”. Its default value is “0”, which
means there is no limit for data transmission. Otherwise, the source node can only
transmit the amount of bytes configured via “MaxBytes”. After transmitting the set
number of bytes, no data will be sent even if the state is still “On”.
Another thing worth noting is that when the application starts, the first packet will be
transmitted after the delay = PacketSize/DataRate s. Moreover, if the state turns from
“On” to “Off” during the transmission, the rest time will be cached and further reused
until the next transmission when the application restarts.
PacketSink Application: As already mentioned in the On-Off Application, this can be
used in the On-Off Application process to define a local address and specify a transport
protocol.
Bulk-Send Application: This application continues to generate traffic until the application stops or the pre-set value of “MaxBytes” reaches 0. One characteristic of the
application is that it uses TCP.
UdpEcho Client/Server Application: This thesis focus on TCP transmission, so we just
list this application here.
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A.2.4

Other components in ns3

Other components include the protocol stack, which must be added to nodes, with
protocols such as ARP, ICMP, IP, TCP, and UDP [92]. Routing protocols such as the
AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing) are mainly designed for ad hoc
networks. We will discuss it in further detail in Section 8.2.
In addition, ns3 provides a set of Helper classes to simplify the simulation programme [92].
For example, the PHY and Channel of 802.11 correspond to the classes of YansWifiPhy
and YansWifiChannel . Both of them have the related Helper classes. As the following
code: Suppose we configure a node container “nodes”, and set up PHY and MAC layer
for all nodes in the container with 802.11b in ad hoc mode. Other parameters use the
default values.
1

// Set a WiFi Helper

2

WifiHelper wifi = WifiHelper::Default ();

3

//Set the 802.11b standard

4

wifi.SetStandard (WIFI_PHY_STANDARD_80211b);

5

// Set both the ‘‘DataMode’’ and ‘‘ControlMode’’ is the transmission mode: ‘‘
DsssRate1Mbps’’

6

wifi.SetRemoteStationManager ("ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager",

7

"DataMode",StringValue ("DsssRate1Mbps"),

8

"ControlMode",StringValue ("DsssRate1Mbps"));

9

//Create a non-QoS upper MAC

10

NqosWifiMacHelper wifiMac = NqosWifiMacHelper::Default ();

11

//Configure as ad hoc mode

12

wifiMac.SetType ("ns3::AdhocWifiMac");

13

//Set 802.11 PHY and Channel

14

YansWifiPhyHelper phy = YansWifiPhyHelper::Default ();

15

YansWifiChannelHelper wifiChannel = YansWifiChannelHelper::Default ();

16

phy.SetChannel (wifiChannel.Create ());

17

//Create a WiFi NetDevice and adds to nodes

18

NetDeviceContainer devices = wifi.Install (phy, wifiMac, nodes);

A.3
A.3.1

Simulation analysis: data collection and visualization
Data collection from tracing: via packet tracing

One purpose of the simulation is to be able to analyse the simulation output further.
ns3 provides a tracing system for this. It is built on the connection of a trace source
and a trace sink, which are independent of each other [92, 111].
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Trace sources provide access to the required underlying data. ns3 provides a number of
trace sources. Users can use their own trace sink to connect with the trace source to
process the required data. A trace sink can connect to multiple trace sources.
The high-level tracing is to hook the predefined trace sink to a trace source to produce
the output files. ns3 can enable ASCII (similar to .tr file in ns2) and PCAP tracing
(readable by Tcpdump or Wireshark ). In this thesis, we only use ASCII tracing. After
the simulation, ns3 creates an ASCII trace file of the simulation output. We then collect
the required data from the trace file for further analysis.
ns3 also provides a low-level tracing, which defines a special trace sink and accesses to
a trace source via the help of a configuration namespace. The trace sink is a callback
function, and the trace source maintains an internal list of Callbacks.
Take the following function as an example:
1

void ns3::Config::Connect (std::string path, const CallbackBase & cb )

path is the input path to find trace sources. cb is the pointer to the callback function
the trace sink connects to the trace sources. This function will attempt to find all trace
sources which match the input path.

A.4

Visualization

An important tool to animate the experiment simulation in ns3 is NetAnim [92]. NetAnim can display the network topology, the trajectory of mobile wireless nodes and
the packet transmission flow over channel/link between nodes during the simulation.
Moreover, it could print the tables of packet metadata as well as the routing tables at
any time.
Packet is also an important concept in ns3. Each ns3 packet contains the following
information: a byte buffer, a set of bytes/packet tags and metadata [112].
The byte buffer serialises and stores the headers and trailers of packets (with payload
size 0) in the format of a real network packet. The users use tags to store any extra
information for the simulation as timestamps or flow ids, which real network packets do
not have. The metadata describes the types of headers and trailers stored in the byte
buffer. ns3 uses Packet::EnableMetadata() to enable packet to be printed, which can
be used to trace the information contained in a packet. Packet::Copy only creates a
reference to the same packet buffer.

B
TCP Protocol

This thesis does not intend to handle congestion via the TCP protocol. Insofar, we only
explain its algorithms where they relate to the simulation experiments.

B.1

TCP characteristics

We recall the characteristics of TCP are as follows [113]:
• TCP is a connection-oriented byte stream transport layer protocol.
If two applications require TCP to exchange data, they must establish a TCP
connection with each other before the data transmission. TCP uses a Three-Way
Handshake to establish and terminate a connection.
• TCP provides reliable full-duplex end-to-end communication.
The TCP connection is a point-to-point connection. It uses byte sequence number
and corresponding ACK number to ensure that the data is delivered in order. The
sequence number is that of the first byte in the transferring TCP segment. The
ACK number is the next byte sequence number that the receiving host expects to
receive. If the sending TCP layer does not receive an ACK covering a previously
transmitted data segment’s sequence number within the estimated RTT (Round
Trip Time) timeout, the data segment is presumed lost and will be retransmitted.
The sequence numbers also allow the receiving TCP host to arrange the received
segments in order.
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• As a stream-oriented transport protocol, TCP has a maximum segment size (MSS )
in bytes.
Suppose there are many MSS-sized segments that require TCP transmission.
– In a hypothetical scenario, TCP could transfer one segment at a time: here,
the sender only sends the next segment once it has received the ACK from the
receiver. Hence, TCP could only handle one segment per RTT , which is too
slow to deliver a large amount of data, especially if the BDP (bandwidth-delay
product) between sender and receiver is large.
– In another hypothetical scenario, the sender could send all segments immediately: Notwithstanding limits to the network capacity, the receiver may not
have the ability to process such large amounts of data at this rate.
In order to make best use of the available capacity without overloading the receiver,
TCP applies a flow control algorithm. It uses a sliding window to control the flow.
The size of the sliding window depends on the available buffer size at the receiver,
which the receiver communicates back to the sender via the advertised window
field in the ACKs.
Apart from flow control, every TCP stack also implements one of several congestion
control algorithms in order to adapt the sending rate to the available network
capacity.

B.2

TCP congestion control

TCP controls congestion by effectively restricting the average sending data rate of the
sender. For this purpose, the TCP sender uses a variable known as the congestion window
or cwnd to determine the number of segments that may be sent, before an ACK for the
first of these must be received. The size of cwnd changes dynamically and is determined
by estimating the probability of congestion between the two TCP endpoints [114].
The aim of congestion control is to optimise cwnd. If cwnd is too large, the sender
may send more packets into the link than there is “in-flight” capacity. At first, this
will lead to queues at bottlenecks to build up: RTT will increase as the queue sojourn
times increases. Eventually, packets will be dropped as the queues overflow and/or RED
(random early drop) kicks in, i.e., we get congestion. If cwnd is too small, there will be
significant time periods during which the link with the smallest spare capacity along the
path retains that spare capacity.
TCP tries to improve the network performance by congestion control algorithms that
try to optimise the size of cwnd. A number of TCP congestion algorithms have been
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proposed [115–124] and several are in widespread practical use (e.g., Compound TCP on
Windows and CUBIC and the more recent PRR under Linux). Modern TCP congestion
control algorithms implement all of the following four functionalities or equivalents: slow
start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery [54, 113, 114]. All current
algorithms detect congestion via the feedback from ACKs. Different congestion control
algorithms handle congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and recovery in different ways.
Here, we only review the original TCP congestion control algorithm: Reno. All other
algorithms that have been proposed since are modified versions based on Reno. Its four
functions are as follows:
• Slow start:
The original TCP congestion control algorithm starts in slow start mode: It initiates cwnd to one MSS. It assumes that the current network is not congested if
ACKs can still be received after one RTT. TCP increases the size of cwnd by one
MSS after an ACK is received. Hence, cwnd initially grows exponentially with
1/RT T (assuming no ACKs are delayed or lost). Besides cwnd, TCP uses another
variable, ssthresh (the slow start threshold), to limit slow start mode and prevent
cwnd from growing too large and exceeding the congestion threshold too quickly.
The original TCPs (such as Tahoe and Reno) set the initial value of ssthresh to
65535 bytes. In the following, we concentrate on how cwnd changes with the
network situation.
The relationship between cwnd and ssthresh is as follows:
1. If cwnd < ssthresh, TCP stays in slow start;
2. If cwnd > ssthresh, TCP begins congestion avoidance;
3. If cwnd = ssthresh, TCP could choose either slow start or congestion avoidance.
• Congestion avoidance:
Once cwnd > ssthresh, cwnd increases by one MSS per RTT, no matter how
many ACKs have been received during each RTT. So, cwnd grows linearly beyond
ssthresh. Via this algorithm, TCP could slowly increase cwnd to avoid growing it
too fast past the congestion threshold. TCP considers packet loss due to congestion
and sporadic loss via the following two cases:
1. Retransmission timeout (RTO): When the sender does not receive the ACK
for a sent segment on time, the sender will first wait for the duration of RTO.
If the sender still does not receive the expected ACK, TCP interprets this as
evidence of heavy congestion.
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2. Three duplicate ACKs reception: If TCP receivers receive only segments beyond the one they have been expecting, they send an ACK for segment before
the missing segment for each additional segment received. The TCP sender
interprets three or more duplicate ACKs as evidence of sporadic loss or moderate congestion since the network could still transport the subsequent data
segments and the ACKs, i.e., network congestion cannot have been too severe.
• Fast retransmit and fast recovery:
If TCP considers the current congestion to be heavy, it resets ssthresh = cwnd/2
and cwnd = 1 MSS, and then re-initiates slow start. In this case, TCP needs to
wait for the RTO before starting the new recovery process.
If TCP considers the loss sporadic or the congestion to be at worst moderate, it
will start fast retransmit. Fast retransmit retransmits data without waiting for
the RTO. It sets the corresponding cwnd = cwnd/2 and ssthresh = cwnd and
continues in congestion avoidance mode rather than slow start.
Fast recovery then was proposed based on the fast retransmit algorithm.

It

also starts when TCP detects moderate congestion and set cwnd = cwnd/2 and
ssthresh = cwnd, but initiates fast recovery instead of entering congestion avoidance. The process is:
1. cwnd=ssthresh+3 (3 MSS means three duplicate ACKs have been received);
2. Retransmit the lost packets (as indicated by the duplicate Acks);
3. If a duplicate ACK is received again, cwnd = cwnd + 1;
4. If a new ACK is received, cwnd = ssthresh;
5. Restart congestion avoidance.
From the above discussion, TCP controls the cwnd size via the AIMD (the Additive
Increase/Multiplicative Decrease) algorithm to equally share the channel/bandwidth.
E.g., TCP initially increases cwnd by one MSS if an ACK is received. Once congestion
occurs, it will back off and reduce the current window to half to provide “enough”
capacity for other TCP flows. As shown in the example in Fig. B.1, after the TCP
connection is established, slow start increases cwnd from one MSS per ACK. TCP thus
doubles cwnd after each RTT (because cwnd ACKs arrive during each RTT if all goes
well).
When cwnd reaches ssthresh, TCP follows the congestion avoidance algorithm. In this
phase, TCP adds one MSS per RTT to cwnd. The value of cwnd is thus subject to
additive increase (AI ). Once congestion occurs, the sender sets ssthresh to half of the
current cwnd, a strategy known as multiplicative decrease (MD). TCP then returns
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Figure B.1: Cwnd size in the original TCP congestion control. TCP sets the initial
values of ssthresh and cwnd to 32 MSS and 1 MSS, respectively. After 5 RTT, cwnd
reaches ssthresh. Congestion avoidance starts to control the size of cwnd and adds
1 MSS to cwnd during each RTT. After 9 RTT, TCP detects ACK timeout (heavy
congestion) with the cwnd size at 36 MSS. TCP then updates ssthresh to half of cwnd
(18 MSS) and backs off by setting cwnd to its initial slow start value (1 MSS). After 14 RTT, cwnd reaches ssthresh again. Congestion avoidance takes over until the
sender receives three duplicate ACKs (moderate congestion) after 20 RTT with cwnd
at 24 MSS. Instead of turning to slow start, TCP halves cwnd to 12 MSS, make this
the new ssthresh value as well, and restarts congestion avoidance. After 24 RTT, TCP
detects moderate congestion again with cwnd at 16 MSS. It then halves the current
cwnd to 8 MSS and enters congestion avoidance again, and so on.

to either slow start or congestion avoidance, which depends on whether it is heavy
congestion (ACK timeout after RTT+RTO) or moderate congestion/sporadic packet
loss (three duplicate ACKs).

B.3

TCP variants

TCP has a number of variants with different end-to-end congestion control algorithms:
Tahoe [115], Reno [116], NewReno [117], SACK [118], Vegas [119], Westwood [120],
BIC [121], CUBIC [122] and so on. All of these have algorithms to detect congestion,
adjust cwnd and ssthresh and retransmit lost packets. Here, we only describe those used
in our experiments.
In 1988, Van Jacobson proposed Tahoe, which uses fast retransmit to control congestion
when it occurs. In 1990, Reno was designed, based on Tahoe’s congestion algorithm,
adding fast recovery for the first time. However, this fast recovery was only designed to
retransmit a single packet once. It also assumes that the reception of three duplicate
ACKs refers to the same lost packet. If additional packets have been lost, each of them
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needs to wait for its RTO to be retransmitted. For each RTO being exceeded, TCP
halves the current ssthresh. Hence, if congestion results in the loss of multiple packets,
Reno’s performance is even worse than that of Tahoe. NewReno then suggested a
modification based on Reno’s fast recovery algorithm. NewReno uses partial ACKs
to indicate the loss of multiple packets during the fast recovery process. It ends fast
recovery after retransmitting all the lost packets and does not need to wait for RTOs to
expire [114, 117].
These variants interpret packet loss as congestion. However, in wireless networks, packet
loss does not just result from congestion. When a TCP sender thinks that congestion
occurs, it will back off by cutting its cwnd in half, which decreases network goodput.
As a result, these variants may perform poorly in wireless networks.
Unlike these TCP algorithms, Westwood is a congestion algorithm intended for wireless
networks. Based on the Reno algorithm, Westwood adjusts the size of cwnd by estimating the available bandwidth-delay product from the arrival rate of the ACKs [93].
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